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GENERAL SUMMARY

The cost of chilch’eo could be defined as the extra income a couple with children
would require in order to attain the same standarcl of living as a couple without
children. The term "standard of living" is not a precisely defined ooe and so
some clarification ofdefinltion is made early in this report, but the basic concept
remains the same. Tile income at which a household with children enjoys the

same living standard as the reference household (an adult couple without children)
is called the equivalent income and this divided by the income of the reference

household is the equivalence scale. This report develops a methodology for measuring
equivalence incomes and scales and derives actual estimates for Ireland, based
on the most recently available data.

The VahLe of Equioalence Scales
There are two major reasons for wishing to have measures of equivalence

scales. The first is that the State may choose to compensate parents, to some
degree at least, for the costs of their children. Possible mechanisms include child
benefit, income t,’~x ,allowances and social welfare paymcnts for dependent children
of beneficiaries. Of course, the actual extent to which the State ought to
compensate and the consequent size of payments, depends on a large number
of factors including the objectives of ongoing economic and social policy and
such issues are quite outside the scope of this report. However, if the State is
to compensate, even partially, knowledge of the costs and the related equivalence
scales are useful inputs to the decislon-making process.

The seem’td major reason is that statisticians and social researchers often have
to compare the welfare or poverty levels of different groups of households. These
might corresponcl to different countries, or to the same county at different points
of time, or to various intra-societal groups. If the family compositions of the
groups are known to differ, some adjustments have to be made to create a
common basis for comparisons and these have to be based, explicitly or implicitly,
on measures of equivalent incomes or equivalence scales. We see this report
as providing economic and social researchers with a means of ove,’coming this
problem.

Measurement and Properties of Scales
There are several possible approaches to measuring scales. One method of

considerable antiquity is that of specifying-standards for the consumption of
various commodities by children: so that for food a nutritional expert would
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define an "adccluate" nutritional diet for children, and other experts would rcpcat
the process for other commodities. Costing these standard consumptions and
summing them would givc one measure of the extra income required. Scales
couk] also be based on social surveys that ask respondents how nluch they need

to cope, with various analytical devices employed to deal with the subjective
biases in the rcplics. Again, scales For Ireland could be devised by adopting or
modifying research performed elsewhere, or could even bc deduced fi’om those
implicit in existing welfare measures. To sonic extent, all these nmthods have
been employed in previous h’ish research, but they have disadvantages. We
believe the best approach lies in examining the actual expenditures of real
households on commodities, when broken down by family composition and

income group. Such data are awiilable fl’om the Household Budget Survcys;
which arc conducted by the Central Statistics Office. The most recently available
is thc 1980 survey.

Obviously enough, plausible equivalence scales should take account of certain
factors. Oldcr children shoukl cost more than young children, so that ages of
children as well as their number affect equivalent incomes. There ought to be
economies of scale with numbers of children -- 2 young children should not
cost twice what I young child does. It is also true that not all expenditures fi’om
which children benefit could, or should, be considered part of the costs of children.
A high income household with children could spend greater proportions of income
on housing, motor cars and durable goods than a lower income household with
the same family composition. But so could a high income reference household
as compared with a low income one. The facts are that children can also benefit
from expenditures thai are primarily made by aduhs to benefit thernselves. So
it is evident that the estinaalion of equivalence scales should be compatible with
some coherent and economically plausible model of household expenditures.
The model we develop is based on the Stone-Gcary linear expenditure systern,
which is well known in demand analysis.

Data Limitations and Scope of Study
Although the 1980 Household Budget Survey was based on data fl’om over

7,000 households, the material available for estimation of scales was still decidcclly
limited. First of all, records of expenditure in each household were kept for just
one fortnight so that the staffof the Ceau’al Statistics Office could cover many
more houselaolds during the year’s duration of the su~’ey. Household expenditure
is variable throughout the year, with seasonal peaks even for non-durable
comnaodities, so we judged that an average over at least 30 households was
required to obtain reliable commodity expenditure figures. Since we required
these average figures for severn income ranges within each household composition
type, we found we had to limit the number of household types considered. The
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householcl types finally included consisted of 2 adults (heacl of household and
spouse) and the combinations of O, I, oz" 2 children, in the two age categories:
less than 5 years and 5 to 14 years.

While direct estimates of equivalent incomes are made for these family types,
it is obviously desirable that estimates be possible Ibr other compositions also.
Even where data are insufficient to permit direct estimation, extrapolation
methods can sometimes be employed, although there are some uneerlainties
introduced. These indirect estilnates are calculated and presented for a range
of additional household types. Even so, we would not claim that we are providing
comprehensive covcr of all household types of possible interest.

7he Estimates and 7heir f’uture Uses
The estimates based on the 1980 survey data showed that age effects were

substantial, with older chilch’en more costly than younger children -- an
unsurprising resuh. There were definite economies of se,’de widl respect to number
of children which were much more pronounced for younger than for older
children. That is, the extra cost of a second young child is much less than the
extra cost of a second older child. Delailed analysis showed that tile economies
of scale arose fi’om certain commodities including Durable Goods and Transport
l’2quipmcnt and, in the case of young children, Clothing and Footwear. These
findings suggest that social researchers comparing welfare levels of various intra-
societal groups should use a fairly sophisticated adjustmcnt mechanism Io allow
for family composition. A crude mechanism that equates each child to a fixed
proportion of an adult -- irrespective of age, number of other claildren, or level
of household income -- could be over-simplistic and misleading. They may also
suggest that Stale benefit payments, embodying elements of compensation fox"
costs of children, could allow for age and economies of scale. However, as
mentioned previously, many other factors come into the reckoning in relation
to this issue.

The actual figures for 1980, or incleed tbr any inclividual year, are not ofmucb
utility if they cannot be extrapolated to other years. Obviously, price increases
over time will change the costs of children, but the situation is actually more
COnlplex than this. Households with different family conapositions will spend
their incomes on commodities in somewhat clifferent proportions. So if relative
prices of commodities change over time, which they will to some degree,
equivalent incomes and scales will shift. We argue that our measures are best
regarded as indices of the costs of living for households with children, relative
to the reference household. We show how to update estimates, taking account

of price changes, in-between budget surveys. Analogously to the calculation of
the Consumer Price Index (CPl), we partition costs of children in tile survey
year into products of prices and weights. The prices change continuously, but

xi
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the weights are only to be re-estimated with each budget survey. Thus we see
our work as providing a methodology for the construction and updating of cost
of children indices.

The following table will illustrate some of the foregoing points. It shows the
costs of children relative to the reference household for 1980 and updated to
1987. It also shows how the scales corresponding to an income of£100 per weck
would have changed between these years.

Costs of Children and &ales 1980 and 1987

HousehoM 7)’pc" I 0 0 1 2 0 0 2 I I

Cnsl of children (£/week 1980) 10.70 15.30 13.60 2,t.70 18A0

Scale at income of £100/week 1980 I.II 1.15 1.1,t 1.25 1.18

Cost of children (£/week 1987) 19.60 28.20 24.30 44A0 33.40

Scale at inclmm tJf£100/wcck 1987 1,20 1.28 1.24 I.,t4 1.33

* The first and second figures arc the nutnber of young and older children rcspeclively.
Thus. 1 0 refers to households of two aduhs with just one young child and so on.

However, the updating could have been carried out for any year using the
1980 weights. This is open to the criticism that at different relative prices the
weights might have changed and another budget survey is needed to deduce
the appropriate weights. But dais is an objection that could be raised to any index
number calculation and is why budget surveys are repeated at intervals.
Compiling indices of costs of children by regular updating would show how price
evolutions favoured, or disfavoured, particular household types and could reveal

trends submerged in broader indices that arc aggregated over all family
compositions. \,Ve hope a significant contril)ution of our report is in i)roviding
tlae methodology for such a development and, in this context, the values derived
for 1980 and updated to 1987 are just the first application of that methodology.

xii



Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes tile scope of the study, introduces the concept of
equivalence scales and discusses the uses that may be made of dram. ’Aqlile tile
practical hnportancc of the subject is relatively easily outlined, there arc some
quite complex statistical and ecortomic issues that must be resolved before actual
measures can be obtained. \,Ve have tried to keep the report comprehensible
to the non-speclailst reader by locating the more technical material in indicated
chapters. The general theme of the report and its conclusions can be unclerstood
without reading these.

However, some assumptions will be made in tile estimation process thai need
to bc discusscd thoroughly, if non-technically, in this introductory chapter. This
is because a variety of assumptions has been made in the large literature on
equivalence scales and none has received universal acceptance, h may well be
that certain value judgements are implicit in assumptions and so tile reader is
entitled to have our position clarified. The issues can also be examined in much
more technical ways and indeed will be in later chapters of this study.

1. I : What Are Equivalence Scales?

Describing it a little loosely, an equivalence scale is the extra proportion of
income that a household with certain characteristics would require in order to
attain the same standard of living as another type of househoh:l. It may seem
obvious that a household consisting of two adults and two you ng children requires
a greater net income than a household of just two adults if both households arc

to have an equ,"d standard of living. This is actu,’dly not a clearly defined statement
because "standard of living" is open to a number of interpretations and the words
"may seem" are used deliberately, because some economists would not agree.
There is an implicit supposition that the lower income household does not bare
extra accumulated savings and an additional stock of assets, or if it does, that
these have somehow been taken into account in the measure of income. This
is not a major difficulty, however, and in practice we will take a household’s
total expencliture as a proxy for its true income. There are other justifications
for this choice that will be outlined in the next chapter.

A deeper issue is that it could be argued that the presence of children could
contribute to the happiness of parents to a degree sufficient to compensate them
for tile costs of children. If one takes the view that parents are rational agents
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who weigh tile desirability of children against the loss of the goods and services

they themselves will forgo because of the costs of children, then "standard of

living" could be interpreted to suggest that their household is at least as well

offas a childless household widl equal income. Put another way, if parents can

derive utility from their children’s consumption, and if the option of having

children is a matter of fi’ee choice, then economically rational parents will act

so as to maximise utility and therefore a household with children must have

at least as high a standard of living, in terms of utility, as a similar income childless

household. This type of argument is associated with the Chicago School of

1"2conomics and particularly with Beckcr ( 198 I).

Howcvcr, many would dispute that a "rational agents" model of parents is

at all realistic in an Irish context. Even parents, who might hehavc its this model

predicts, have no guarantee that their future situations will match their

expectations. Household incomes and circumstances can change unexpectedly

and nlorc or less permanendy, for it variety of" reasons, but the childrer~ are

a conthluing liability. VVhile we ",,,,ill not dcny that children may contribute to

theh" parents’ enjoyment of life, ’,re ’,’,’ill not try to explicitly offset this "bencft"

against the costs of children. So in our conlpitrlsons "living standards" will not

include the benefits, if any, derived by parents from their children’s consumption.

How this interacts with the basic idea of our method will be cxpliuned in Section

5 of this chal:,ter. In approaching the problem in this manner ;re are acting

similarly to most researchers who have derived scales for other countries. Even

those economists who would disagree with the principle of the argument here,

would probably concede that the difficulties of measuring "bcnc fits of children"

are daunting and would accept that costs can be measured separately from

benefits.

Even measuring the costs of children is not a trivial matter and the various

methods employed embody assumptiorts and suppositions about what is meant

by "standard of living". We will return to this topic in Sections 4 and 5 of this

chal:,tcr, but some simple definitions and nolatiol’~ are needed at this stage. Let

r clcnote a reference household, which we ’viii usually interpret as consisting

of two aduhs (head of household and spouse) without chihh’en. Let h denote

a household with children and let c be the measured costs of the C]lildren. Then

if y, is thc income of the reference household, the equivalent inconle, ya, of tile

household with children is

Yh ---- ~"~ + C

;and the CClUivalencc scale is

Y)’ = I +
C

Y, Yr
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The scale may not be constant for a particular household type -- that is, tile
ratio of Yh to Yr that would give households h and r all equally low standard of
living (at low values of Yr and Yh) might not be the same as the ratio that would
give the households an equally high standard of living (at high values of y~ and

Yh)- Another way of describing this is to say that the scale may change with the
income of the reference household. Clearly tile scale could only be constant over

a range of incomes if c, the cost of the children, itself changed with income and
at exactly the same rate as income changed.

Strictly speaking, the scale defined by (I. 1. I) is an income equivalence scale.
Other scales -- cmnmodity equivalence scales - will be mentioned later, but
the income equivalence scale is of central importance. Obviously, if there are
different ways of measuring costs of children that lead to different results, there
will also be different cstimates of eqnivalent incomes. To at least some degree
this is due to the vagueness of tile idea of "standard of living". One equivalent
income may be sufficient to achieve an equal living standard as measured by
one criterion, but another may be necessary if a different criterion is being
employed.

1.2: The Scope of This Study
Equivalence scales can be defined, measured and employed for comparisons

of household types defined by any criteria and not just for households that differ
in the presence and number of children. Households with adult dependants would
be one example. But the range of possible colnparisons is very wide indeed.
For example, there may be costs and benefits associated with residing in a rural
rather than an urban area and so it could be claimed that two households, even
with identical family compositions, would need different incomes to attain the

same living standard. Then equivalent incomes and scales could, in principle,
be defined for the rural/urban comparison.

This study is limited to costs and scales for comparisons of household types
differing in the numbers and ages of children, but alike in all other respects.
The reference household type is assumed to comprise a head of household and
a spouse. The other household types contain additional family members consisting
of children aged under 15 years. So households with dependent children aged
over 15 are excluded frmn the study, as are single parent households, households
with aduh dependents and households with various other compositions. These
exclusions clearly greatly limit the scope of this study and require some
explanation.

There are at least three reasons why the restrictions outlined have been adopted.
An obvious, if not particularly compelling, reason is that any study undertaken
with fairly limited resources has to be kept to manageable proportions if some
results are to appear speedily. But the second and third reasons are deeper and
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more constraining. The second is that assumptions that are plausible with certain
categories of household types, and that underlie the estimation methods, may
not be as plausible, if tenable at all, with other household types. Thus the
discussion in the previous section that argued for measuring the costs of children’s
consumption, but not the benefits therefrom, would not carry over unmodified

to comparisons of households with varying numbers of adults. This does not
mean that equivalent incomes and scales cannot be calculated for such cases,
but the assumptions and subsequent method of analysis would be sufficiently
different to obscure the unity and coherence of a single report.

The third reason for restricting scope arises from the data to be used in the
estimations. Subsequent sections will argue that cquivalent incomes and scales
are best arrived at from examining the actual expenditures of households on
various commodities -- Food, Clothing, Fuels, etc. -- and observing how these
differ between household types. The only reliable source for this type of

information is the Househokl Budget Survey, conducted by the CentrM Statistics
Office. Tiffs is a sample survey, that is, it includes only a randomly selected
porlion of the nation’s households and so it inevitably yields much more
information on the nlost fi’equently occurring household types than it does on
the relatively infrequent types. [n fact, as will be made clear in Chapter 4, which
describes the most recently available data -- that for 1980 -- direct estimation
is only tizasible Ibr the most fi’equently occurring household types. Further
reslrictions follow fi’om certain conventions of the Household Budget Survey,
for example, the classification of children of 15 and over as aduhs. However,
separate informatima on households with dependent children over 15 would not
necessarily have led us to include these extra household types in this study. The
previous costs and benefits argument might need modification if applied to
households where dependent children are receiving third-level education.

Once again, of course, we are not saying that measures for the household
types excluded from this study would not be valuable, but the available data
do not permit their estimation by the approach chosen for this study. On a positive
note, the household types that are included in the study are a very important
subset of all household types. It is also the case that this report gives the first
estimates of equivalent incomes and scales, based on h’ish expenditure data,
for any household types. Previously, when policy issues required some estimates,
lhe figures used (if any) were based on scales implicit in existing social welfare
measures, or on findings in other countries. In 1986 the report of the Cornmission
on Social Welfare (1986) made the remarks:

There has not been any recent research in Ireland on aduh equivalence
scales ... we are not convinced that the data ... can be readily applied in
the Irish context .... We, therefore, recommend that research on equivalence
scales be carried out Ibr Ireland (page 201).
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1.3: The Uses of Equivalence Scales
"[’he most ohvious use of equivalence scales would be to assist the State in

deciding on the compensation it should allow to households because of the costs
of children. Possible mechanisms include child benefit (formeHy children’s
allowances), income tax allowances and social welfare payments for dependent
children of beneficiaries. Now it eou[d be said that this begs the question of
whether the State should compensate at all. Clearly, full believers in the model
of" parents making rational economic choices might not see any case for
compensation. But even those who could accept that compensation would be
required if the households with children were to attain the same standard of
living, might disagree with actually paying full compensation. Reasons could
range from believing it desirable to have a disincentive to population growth,
to a belief that there are more efficient economic uses [’or the funds involved.

"[’he question of what compensation would he required to allow parents with
children to attain art equal standard of living to those without is an objective
one. The issue of whether, or to what extent, the State should actually pay
compensation raises a host of issues which are outside the scope of this paper.
Those who believe that there are any circumstances in which the State should
compensate, at least partially, for the costs of children, will require estimates
of those costs and of the related equivalent incomes and scales.

Equivalence scales have other uses. The statistician or social researcher trying
to compare welfare or poverty levels of different groups, or of societies at different
points in time, or of different countries, may need measures of equivalent incomes
or scales if the family compositions of the groups are not identical. Indeed, it
is difficult to see how any progress can be made on certain topics without some
use of such measures, however imperfectly derived. Comparisons across

households of"standard of living", "welfare" or whatever, frequently have to be
made for policy purposes and decisions have to be made allowing for different
household compositions. Even making no allowance at all for differences in family
composition involves an implicit judgement.

1.4: The Measurement of Equivalence Scales
At least two different approaches to the measurement of scales exist and both

are of considerable antiquity. One is to concentrate on physical and material
needs and to cost them, generating the blocks from which scales can be
constructed. For example, nutritional experts would specify a "standard" diet
for children, guaranteeing "adequate" nutrition, and this would be costed. The
approach owes much to Rowntree (1899) and has been employed in several
studies, including the famous Beveridge (1942) report. The method is obviously
absolute rather than relative in concept. So, for example, the nutritionally
adequate diet is considered to be specifiable independently of the level of welfare
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of society as a whole. A relative approach, on the other hand, would consider

that a weahhy society’s "adequate" diet could well be more elaborate and palatable

than that realistic for a very impoverished society. In practice, of course, the

distinction between approaches may not be so clear-cut. For example, the US

"official" poverty line is based on an "economy food plan", but dais does take

into account the actual pattern of spending of low income households. There

are parallels here with the debate about whether poverty should be defined in

an absolute or relative sense.

The othcr approach is even o}der, at least in concept. It goes back to Engcl

(1857), who obscrvcd that as houschold income increascs, the proportion spent

on Food decreases. This is true of all household types, but at any given income

thc proportion differs between types. The income of a household of type h might

be said to be equivalent to that of the reference household r if the households

were spending the same proportions on Food. Graphically:

Figure I .~r. 1: Relationship of Food Share to Household Income

Food Share

of Income

0

Household Income

The Food shares of both households h and r decline with income. But at any

particular level of income h, the household with ehikh’en spends a higher

proportion on Food. The equivalence scale could be calculated fi-om the graph as

YJY,
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This Engel measure is just one possible method based on the allocation of
household income to commodities. Another, due to Rothbart (1943), employs
the idea of an "aduh good". Suppose some commodity is not consumed by

children, but only by adults. Alcohol, Cigarettes or adult Clothing have been
suggested at various times. Then household II might be defined to have an equal
living standard to househokl r, and have equivalent incomes, if they consumed
the same quantity of the aduh good. Of course, it is being assumed that the
households have the same number of adults. Graphically:

Figqlrt: 1.4.2: Relationship of Consumption of AdMt Good to Household Income

Adult

Good

! Yr I1YhI
Household Income

The consumption of the aduh good rises with income for both household types,
but at any fixed level of income it is ahvays lower for household h - because
some of the income must be spent on children. Choosing equal levels of
consumption of the adult good permits measurement of "equivalent" incomes

Yh and y~ and the scale is, as before,

The method has been employed by various other authors including Henderson
(1949) and N icholson (1949). In principle, these methods differ from the "physical
and material needs" approach. Measures based on how households actually spend
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their inconles are relative rather than absolute, even in concept. "[’he Food share
of the household budget, or the expenditure on an aduh good, change with
household income, and cquivalcncc scales nced not be the same in a poor country.
with low average houscho]d income, as in a rich one. h is also clear why the
implementation of the approach lagged well behind its theoretical formulation
- reliable data on household expenditures by comrnodilies are essential. This
sort of information is provided nowadays by Household Budget Surveys.

The idea of basing an estimator on just one commodity, be it Food or one

aduh good, can be criticised on the grounds that budget surveys provide data
on expenditure for a whole range of commodities, so that inlbrmation is being
neglected. Also, the assumption that an "aduh good" is truly such may not be
precisely correct, implying that it may be safer to work with some average of
estimates based on all commodities. These points were made by Prais and
Houthakker (1955), who proposed an estimation method using all commodities.
Other estimation methods were proposed in turn and a lively debate about the
appropriateness of the various approaches has been conducted in the technical
journals for over thirty years. Indeed there nlay yet be some issues that have
not been resolved to universal satisfaction. Unfortunately, a certain amount of
mathematics is required to explain the issues and to make clear why we prefer
some developments over others. "[’his will form some of the subject matter of

the next two chapters along with other fairly technical material. However, a
non-technical account of our preferred estimation method and its underlying
rationale is essential in this chapter and will comprise the next section.

At this point it is perhaps worth making brief notes of other ways of defining
equivalence scales besides estimations fi’om Household Budget Survey data. A
working set of scales for h’eland could be, and to some extent has been, based
on research elsewhere, particulaHy in the UK. For example, Fitzgerald (1980)
made use of UK scales when comparing living standards of h’ish families.
However, the relevance of such scales is debatable, because different cost and
cxpcnditure patterns might mean that scales appropriate elsewhere arc
inappropriate here. Furthermore, we would not agree with all the methodology
that has been employed in these studies, and in fact there are published criticisms
in some cases. Ultimately, the appropriateness of foreign scales could only be
verified by estimating figures for Ireland and making comparisons. ]’he quotation
from the report of the Commission on Social Welfare, given at the end of Section
2 of this chapter, shov.,s that we are not alone in this view.

Scales could also be based on social surveys that ask respondents how rnuch
income they or their households need to cope. Properly conducted, such survey-
based resuhs should at least tell something about people’s perceptions of the costs
of children, which could be interesting. But because of the very subjective way
in which people will respond to this kind of survey, the step to scales requires
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a verified theory about how people answer such questions and how subjective
criteria might relate to objective ones. While we have no expertise in this field
of subjective responses, we suspect that scales so determined might be regarded
with greater scepticism than measures based on objective household expenditure.

Finally, it could be said that there are scales implicit in existing welfare
measures and allowances. In fact, these scales have been used quite widely in
h’ish studies on poverty and related topics, for example, byJoyce and McCashin
(1982). However, these implicit sc,’des have been arrived at through the interaction
of political and social factors whh the administrative systems and it is not at
all certain that they reflect objective estimates of costs. Overall, we feel the best
approach is that which we actually adopt in this report -- to derive costs,
equivalent incomes and scales from the analysis of Irish data on household
expenditures.

1.5: The Model of Household Consumption Used
A full treatment of the choice of model appropriate to the estimation of

equivalence scales will be given in Chapters 2 and 3. The detailed justification
involves economic and econometric arguments that are important in relating
our methodology to that of other work in the specialist literature. However, as
already mentioned, the non-specialist reader is entitled to an easily understood
account of the model and its assumptions at this point. In avoiding mathematical
formulae as much as possible and relying on intuitive arguments, there is
inevitably some danger of over-simplification, but we hope the essential points
arc brought out clcarly.

Suppose all household expenditure is separated into expenditures on p broad
groups of commodities such as Food, Clothing, etc. [.et the expenditure by a
household of type h on a particulaHy conmmdity i to be called xlh. I f we ignore
thc complications of savings or borrowings for the present, the sum of the
expenditures, over commodities, will add to household income so that

xlh + x.~h + "’" = E xih = Y~, , (1.5.1)
J

where yh denotes household income. As already mentioned in the first section,
when using Household Budget Survey data, there are reasons for preferring
total expenditure to stated income as a measure of true household income. The
reasons will be discussed in the second chapter.

The anaount of each commodity purchased is assumecl divisible into two parts,
a necessary minimum expenditure, which is unrelated to income, but may depend
on family composition, and a discretionary expenditure, which will tend to increase
with income. Thus we are assuming, for example, that a household consisting
of 2 aduhs must spend a certain minimum on Food. There may be extra spending
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on Food depending on income and on the prcfcrellccs for Food comparcd with
other commodities. But a household of 2 adults and 2 children will have a higher
necessary minimum expenditure on Food. Note that the nlinimum expenditure
could theoretically be zero tbr some commodities. If am is the minimum
necessary expenditure on commodity i I)y household h, we will call die sum:

alh + a~l, + ... = Z ajh ,
J

the subsistence income for household h. h follows Iha{ the inco.le available for
discretionary expenditures, which we will call discretionary income, is

Yh -- ~ ajh "
J

The prol)ortions or this spent on the various commodities arc denotcd by bl
where, being proportions, the sum of the b’s is one. So the model of expenditure
is

Xih = aih + bi (Yh -- ~ ajh) (1.5.2)
J

and there is an equation for each of the p commodities.
In this ecluation the proportion of discretionary income spent on commodity

i has been takcn as bl, as if it is constant for all household types. It could be
argued that households with children will Sl)cnd even their discretionary income
in different proportions to childless households. (Obviously, tile}, spcnd their
total incomc in different proportions). Then it could bc claimed that a more
realistic model would have a different blh for each household type, ahhough
each set of b’s would still sum to unity over commodities. Now tiffs is really
a reappearance of the argument about parents gaining utility fi’om their children’s
consumption. It could be expressed by saying that parents not only provide their
children with whal society considers the nccesslties, but fccl happier overall when
diverting some discretionaG income towards commodities consumed by children
and away fi’om commodities consumed by aduhs, so changing the proportions
of discretionary expenditure on commodities.

For the present lct us assunle that parents clo have tile same preferences as
childless coul)les so that although necessary expenditures change, the proportions
of discretionmT expenditure allocated to eomraodities do not. It is then reasonable
to say that the adults of household h havc the same standard of living as the
aduhs of household r if they have equal discretionary income, because they can
both consume equal amounts of commodities. Note that this formulation does
not imply that children do not bcnefit from discretionary expenditurc. In fact
they do, because commodities like housing, heating and some services are shared,
or jointly consumed. But it does assume that parents’ perceptions of their children’s
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benefits do not rcsuh in changed preferences for commodities. In simple algebraic

terms, incomes Yh and Yr arc equivalent if discretionary ificoznes are equal, that

is, if

y,,_ {:ai,, = y,_ .r aj,,
1 J

giving :,,i, _ y, = ’7 air, _ ~ aj, . (1.5.3)j ¯ j

So the increase in income needed is tile difference in total necessary expenditures,

which we can also call the difference in subst)lence incomes, and this is also the

"cosl" of children when h and r arc households widl and without children

respectively. Expressing the relationship in ratio form gives

)’h E ajl, -- ~ ai,
J J

--=1+
y, y, (i.5.4)

So the prob]cm of clcriving equiwilencc scales redtlccs to Ihat o1" estimating

the right-hand side of (1.5.3). We will use Household Budget Survey data to

fit equations of the form 1.5.2 ancl hence estimate the difli:renccs in subsisicncc

income. Although the b’s do not occur in either formulae (1.5.3) or (1.5.4) they

must he estimated fi’om the expenditure data also, as an interim step in arriving

at tile a’s,

It may be worth saying that words like "necessity" and "subsistcncc" can evokc

images of low living standards. But, as alrcady mentioned in Section 3, estimating

scales ft’om actual expenditure patterns leads to relative rather than absolute

measures. "Subsistence" income and "necessary" expenditures h’t a prospering

economy could correspond to substantial supernumerary income and

discretionary expenditures in an underdeveloped economy. We use the terms

primarily because they are associated with tile model (1.5.2) which is not actually

our invention, }3tit is well known il’, the economic theor), of consumer demand

as tile Stonc-Geary linear expenditure system.

We turn now to tile complications that would follow from allowing tile

proportions of discretionary expenditure to vary wilh household type. Suppose

by some magical means we have discovered tile correct values of all the a’s and

also b’s for the reference household. Suppose we give household h an income

increment exactly su fl’icienl to enable the aduhs to n’Aakc tile same discretionary

purchases of commodities as household r t.f they would choose to do so, having

ft,’st met the extra necessary, exl)cnditures. \’Ve carl say that h has at least as
high a living standard as r, in a sense quite consistent with our previous use

ofthc term. lfh chooses to make a diffcrent set of discretionary purchases, then
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h either prefers the new set to r’s set or is indifferent between them. The preference

could be explained by assuming that tile clecision-making adnhs derive satisfaction

fronl tile consunq~tion of their children and therefore change their proportions

of discretionary expenditures on commodities. It follows that the income

increment (I.5.3) is an upper bound to what household h requires to attain

equality of living standard with household r and thus that the scales (1.5.4) may

be over-estimates.

In this situation we could still define tile "cost" of children to be the increnmnt

that would have been required by h assuming their set of preferences about

discretionary expenditure had been those of r. However, the "benefit" arising

fl’orn tile changes in preferences possibly ought to be set against this. Estimates

of equivalence incomes and scales are of less value if they have to be interpreted

only its tipper hounds, unless tile possible over-estimation is negligible. It should

be said that this idea of allocating an income increment to household h based

oil the between-comnmdity preferences of household r, is not actually what would

occur in practice if we wrongly assumed unchanged preferences. Assnnling one

set of b’s when they are really two different sets for households h and r, would

give estimates lying between tile two sets. So tile over-estimation of cost might

not be as substantial its the previous argument might suggest.

It is also worth considering how different we might expect preferences to be

if we work with a relatively small number of broad commodities. Most of these

would be consumed by both aduhs and children and it could be that preferences

change for components within a commodity, while the overall proportion of

discretionary spending associated with tile commodity stays tile same from

household r to household h. Even Ibr a faMy narrowly defined commodity would

we expect preferences to change greatly, so that a high income elasticity

commodity (a "luxury" in the technical meaning of that tcrnl) becanm a low

income elasticity one, or vice versa?

Fortunately we can devise statistical tests for differences in tile b’s between

honsehold types and the method will be described in Chapter 3. So our approach

to preference changes will be to test for differences in the b’s and if these are

not statistically significant to estimate tile b’s as if they are the same for all

household types. The fact that clifllxrcnces are not statistically significant does

not necessarily mean they are non-existent, but it does mean their magnitude

in the data is insufficient to dominate random variation. Consequently, we will

utke it that changes in preferences, if they exist, are not responsible for any

significant biases in our estimates of equivalent incomes and scales.

An outconle where the bl can be taken the same for all household types is

best fi’om tile standpoint of having cleat" interpretations for the quantities

estimated. It is also true that if the b’s did differ significantly between household

types and had to he estimated separately, far more data will be required than
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are available. The force of this point will be more evident following the discussion
of estimation isstlcs in Chapter 3. But there are probably deeper isstles than
technical econometric problems. Wc would be reluctant to always allow changes
in preference for corn modities, even if real and substantial, to erode the income
increment required to conlpcnsate for increased necessary expenditures.

An example given by Fisher (1987) may help clarify the type of problem that
arises, hnagine a hypothetical woHd with two commodity types -- Food and
Alcohol. Suppose the reference household, consisting of aduhs only, has a high
preference for Alcohol and a low one for Food. The household h, which contains

children, has a low preference for Alcohol and a high preference for Food. If
the price of Alcohol rises relative to Food, household r becomes worse off. If
the price of Food rises relative to Alcohol, household h becomes worse off. But

would we really regard household r, facing a high Alcohol price, as equally badly
ott" as household h, facing a high Food price? If households’ own preferences
are considered the only factor, we would have to answer yes. The reason why
we (and most other people) would answer no must be that if preferences differ
we cannot avoid forming our own judgements about which set is "better" for
society as a whole.

1.6: Our Equivalence Scales Decline with Income
For the discussion that follows it is convenient to first reproduce equation

(1.5.4), which gave the scales in terms of the subsistence incomes. It is

), ~j ajh -- j~ air
--= I +y, y, (1.6.1)

While the subsistence incomes (’r’ajh and .~,aj,) can be re-estimated with each
new Household Budget Survey so that they will change over time as an economy
evolves, it is true that at any point in time they are fixed and therefore the scales
given by (1.6.1) decline as income y, increases. This constancy of income
increment (or diminishing scales) with income is a property of the model we
have chosen to represent household expenditures and we think it is a plausible
and desirable property. However, a contrary view seerns to occur in some of
the literature on the estimation and use of equivalence scales. Scales that remain
constant with income, implying absolute arnounts that increase with income,
are frequently employed and scales that even increase with income sometimes

occur. So some further discussion may be necessary, even in this chapter, to
justify our exclusion of these possibilities.
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It is convenient to represent the rnorc general form of(l.6.1), originally given
as (I.1.1), which is

Yh= I + c (1.6.2)
%,
¯ r Yt

If scales can increase with income, it is clear that c (the cost of children) in
(1.6.2) must increase with income at a rate faster than income itself. If scales
are to stay constant with income, c must he directly proportional to y~.
Otherwise scales fall with income, although perhaps not at tile same rate as with
(I.6.1).

Scales that increase with income can lead to logical contradictions. If they
can increase indefinitely with income, tile cost of children c nlust continue
indefinitely to grow at a faster rate than income. So an income point ,,‘,,ill be
reached beyond which the increment in cost would exceed the incremeut in

income. Now if two households have exactly tile same family composition, the
one with tile higher income musl be said to have the higher living standard.
But suppose one household is below this critical income point and one is above
it. Are we going to say the household with the higher income has tile lower living
standard? The contradiction can be avoided by supposing that ahhough cost grows

faster than income, its growth rate falls steadily back towards that of income,
so that (1.6.2) is a curve that is asymptotically constant. But in empirical work,
as will be seen in Chapter 2, relationships postulated between cost and income
that have led to increasing scales have not abvays succeeded in avoiding this
contradiction.

Further, discussion of the various methods for estimating scales and the
relationship of these to income intist wait until the next chapter, because some
methods are not understandable without a more mathematical analysis, nor are
their implicit assumptions immediately evident. As regards methods already
described in tl~is chapter, the first was based on costing "adequate" components
of consumption for children and obviously produces a cost of children independent

of income. So the resuhing scales decline at exactly the same rate as those given
by our preferred estimation method. The "aduh good" method of Rothbart, like
our o‘,vn, ",,.’ill give a cost of children independent of income if curves,
corresponding to differenl household types, are parallel.

This raises the question of whether non-parallelism, that is, tmequal b’s
following from preference changes between household types, would imply that
scales could increase with iacorae even with our linear expenditure model. The
discussion on changing prefcrences of tim previous section implied that treating
them as constant v.,hen they are really ,lot would lead to over-estinlation, if
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anything, of the cost of children. Correction of the over-estimate by subtraction
of an appropriate amount would probably make the scales decline even faster
with income unless the following argument was acceptable. Suppose preferences
change much more at low incomes than they do at high incomes and that we
choose to allow for this by subtracting more fi’om the income increment at low
incomes than at high incomes. If the subtractions were extreme enough at low
incomes, not only would the remaining amounts increase with income, but the
scales might also. The argument seems highly implausible to use, besides being
ethically unpalatable. If true, it would say that the poor care more about their
children’s consumptior~ and because they do so, they require less income
compensation than the rich.

Overall, we I~nd it harcl to see any case [br scales that do not decrease with
income. In a situation where the State pays compensation (full or otherwise)
to pat’crJts to offset the costs of children, policy-makers would baulk at paying
more to higher income groups -- let alone paying proportionately more. The
major virtue perceived by researchers, as distinct fi’om policy-makers, for a Cotlslanl
scale is probably just arithmetic convenience in making comparisons hetween
cliffcrent groups of households. If we wish to compare average household income
between two groups (perhaps in different countries or at different periods), some

allowance needs to bc made tbr family size differences, if these exist. Having
constant correction factors that are applied whatever the incomes, is certainly
arithmetically simple and perhaps it is even useful if all that is desired is some
kind of"adjusted income" statistic. But if researchers are interested in differences
in living standards or welfare levels, other factors besides arithmetic convenience"
require consideration.

It is perhaps worth saying that few, if any, of the currently used methods

for deriving equ ivalence scales arc capable of giving constant scales. Some methods
could yield either increasing scales or decreasing ones depending on the sign of
some estimated quantity, bul without extra interventions from the researcher
constant scales cannot result. That intc,’vention sometimes occurs will be
illustrated hy an example in the next chapter, but not in what we would consider
the most plausible tashion.

1.7: Contents of Later Chapters
Chapter 2 deals with the choice of model in a much more technical way than

the previous section did. It also reviews other models that have appeared in the
literature and explains why these were not thought appropriate. The previous
section ,.’,’as written in an intuitive rathe," than rigorous mode, but does provide
sufficient information to permit the non-technical reader to proceed to later
chapters ;vithout working through the sections of Chapter 2. ChaF, ter 3 is also
technical and concentrates on econometric issues relating to estimation of the
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modcl. However, both chaptcrs commence with non-technical overviews of the
issues considered and brief summaries of the conclusions drawn or measures
adopted.

The fourth chapter describes the data employed in the estimation and analysis.
The Houschold Budget Survey of 1980 was the source of data, and certain
household types, as defined by number and ages of children, were selected for
reasons to be described. The econometric analyses are performed in Chapter
5 for these household types and the resuhs are presented, while Chapter 6
discusses extrapolating the results to other household types. The final chapter
contrasts the findings to other published figures, discusses the issues raised by
the cstimatcs and outlincs the mcchaulcs of updating the scalcs for future use.



Chapter 2

CHOICE OF MODEL

The considerations influencing choice of model are examined in detail in this
chapter. Some of these considerations do lead to issues that are related to
econometric estimation problems rather than the economic meaning and
plausibility of models. Most econometric aspects are discussed in the next chapter,
but where economic interpretation and econometric estimation are not easily
separated the aspects are discussed in this chapter.

The first three sections are concerned with the functional forms for the
relationship between commodity expenditures and income, which are frequency
called Engel curves. The issues arising are not specilic to any particular household
type and the incorporation of family composition effects will be deferred until
later in the chapter. The first section considers the constraint on relationships
imposed by taking total household expenditure as the measure of"income" and
shows that some of the simple functional forms frequently employed in applied
economics cannot satisfy this constraint. However, the model introduced in the
previous chapter -- the linear expenditure system - will satisfy the constraint.
The second section examines the behavioural implications of various functional
forms that have been proposed or estimated in the literature and contrasts thc
acceptable properties of the linear expenditure system with dte implausible
properties of some rival Engel curves. When the data available for analyses are
not individual household data, but means over groups of households -- which
is our situation as regards Irish data -- further conditions are imposed on
functional forms if analyses are to be strictly correct. We show that our model

once again satisfies these conditions, when many of its rivals do not.
The incorporation of household composition effects into Engel curves is taken

up in Section 2.4 and the historical development of formulations of equivalence
scales examined in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. Section 2.7 returns to the linear
expenditure system, examining its relationships to other models and the
assumptions that underlie its use in deriving equivalent incomes and scales. Some
of this section is a second look at matters that were covered in Sections 1.5 and
1.6 of Chapter 1, but the treatment is more mathematical and rigorous. Section
2.8 focuses on the commodity Household Durables and provides an argument
for treating this commodity on the same basis as other commodities. This strategy
has been questioned in the literature on occasions and hence we feel the need
to justify it. Lastly, Section 2.9 contains a brief summary of the case made for
the linear expenditure system as ",*,,ell as some final remarks.

17
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2.1 : Treating Total Expenditure as Income: the Adding-up Constraint
Although the Central Statistics Office publish details of commodity

expenditures broken down by income categories and go to considerable trouble
to try to measure income, it is unfortunately the case that income data are not
entirely reliable. For various reasons, respondents in the Household Budget
Survey may be imprecise or even misleading about their incomes. It can also
be argued that a household’s expenditure on commodities relates better to some
concept of long-run or "permanent" income than to actual income in the year
of the survey. Households will spend out of savings or from borrowings. The
relevant economic theory developed from Friedman’s (1957) permanent income

hypothesis and Modigliani’s (1966) life-cycle model of consumption and savings.
Overall it seems preferable to use total expenditure as a surrogate variable for
"permanent" income rather than employ reported income. In taking this
approach, we are in agreement with most researchers who have analysed
household expenditure data including those who worked on Irish data and whose
findings will be reviewed later. It should be su’essed that this is not a "fine point"
of argument that would not make much practical difference. Table 2.1.1 shows
some (weekly) incomes and corresponding total weekly expenditures as taken
fi’om the 1980 Household Budget Survey. Expenditure in the lowest income
category was more than double reported income.

Table 2. I. I : Weekly Incomes and Expenditur~ HBS (1980)

Income (£) <20 40-60 60-80 100-120

Expendilu re (£) 54 68 91 121

Using total expenditure as the explanatory variable y in equations representing
expenditures on commodities implies that an "adding-up" constraint should be
satisfied over commodities. Thus if expenditure for the i’h commodity is

x, = ~(y),

the adding-up constraint implies

2x~ = ~f;(y) = y

This imposes certain limitations on the functional forms that can be chosen for
f. A simple linear form with constraints on the coefficients can satisfy, because if

xl = al + b~y, (2.1.1)
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then

Exl = ~2al + (gb;)y
and if

r-ai = 0 and Ebi 
= 1,

then
Exi = y.

However, a simple linear form has deficiencies in other respects which will be
discussed shortly. Besides the linear form, tile most commonly chosen functional
Ibrms Ibr Engel curves are tile semilog, sigmoid and double-log, which are
respectively:

xl = ai + b; log y, (2.1.2)

alld

log xi = ai -- bly-~

log xl = al + bl log y.

Thcse I\mctional forms have been fitted by Prais anti Houthakkcr (1955) in
analysing U K household budget data and by many others. In fact, all three fo,’ms
fail to satisfy tile adding-up requirement -- or, more precisely, it is impossible
to satisfy the requiremci-,t by iml)osing reasonably simple COtlstrairJts on
paramctcrs. The grcat popularity of the double-log equation for empirical
cstirnation in applied economics -- partly because of the constant elasticity it
implies and partly bccause of computational case -- led to efforts to makc it
compatible with the adding-up rcquircnmnt. If, ignoring stochastic disturbance
lerlns~

So thal

and

then tile quantities

log x; = ai + I)i log y,

xi = Exp (al + bi log y)

gxl = g Exp (ai + bilog y)

Exp(al + bilog y)y
Zi

EExplai + (b + l)log yl

do satisfy the adding up constraints. Tile cstimability of such a model woulcl
strictly dcpcnd on specifying further constraints and rcquire an algorithm for
non-linear regression, but Lescr (1941) introduced a computationally workable,
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if approximate procedure. He used the device in some analyses ofthc Irish
1951-52 Household Budget Survey (Leser, 1962). Later Leser (1964) abandoned
the modification of the double log in favour of a model thai satisfied the conslrainl
directly. Houthakker (1960), who showed that this modified double log
corresponded to the indirect addilog utility function, took a somewhat differem
line by noting that the ratio of zi’s for two different commodities simplified, so
thai

log(x, /xi) = (ai -- ai) + (bl -- bj) log y.

This difference in pairs of coefficients could be estimated by straightforward
methods while nlaintaining compalibility with the adding-up requirement.
However, often estimates of coefficients are needed, and not just of their
differences.

The Stone-Geary linear exl)encliture system (LES), which was derived by Stone
(1954) as a consumer demand model and matched the utility function discussed
by Geary (1950-51), is

Ti bi
q~ = - + -(Y - E ?jPi),

Pi    Pl s

where qi, ~’i and p~ are total quantities, necessary quantities and prices
respectively. Given constancy of prices, which is a plausible assumption for a
household budget survey conducted over a year or so, the LES becomes

xi = al + bi (Y -- 2 ai). (2.1.5)
J

This mode] satisfies the adding-up restriction if Eb~ = 1 since

The LES is linear in the explanatory variable y, hut unlike the sil’nple linear
form (2.1.I), it is non-linear in the parameters and, as will be seen, does not
share the simple forms’ disadvantages.

Another consumer demand model, that is currently very popular, is that
referred to by its developers (Deaton and M uellbauer, 1980) as the "Almost Ideal
Demand System". h has the form

w~ = d~ + gc~j log pj + b~ log (y/p) (2.1.6)
3

where wi is the budget share (= x;/y) of the i’h commodity, Pi is the price of

the .j,h commodity and p is a weighted index of prices. For fixed prices the
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model becomes the Engel function

Xi
- = a~ + b~ log y. (2.1.7)
Y

Adding over commodities gives

1 : F~ai + (~bl) log y.

So the adding up requirement is satisfied if Eal = 1 and Ebl = 0. In fact, this
Engel function was first proposed by Working (1943), revived by Leser (1963)
and used by him to replace the double log model in his analyses of Irish household
budget data. The demand equations (2.1.6) do not correspond to a specific utility
function (or cost function), but can be thought of as following from an
approximation by a flexible functional form. So at least on the "adding up"
criterion (2.1.7) is a valid rival to (2.1.5).

2.2:Behavioural Plausibility of the Functional Forms
Acceptable functional forms should be able to accommodate both necessities

and luxuries, that is commodities whose budget shares decrease and increase
with income, and should not produce absurd values of expenditures or elasticities,
at least within the range ofy (total expenditure) under consideration. The linear
form (2.1.1) may be written

Xi    al
-- :-- + bi.
Y Y

The budget share decreases with y if ai is positive and increases with y if ai is
negative, so both necessities and ]uxurles are possible. But if al is negative, xl
will become negative for small y. In Household Budget Surveys the households
have been deliberately chosen to let y range widely and the problem could arise.

The semi-log form rewritten in share form is

xl ai b~ log y

Y Y Y

Again, both necessities and luxuries are possible if al can be either positive or
negative, but in the latter case xi can agairt become negative at low y. The
model is not sound at large y either, because then all shares tend to zero, while
they ought to add to unity.
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The sigmoid form is mathematically more flexible than the previous functions
and will not produce negative expenditures. There are still defects, however.
For example, expenditures tend to upper limits of Exp (al) for large y and it
is not plausible that all commodities can simultaneously saturate. The double-
log form also avoids absurd expenditures, but the implicit constant elasticity
with respect to y is rather restrictive in representing necessities.

Empirical studies of goodness of fit have been conducted abroad by Prais and
Houthakker (1955), Forsyth (1960) and others. Generalising a little, the findings
have been that either the semi-log or double-log forms fit well -- but not for
the same commodities -- while linear and sigmoid fitted less well. The semi-log
form fitted best for income inelastic commodities and the double-log for income
elastic commodities. This "goodness of fit" refers to the agreement of a curve
with the data, as represented by statistical criteria such as R7, rather than to
compliance with economic considerations. But apart fi-om this, it is desirable
to find a functional form that can represent all commodities because it hinders
extending the model to allow for household composition if there must be differem
functional forms for various commodities.

Turning to analyses of Irish data, the Household Budget Survey of 1951-52
was examined by Leser (1962) who tried the four basic forms, linear, semi-log,
sigmoid and double log without finding any to be uniformly best for all
commodities. He based his income elasticities in this papcr on the double log
form, but in a later re-analysis of the same data (Leser, (1964) he switched to
the share Ibrm (resembling 2.1.7) of equation. Pratschke (1969) based his analyses
on the 1965-66 Household Budget Survey and essentially examined how the
functional tbrms previously used by Leser fitted the data fi-om the more recent
survey. Again, he found no form to be uniformly superior, even on purely
statistical grounds. For example, for Food the double-log was the best fit, while
for Fuel and Light, the semi-log in share form was a better fit.

In budget share form the LES (2.1.5) is

xl    1
- = -(al - biEaj) + bi.Y Y

A commodity is a luxury if biEa.i > al and a necessity if">" is replaced by "<".
Remembering that Zbj = 1 so that the average of the bl is 1/p, these conditions
arc crudely equivalent to saying a commodity is a luxury if its necessary
component of expenditure, at, is below average and it is a necessity if its
necessary component is above average. Correspondingly, the intercept of (2.1.5)
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would be positive fox" a necessity and negative for a luxury. Of course, total
expenditure cannot be zero and the intercepts do not correspond to attainable
commodity expenditures. In fact, our total expenditures ",viii be such that all
commodities are being purchased at all income levels, with y > Eaj, so the
problem of negative expenditures does not arise with the LES. The "income"
elasticity (where there is no clanger ofconfusion, "income" will be used as a label
for total expenditure) of commodity i is

(b;Eaj - ai)
1 + --"

Y

So all elasticities tend to unity for very large y. This is probably intuitively
plausihle enough for luxuries, but less so for necessities, and the phenomenon
is a consequence of requiring the adding-up constraints to apply at even the
highest income levels, without introducing any new commodities, klowever, the
problem does not arise at finite income levels. Another minor fimitatiou of the
LES is obvious fi’om its equation

x~ = a~ -- b; (y -- Eaj). (2.2.1)
J

Since the bi are assumed positive and the relationship only operational if y >

Eaj, the expenditure on a comnlodity can never decrease with increasing
income -- thus the rnodel cannot represent inferior goods. Provided the division
of household consumption into commodities is sufficiently broad, inferior goods
will not occur so the limitation is again unimportant.

The LES retains the virtues oflinearity in the variables, in the sense of
satisfying the adding-up condition aud another condition to be discussed in the
next section, without showing the disadvantages of the pure linear form (2.1.1).
Of course, the LES is non-linear in the parameters, which will lead to certain
complications in estimation, and identification, of coefficients. Indeed, even in
the variables, it might be more appropriate to describe the LES as piecewise-

linear with a kink at y = £~a;, but as already rnentioned, our income levels will
be beyond this point.

The favourable properties of the LES are not surprising given its usefulness
as a system of demand equations when prices vary and its derivability fi’om a
utility function. Deaton and Muellbauer’s model, given previously by (2.1.6),
is also widely employed in demand studies and the corresponding Engel function
might be expected to have good properties too. Actually, it shows one serious
disadvantage. The function, previously given as (2.1.7), is:

Xi-- -- a~ + bi log y. (2.2.2)
Y
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It is clear that the function represents necessities if b; is negative and luxuries
if b~ is positive. Multiplying across by y gives:

x~ = a# + bly log y.

If b; is negative the second term on the right hand side will rapidly offset the
first term as y increases, so that xi becomes negative. That is, all necessities
rapidly become inferior goods as y increases. It may seem strange that such
an implausible result should follow from a highly regarded demand system. The
explanation is that in demand studies year on year changes in (usually aggregate)
income are involved and these changes are small relative to the large changes
between income categories in household budget surveys. Deaton and Muellbauer’s
model corresponds to an approximation to a utility function and the
approximation is close only if changes in y are relatively small. Otherwise, the
model is not buttressed by properties following from utility maximisation.

2.3: Analysing Mean Household Data: the Aggreeation Problem
Until now we have written as if models apply to individual household

expenditures, but actually the available data will consist of means averaged over
groups of households. The groups arc usually based on a priori income
assessments. Why indiviclual household valncs are not available for analysis and
might not be appropriate if they were, is a topic that will be treated later.
However, given that mean values must be eml)loyed, it is clearly highly desirable

that relationships specified at household level should also hold when aggregated
over groups of households. Consider the simple linear relation again

xii = al + blyj j = 1 ...r, (2.3.1)

where the subscript i refers to commodity and the subscript j to the j,h
household. Clearly

and
]~xr = rai + bi ~Yj

(2.3.2)

so that the same relation holds over means as individual values. But even a simple
quadratic function fails this aggregation condition. If

then
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= + ,,(y),

where v denotes the within group variance of y. The model over means is now

So v is an extra variable in the model and eslimates of b~ and c~ based on

,xi ---- ai + bit’ + ci~’2

will be biased because of exclusion of a variable. Now the aggregation difficuhy
is sometimes avoided in this quadratic case by assuming that v is almost a constant
and so just changes the intercept term of the equation. But that assumption is
hardly plausible in household budget studies. This variance, v, refers to total
expenditure within a group of households chosen because they are presumed,a
priori, to be of roughly equivalent income. Would one expect the same variation

in total expenditure among bigh income households as among low income ones?
The same problem of an extra variable in the equation satisfied by mean values

arises with functions other than the quadratic, although the extra variable is
not usually as easily interpreted. The agreement of (2.3.1) and (2.3.2) is very
much the exception rather than the rule. [n fact, all other models considered
so far fail the aggregation condition, except the LES. The fact that it is linear
in the variables avoids the difficulty. While satisfaction of the aggregation

condition is highly desirable, it could be going too far to claim it is essential.
But a model that generally satisfies the condition is preferable to one that does
not, when aggregated data are involved.

The discussion in this section, and indeed in Sections I and 2 also, has ignored
the obvious fact that relationships will really be stochastic rather than
deterministic. All equations should have disturbance terms added. However,
the issues involved are clarified by omitting disturbance terms and the problems
obviously remain if they are added.

2.4: Incorporating Household Composition Effects
The idea of adding household composition variables to an Engel curve appeared

early in the literature. The motivation was not always to make comparisons
between household types and still less to derive income equivalence scales.
Sometimes the objective was to improve the precision of estimation of income
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elasticities. Differing household compositions were perceived as "nuisance"
variables increasing the "random" variation in the data. Adding measures of
cocnposition as extra variables in regression equations could improve the fit of
the relationships to the data, leading to reduced standard errors of coefficients,
etc. Again, published data from national Statistics Offices sometimes broke down

expenditures by just a small number of income categories -- giving very fev.,
data points to establish relationships. On the other hand, the breakdown was
often replicated over household types, so that the potential total of data points
was the product of the number of income categories by the number of household
types. Researchers totally dependent on published data would obviously wish
to use the total nurnber. But to utilise all the points required the incorporation
of household composition variables into the model.

The methods used were often simplistic or even crude. Incorporating two
variables, the number of aduhs and the number of children, was one approach
- the supposition being that regression coefficients ofexpenditure on "income"
could then be assumed calculated as if all household types had been identical.

Sometimes only a single composite variable was taken to represent household
type. For example, an adhoc household "size" variable could be based on counting
a child as a half and an adult as unity. These approaches are easily eriticised
on various grounds -- assuming what ought to be investigated, as in the case
of weights of a half and unity, ignoring possible economies of scale, age of children
effects, etc. But criticism may be exaggerated if the objective was just to obtain
improved estimates of aggregate income effects on commodity consumption.
Researchers may not have been interested in household composition for its own
sake and just wanted devices to reduce, if not eliminate, its disturbing influence
on aggregate relationships.

h’ish research on Engel curves provides examples of this procedure. In his
1962 paper, Leser was essentially interested in estimating income elasticities
and household composition was largely regarded as a nuisance factor introducing
variation into commodity expenditures. The CSO published a double

classification by income and household sizes so that more data points were
available than provided by a classification of income alone. Leser incorporated
the data by regressing commodity expenditures on "income" (total expenditure)
and on household size, modified so that an adult counted as one unit and a child
as halfa unit. In his 1964 paper he altered his treatment of household composition.
He no longer equated achild to half an adult, but typified a household in terms
of two variables - the average household size treating adults and children equally
and the proportion of children in the household. However, he was unable to
get reliable estimates for the effects of both variables simultaneously and he
finished by including one variable or the other in each commodity equation.

Pratschke (1969) analysed a two-way breakdown of commodity expenditures
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by income and family size -- each of these factors being broken into four
categoriesi His regressor variables were total expenditure and family size with
no distinction between aduhs and children. In a later paper (Pratschke, 1970)
he did commence with a more elaborate treatment of household composition,
involving the numbers of household members of different types. His stated
intention was to look at the interactions of household size, composition and
expenditure and he mentioned the possibility of deriving equivalence scales.
Unfortunately, he seemed to encounter insurmountable difficuhies in estimation
and introduced successive simplifications based on rather drastic assumptions,
and finished by saying "there is little point in trying to establish an income scale
for hish data".

The idea that improving estimates of income elasticities is the prime reason

for incorporating composition effects into demand equations or Engel curves
has continued to occur in some of the literature. Indeed, Pollak and Wales (1979)
went much further and claimed the resuhing equations are only useful for demand
analysis and are logically irrelevant to welfare comparisons. They believed that
living standards of households are created by benefits parents derive from their
children as well as from the consumption of commodities. This is a return to
the idea mentioned in the introduction that children are endogenous, not
exogenous, and th~H benefits of children have to be taken explicitly into account.
Pollak and Wales admit the inn’actability of measuring these benefits and seem
to believe the only approach is via subjective measures of the type described
at the end of Section 4 of the last chapter.

215: Equivalence Scales ¢14odels: The Prais-Houthakker Formulation and its Variations.
A lot of debate on ecluivalenee scales and on appropriate estimation methods

was provoked by the Prais-Houthakker (1955) study which was explicitly
concerned with household eoml)OSition. They formulated a two-phase effect of
family size, which the literature sometimes refers to as "the equivalence scales
hypothesis". An increase in fhmily size was assumed to affect commodity
consuml)tion botla directly, because of extra consuming individuals and indirectly,
because of a change in the family’s living standards. More generally their idea
was that if for some reference househokl the relationshil)s between expenditure
on commodity i and "income" (total expenditure) were

then for a household of type h the relationship would be

Xih -- Yh

s~h f( -- )" (2.5.2)
gh
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As before, the subscript i refers to commodity, while r and h refer to household
types. The "specific scale" Slh gives the direct effect on expenditure of
commodity i of a change from household type r to household type h, while the
"general scale" gh gives the indirect or "income effect" that operates via family
living standard. There had been related work prior to that of Prais and
Houthakker. A form like (2.5.2) was employed by Sydensticker and King (1921)
while Allen (1942) had also argued a need for different scales for each commodity.
As written, the model contains an implicit assumption that income equivalence
scales stay constant with income, because Yh is just divided by gh.

From the start there have been difficulties interpreting the s~h and gh.
Intuitively, the general or "income" effect must be deducible from the specific
effects and actual expenditures on commodities. So gh may be expressible as
some function of the x’s and s’s. One implication, of course, would then be that
the scales cannot be constant with income because gh would be a function of

the x’s, which are functions ofy. A long debate has ensued in the literature about
the identifiability of(2.5.2), h has been complicated by the fact that (2.5.2) can

be rewritten in many forms by parametrising s~, and gh as functions of the
numbers of adults, children of various ages, etc., in the household. Then the
parameters to be estimated change from the slh and gh themselves to regression
coefficients in the functional forms that relate these specific and general scales
to the household variables. Since the appropriate functional forms are not self
evident, and indeed require empirical validation, it is not surprising that the
debate has proved difficult to resolve.

Forsyth (1960) claimed that there was a fundamental identifiability problem
that could not he resolved without abandoning any attempt to distinguish between
"specific" and "income" effects. In the later (1971) edition of their book Prais
and Houthakker argued with Forsyth claiming that gh in (2.5.2) could be
replaced by an expression that is approximately

It was not clear, however, if they were conceeding that a simple (constant) income
scale g, does not exist, or if they were still maintaining it did and that (2.5.3)
estimated a parameter. However, with gh gone there are then fewer unknown
parameters in the model (as many fewer as there are household types) and
identifiability ceases to be a problem, they argued. Muellbauer (1974) disagreed
with them claiming that the problem persisted. Singh and Nagar (1973) also
believed there was a problem, but considered it resolvable by replacing the s~h
in (2.5.2) and (2.5.3) by linear functions of the numbers of individuals of various
types in the household. This was criticised in turn by Muellbauer (1975) who
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claimed that Singh and Nagar had provided no general demonstration of
identifiabifity.

111 our opinion there are three distinct components to the identification
problem, that have been thoroughly confused in most of the literature. The first
is the conceptual identification of slh and g,. A relationship like (2.5.3) does
resolve this if taken as implying that no constant parameter gh exists, but, as is
obvious by substituting back into (2.5.2), at the price of a messy model which

is non-linear in the s~h and which no longer permits any parametrisation of
income scales. The second and third components are really related to statistical
estimability+ One arises because (2.5.2), on its own, has an arbitrary element
which is quite analogous to standard dummy variable models, which are not
of full rank. Like these, it requires some constraint on parameters to be estimable.
An alternative way of stating this is that only comparisons between households
are estimable -- as some base must be defined. Expressing scales as functions
of household variables will also eliminate this component of the identification
problem, but the choice of function could introduce other problems. Finally,
the fact that "income" is actually total expenditure, forcing the "adding-up"
constraint, introduces an identification problem also.

There have been other proposals to ensure identifiability of(2.5.2), for example
by McClements (1977). He proposed an iterative method based on an assumed
initial value ofgh, which when substituted into (2.5.2) can lead to estimates of
the sm and, in turn, to a modified estimate of gh. His starting point was derived
from the income scales implicit in UK welfare benefits and his iterations did

not actually depart very far from this. This work was again criticised by
Muellbauer (1979) on a number of grounds, including a claim that the method
was really incapable of changing the initial income scale estimate by more than
a trivial degree. Muellbauer (1980) proposed his own solution for the Prais-
Houthakker formulation that was based on introducing extra information besides
that contained in the household expenditure data. His version makes the income
scale a function of income rather than the constant gh occurring in (2.5.2) and
it is even questionable if his model can be described as Prais-Houthakker in
the sense that these authors originally intended.

Initially, it might seem reasonable that methodology might be assessed by
how plausible the resulting estimates of scales seemed. But ideas of what is
plausible differ widely. For example, McClements found his scales were very
close to those implicit in the UK Supplementary Benefit Schemes and some
commentators took this as evidence of the virtues of his methodology. But as
just mentioned, Muellbauer interpreted this as indicating the impotency of the
methodology in advancing an initial estimate. Criticism of estimates is also
complicated by the fact that (2.5.2) does not specify a functional form. Prais
and Idouthakker, like most of their precedessors, took the simple forms (semi-
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log, doublc-log, etc.) discussed carlicr. Thercforc thc models suffcred from failures
of the adding-up and aggrcgatlon constraints as well as any bchavioural
deficiencies in the forms considered as Engel curves. It is not easy to disentangle
the consequences of thcse deficiencics from thc cffccts following from thc
constraints or approximations imposed to achieve identification.

Bearing in mind that some of thc disagreements in thc literature have not
been rcsolved to everyone’s satisfaction, it may be a little presumptuous to try
to sum up thc standing of the Prais-Houthakkcr model. But it secms to us that
.the original formulation and procedure, although it sccmcd to have some intuitive
attraction, was fundamentally logically flawed. Some of the later modifications
may have overcome the consequent identification difficulties, but income
equivalence scales were no longer readily parametrisable, nor indeed did the
models retain intuitive plausibility.

The Prais-Houthakker model has never won wide-ranging recognition as the
standard approach for finding scales. The original Engel "food share" method
and the Rothbart "Adult Good" device as illustrated in Figures 1.4.1 and 1.4.2
respectively, have been most commonly employed in practice. Even relatively

recently, Deaton and Muellbauer (1986) recommenced the use of the Rothbart
method, even though they express various warnings about its interpretation,
and leave open the very important matter of the choice of functional forms of
the commodity equations.

2.6: Utility Compatible Equivalence Scales
The early tradition of household budget studies ignored the approach to Engel

curves via utility maximisatlon unlike studies of consumer demand based on
aggregate time series data, where a much stricter linkage between forms of
equations and utility theory was expected. However, Barten (1964) commenced
by trying to explicitly include household composition variables in a utility
function. If

U = u(qjq:z .,, qp) (2.6.1)

represents the utility function of a reference houschold, Barren assumed that
another household’s utility could be represented by

u( q-’ q._2"- ...), (2.6.2)
n]I m2

so that the utility derived by the household from its consumption of commodities
depended both on the quantities of commodities and the composition of the
household. In general, the m’s are functions of numbers of different types of
individual in the household.
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The standard problem is maximisation of (2.6.1), subject to the budget

constraint Cplq~ -- y. If this gives the demand functions

% -- fl (PIP2 "" Y), (2.6.3)

then it is easy to show that ma×imising (2.6.2), subject to the budget constraint,
gives

Ch

ml fi(mlPl m2P7 "’" y)" (2.6.4)

Comparing (2.6.4) with (2.6.3) shows that composition affects consumption
analogously to the set of price changes from p~ to mipi. Barten’s own
observation oh (2.6.4) was that it v.,ould not, in general, simplify to the Prais-
Houthakker form (2.5.2) for constant prices. Given that fl is a homogeueous
function of ctegree zero,(2.6.4) may be rewritten

q~ Y Y
-- = m( -..).m i 171 ~ p t m 2 P2

This will not simplify to the original Prais-Houthakker form unless mlpi is
equal to a constant for all i, but of course Prais and Houthakker never claimed
their formulation had a basis in utility theory. The reformulation of their model
given in Muellbauer (1977) is compatible with (2.6.4), but it is at least arguable
that the rcfornaulation departs fi’om the essence of the original.

If Barten’s development is accepted, the approach to estimating scales is nov.,
conceptually clear. Using (2.6.3) and (2.6.4), the direct utility functions (2.6.1)
and (2.6.2) can yield the indirect utility functions. At fixed prices, the reference
household’s indirect utility function is a function of income only, ,,,chile the other
household’s utility function is a function of income and household composition.
Equating them leads to the income increment required to equalise household
utility levels. Equivalently, the indirect utility functions could be manipulated
to give cost functions and scales defined as the ratio of cost functions. Household
composition is assurned incorporated in the m’s and, in principle, estimation
can be achieved by comparing the observed demand equations (2.6.3) and (2.6.4).
Of course, thcrc are practical difficulties. The actual demand system or utility
function must be speeificd to make any progress and in reality it will not be
clear which demand system does truly apply. Different systems could give
different estimates of equivalent incomes and scales and the deviations might
or might not be significant. Estimating a complete system of demand equations,
even for the reference household, is also not a trivial matter and the extra
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parameters in (2.6.4) complicate things further. However, if econometric
problems of estimation were all that remained, the whole subject of equivalence
scales would be more advanced and settled than it actually is.

Barten’s step from (2.6.1) to (2.6.2) is an assumption -- there are many other
ways in which household composition could affect the utility function besides
this one. In the discussion on Barten’s paper, Prais (1964) said that Barten’s
model assumed that households act to maximise the utility of consumption per
adult equivalent and this seemed a very strong assumption. Sargan (1964) also
felt that the transition from the first utility function (2.6.1) to the second (2.6.2)
was so b’nportant that he wished it could be tested empirically.

The implications of (2.6.4) is that a change in family cornposition at fixed
prices will have effects on quantities concerned similar to those due to a price
change. Extra children would imply a relative increase in the "price", as perceived
by the "equivalent adult" of commodities consumed by children, leading to a
substitution towards relatively cheaper commodities, which would be those
consumed by adults only. If this vie,.’,, of family behaviour seems implausible,
the utility specification (2.6.2) must be considered doubtful.

If we were sure of the true demand system the hypothesis of the truth of the
progression from (2.6.1) to (2.6.2) could be tested. We could fit the demand

system to each household type without making any assumptions about how the
parameters changed from one household type to another. We could also fit the
data only permitting parameters in household types to differ from those of the
reference household in the manner that (2.6.4) differs from (2.6.3). Comparing
the goodness of fit in the two cases would provide a test of the hypothesis. But,
of course, if the demand system we pick is not the true one, the test is very
tentative at best. Muellbauer (1977) made such a test assuming a I~IGLOG system
and rejected the Barren hypothesis. Muellbauer’s demand system was just one
of many possible choices and also his formulation of the family composition effect
was unrealistically simple. These factors must reduce the evidential value of his
result, but it remains true that the only empirical test recorded in the literature
rejects Barten’s hypothesis.

Scales estimated for Barten’s model have also been criticised as being too low,
though the dangers of subjective judgements arise here again. Muellbauer (1977)
contains some examples of scales obtained with, and without, age of children
taken into account. It seems a fair summary of opinion to say that the Barren
model is regarded as unproven and is especially questionable when applied to
a demand system that incorporates substantial price substitution effects. The
pseudo-price effects of family composition changes that are then implied by the
model could be dangerously misleading if they do not correspond to any
behavioural reality.

Another approach to progressing from the reference household’s utility function
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to that of another household is due to Pollak and Wales (1978). If the demand
equations for the reference household are associated with the indirect utility
function

~(Y, P,P2 .+.), (2.6.5)

then the indirect utility function for another household is taken to be

q~(Y -- i~pidj, P~P2 ...), (2.6.6)

where the d’s are positive quantities and the p’s are prices. At fixed prices, it
is clear that the utility of the second household becomes equal to that of the
reference household if its income is increased by l~pjdj. If the demand
equations corresponding to (2.6.5) were

ql = ~(Y, PlP~ ---), (2.6.7)

then the demand equations corresponding to (2.6.6) are easily shown to be

ql = d~ + ~ (y -- ~pjdj, P,P2...) (2.6.8)

Pollack and Wales call the progression fi’om (2.6.5) to (2.6.6), or from (2.6.7)
to (2.6.8) translations and the idea is obviously a generalisation of that introduced
in Chapter I when discussing the linear expenditure system (LES).

The adults, who are the decision makers, are regarded as receiving utility
from commodity expenditures. The presence of children leads to necessary
expenditures represented by the d’s and a resulting reduction of Y2pjdi in the
amount available to allocate in a discretionary manner among commodities.
So children are regarded as creating costs, but no attempt is made to add the
satisfaction they themselves derive from consumption into the "household" utility

function (2.6.6), which is the decision-making function of the adults. This is
different from the Barren function (2.6.2) where measures are on a"per equivalent
adult" basis. Again, any other parameters occurring in the function (2.6.5) are
implicitly assumed to occur unchanged in (2.6.6). This implies, for example,
that adults’ relative preferences for commodities have not been altered because
they have children. This may not have to mean that adults cannot themselves
derive utility from their children’s consumption, but if they do, they must derive

it in quantities that leave their perceptions of the relative desirability of
commodities unchanged. The LES is obviously a special case of (2.6.8) when
we take the functions ~ to be linear.

It should be said that Pollock and Wales (1978) did not continue to actually
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estimate equivalent incomes and scales. They referred to (2.6.5) and (2.6.6)
as conditional utility functions, suitable for investigating consumption by
households of specified composition. They did not believe that welfare
comparisons should be based on conditional utility, but on unconditional utility
functions

~b(y, p,p~ .... n,n~ ...)

where the n’s are the numbers of individuals of wtrious types in the household.

That is, they believed that parents derived utility from d~eir children as well
as fi’om commodities. They articulated their viewpoint more clearly in their
subsequent 1979 paper which was cited earlier. However, ;re are prepared to
use the conditional utility functions for welfare comparisons, for tbe reasons given
in Chapter 1.

The Bartcn and Pollak/Wales are two ahernativc ideas of how utility functions
vary with household col’nposition, but they are not the only possibilities. In fact,
Gorman (1975) gave a wider class of utility functions that could include either
of tlae others as special cases. However, Gorman’s model in general form involves
nearly twice as many parameters as either alternative and in practice it is
important to keep the number of parameters requiring estimation to the minimum
compatible with a plausible model.

2.7: The Linear Eapenditure System Again
As already mentioned the LES is the simplest case of the Pollak and Wales

(1978) translations approach. The utility function corresponding to the LES (subject
to tbe standard proviso that any monotonic function of the utility function is
equally valid) is

(2.7.1)

where )’i is the necessary quantity of commodity i consumed. That is

ai
3"i----,

Pi

where Pl is the price of commodity i. So with the LES; utility is a function only
of the discretionary purchases of commodities. Thus is it not surprising that the
indirect utility function turns out to be a function of prices and discretionary income.
It is

[b, (y -- 2aj)]
u = Eb; log j (2.7.2)

Pl
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If household types r and h are now introduced by appropriate sub-scripting of
y and the a’s in (2.7.2) and prices taken as constant, household utilities are equal
if

giving, as in Section 1.5, an overall income "compensation" requirement of

~a.h --

~a.r

j J j J

and an equivalence scale of

(2.7.3)

]~a.h -- ’F’a.r

1 + =-J"    =-jr. (2.7.4)
Y,

The development here, as previously, is of course taking the b~ to be the same
for both household types. The argument, mentioned previously in Chapter 1,
that this could overestimate the compensation, would claim that the reduction
in supernumerary income in (2.7.2), due to increased subsistence income Y~aj,
is compensated by changes in the bi that tend to increase utility.

Turning to the actual demand equations, the equations corresponding to (2.6.7)
and (2.6.8) are

xm = alh + bi (Yh -- ~aju) (2.7.5)

and

xiT = air + bi (y~ -- ~aj,) (2.7.6)

Unlike the situation with the Prais-Houthakker model, there is clearly no
conceptual component to the identification issue. The "specific" effects, when
measured from the reference household, aih -- air are related to the relative
general or "income" effect by the straightforward

There remain the components of identification related to statistical estimability.
It is true that tim individual aij in (2.7.5) and (2.7.6) are not estimable without
further parmetrisation and/or extraneous information. This arises from the fact
that linear equations can provide estimates of the coefficients bi and the
intercepts a+ -- b+~aj. But as was mentioned in Section 2.2, the intercepts are
not meaningful in themselves and are just material from which to derive the
a’s. The derivation is possible for two reasons. First, it will have been evident
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fi’om (2.7.3) and (2.7.4) that, so far as equivalence scales are concerned, only
differences between pairs of the ali’s need estimation. Second, in models with
multiple household types, all coefficients are unlikely to be postulated unequal
or unrelated. Even for two household types, there is the "adult good" notion
where a commodity is assumed to be only for aduh consumption, giving all~ ----
air and showing this difference is zero. There are other possible restrictions or
constraints that, by reducing the number of unknown differences make possible
the progression frmn intercepts and slopes to knowledge of the diffcrences.
However, the topic is more appropriate to the next chapter which deals with

econometric issues concerning estimation.
Ahhough we prefer the translations model to Barten’s model as a general

approach to equivalence scales estimation, it is wm’th demonstrating thai
fundamentally the same equations emerge from Barten’s model in this case of
the LES. In line with (2.6.2) Barten’s modification of(2.7.I) would be to write

u = Igbl log (qi/nli- ?i) (2.7.7)

= Y:bl log(ql -- mi3’i) -- Ebl log mi (2.7.8)

The equations corresponding to (2.6.4), which corresl)onds to household h, are

or

Now by writing am -- pimi’Yi, this becomes

which is (2.7.5) again. So the Barren model also gives equations that have the
same b’s for all household types, but different a’s. So, if the fundamental situation
is describable by a Stone-Geary utility function -- which is a reasonable
approximation given fairly wide commodity groups where an additive utility
function is acceptable -- both approaches lead to the same behavioural equations.
However, as is evident from (2.7.8), the utility functions for different households

do not differ only in the discretionary incomes when the Barten model is employed.
There is a direct effect of composition (which, since it is unrelated to consumptions
of commodities, cannot affect maximisadon with respect to their quantities) which
we would regard as a rather arbitrary element in the Barten approach. There
seems no reason to suppose it can be interpreted as the utility of children to
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their parents and its existence is another reason why we prefer the translations
approach. But almost all of our developmcnt of methodology and estimation
in this and subsequent chapters would still stand in the context of Barten’s model.

At this point it may be worth saying that the nature of Household Budget
Survey data implies that certain models cannot be distinguished on the basis
of expenditure data alone. We only know what households spend on commodities,
not how much of each commodity is consumed by each member of the family.
It might be possible to argue that two households of identical composition, with
identical consumption of quantities of commodities, are not really at equal living

standards because intra-family distribution of consumption could still be very
different. But clearly Household Budget Survey data cannot support such an
argument. If the household’s living standards are not actually equal, they are
certainly indistinguishable.

Some variants on the LES deserve mention at this point. Pollak and Wales

(1978) discussed a quadratic expenditure system that, as the name suggests,
includes a quadratic term in discretionary income in the commodity equations.
There are advantages and complications, but estimation requires data from several
Household Budget Surveys and we will not consider the system further.
"Extended" linear expenditure systems avoid the "adding up" constraint by
introducing a new commodity of "savings", treating borrowing as negative
savings. This allows income, rather than total expenditure, to be used as the
explanatory variable in an extended linear expenditure system. The literature
on dais topic includes the papers by Lluch (1973) and Howe (1975). However,
the reasons for preferring total expenditure as the explanatory variable in
estimating Engel curves for the conventional commodities have already been
discussed in Section 2.1.

The LES can be regarded as a kind of generalisation, or refinement, of the
Rothbart "adult good" method. If commodity i is an adult good in equations
(2.7.5) and (2.7.6) and we carry out the Rothbart procedure of looking at incomes
that achieve the same consumption of the adult good, we get

since x~h = x~, and am = al, giving (2.7.3) and (2.7.�) as before. Since it uses
more than a single =adult good" to arrive at estimates, as will be seen later, the
LES is intuitively preferable to a pore Rothbart method. The relevance of the
point is that Deaton and Muellbauer (1986) consider the Rothbart method the
best "simple" method for estimating equivalent incomes and scales. Thus the
LES is as close to an acceptable synthesis of the major approaches as seems
possible, given the present state of the literature on the subject.

Although a relatively minor matter, it may be worth digressing from the main
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stream a little to discuss the relationship of the LES to the original Engel idea
for identifying equivalent incomes - equating the Food shares of household
expenditures. This has been widely used in the past and occasionally still is,
but is usually perceived (for example, Deaton and Muellbauer (1986)) as
overestimating scales. In the context of a truly valid LES formulation, the
argument would be that the "correct" income is

SO that the Food share for the household with children is

(2.7.9)

as compared to

xf,
(2.7.10)

Yr

for the reference household. Now if we can take it, as seems plausible, that the
increase in the necessary component for Food expenditure an, -- aft is greater
than the average necessary increase over all commodities, it follows that the ratio
of the numerator of (2.7.9) to that of (2.7.10) is proportionately greater than
the ratio of the denominator. Thus, even when household h has been fully
compensated, the Food share (2.7.9) is higher than (2.7.10) and so the original
Enge] scheme would allocate even more compensation.

Actually, the LES and the original Engel idea can be reconciled by working
with discretionary expenditures. We can write the commodity equation for Food as

so that the discretionary expenditure on Food share of all discretionary
expenditure is equal for all household types.

We return now to the issue discussed in Section 1.6 of Chapter 1 - the fact
that our scales decrease with income. We argued then for the acceptability of
the idea in fairly intuitive terms. It is now evident that it follov,,s fi’om (2.7.4)
and is an inevitable consequence of equating utilities in an LES framework.
We do assume constancy of the b’s over households, which in the LES is the
manifestation of the underlying assumption of u nchanging tastes. However, this
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assumption is made in the Barten model, the lranslalions model and in Deaton
and Muellbauer’s recommended Rothbart method. If tastes do change (2.7.3)
may overestimate the true compensation income, but as discussed in Chapter
1, tile scales and compensation income would probably still decrease with income.
In any event the problem will not arise if" the b’s can be taken as constant and
we will discuss an appropriate testing procedure in the next chapter.

Given these remarks, the question evidently arises of why increasing scales
do occur in the literature. In our opinion, sound estimations based on plausible
models will not produce such resuhs. The increasing scales found by Fiegehen,
Lansley and Smith (I977) may serve its an example. They used a Rothbart
method based on equating expenditures on an aduh good. In itself, this approach
is defensible and relatively simple, if rather inefficient in its use of Household
Survey data. But they used tile simple functional forms that were criticised in
Sections 2.1 to 2.3 of this chapter and are unsupported by any utility theory
arguments. In effect, they wrote

and
xh = doh + dh log Yh

x, = do, + d, log y,,

(2.7.11)

(2.7.12)

where x and y are expenditure on the aduh good and total expenditure

respectively. The d’s are.just the best fitting constants and have no interpretation
as "necessary" quantities or measures of taste or preference. Now, by putting
xh equal to x, and solving between (2.7.11) and (2.7.12 we get

(Yh) (do, -- do,,) (d,__
log + -- 1) log >,~

(y~) dh din,
(2.7.13)

So if dr = dh, the scale is constant with income and equal to

Exp [(do~ -- d.j,)/dh] = k, say.

If d~ > d~, the scale increases with income and is

(d,/dh- 1)
k y, (2.7.14)

Now a scale like (2.7.14) leads to logical contradictions. The cost of children
is implied to be

(dr/dl,)
kyr -yr
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and the increase in cost, given an increment in income Ayr, is

(dr/dh -- 1)

((dr/dh) k y, -- 1) ,,Xy~.

Obviously this is greater than Ay, for sufficiently large y, since

dr / dh > 1.

So consider two households of type h, that is, that are of identical family
composition. At sufficiently high income (2.7.15) implies that giving one all
increase in income would leave it worse off than the identical household with
a lower income[

Of course if dr < dh the second term of (2.7.13) is negative and the scales
decline with income. But Fiegehen, Lansley and Smith found dr > d~, and
initially showed scales that increased with income. They were perhaps less than
convinced of their findings, because they later talked about tile scales meaning
that a child equalled such and such a percentage of an aduh, based on (2.7.14)
at mean income, so converting to a constant scale. "[’he phenomenon here is
a rather extreme example of the possible consequences of mechanical estimation
from a dubious model, but it does show that prior plausibility needs to be built
into either the model or the estimation method. Of course, a model like this
one could also produce the opposite extreme -- scales that diminish so rapidly
with income that an equally illogical situation could seem to arise.

A point worth making about (2.7.13) is that relying purely oll estimates of

dr and d, will always give either increasing or decreasing scales. The
probability that estimates based on different household types would give exactly
equal estimates, even if the true values were equal, is negligible. This phenomenon
is not specific to the model (2.7.11) and (2.7.12). Most models (other than the
original and much criticised Prais-Houthakker form, which wrote Y/gh into
formulae with gh a constant) cannot yield constant scales unless forced to do so
by reparametrisation or constrained estimation. Many apparently constant scales,

quoted in the literature, were actually obtained by the method Fiegehan, Lansey
and Smith used. This is similar to quoting an elasticity "at the mean" as if the
model implied a constant elasticity, which is occasionally clone and is no great
harm if inferences near the mean are the important ones. But equivalence scales
are usually applied across a wide range of incomes.

218:T~8 Treatment of Durables
In studies of consumer demand, ",’,,here estimation is usually based on aggregate

time series data, rather than on cross-sectional survey data, Durables have usually
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been treated as a spccial case. The usual demand cquations, derived via utility
maximisation, relate quantity of a commodity consumed to prices and income,
as represented by equations (2.6.3). The assumption is that the quantity is
consumed during the time period to which the observations refer, usually one
year with time series data. Because of the nature of Durables that assumption
was not tenable and so a different approach was often adopted. The commonest
argument was that purchases of Durables in one year were related to the stock
of Durables at the commencement of the year. Changes in incomes and prices
altered the desired stock, so that purchases followed from the adjustment of
existing stock to desired stock plus depreciation. Some models assumed full
adjustment within the year, while others contained proportionate lags. The overall
rcsuh was that, instead of an cquation relating quantities to prices and incomes
a more complicated relationship involving stocks was required. The practical
problem was that measures of stocks were not usually available and researchers
responded in one of two ways. Either they redefined "income" to exclude spending
on Durable Goods and ignored these commodities, or they assumed stocks to
be a function of the prices and incomes that held in previous years. The latter
approach led to an equation in lagged prices and incomes which was further
simplified by making some assumption about the distribution of the lags.

This exceptional treatment of Durables has carried over into some of the studies
based on Household Budget Data. For example, Pollak and Wales (1978) ignored
Durables and redefined their explanatory "income" variable. Some authors have
gone further. Kay and Keen (1980) argued that Household Budget Surveys were
usually of very brief duration for each household -- often a fortnight -- and
therefore that many commodities, like Clothing, need to be treated as Durables
even though annual time series data could legitimately regard them as non-
Durables. These authors went on to propose their own solution to the now highly
pervasive phenomenon of durability. It seems to us, however, that Kay and
Keen’s arguments are very dependent on the supposition that the individual
household is the unit of analysis in Budget Surveys. Researchers actually analyse
means over groups of households and, indeed, individual household data are
usually not even available to them. Means calculated over groups of households,
provided the group size is not too small and the distribution of time of survey
over the year is not biased, are not open.to the same criticisms as individual
household data. This topic will be discussed further in the next chapter.

We will treat Durables like other commodities and believe it is correct to do
so, if estimating equivalence scales from Household Budget data. Consider the
"naive" equation for Durables

xd = boa + bd y , (2.8.1)
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which is just (2.1.5) with bod written for

ad -- bd~ai ,]

The non-linearity of the parameter structure is not important for the current
discussion so the simpler form (2.8.1) is preferable. Accepting that purchases
of Durables depends on the existing stock,suggests a model

x.~ = b,.~ + b. y + b.s , (2.8.2)

where s denotes stock level at the end of the year immediately prior to the
Household Budget Survey. Indeed one could argue Ior the inclusion of several
stock variables, if partial adjustment over several years from existing to desired
stock is hypothesised, but that just means that more than one relevant variable
has been omitted fi’om (2.8.1) and ,,viii not affect the fundamentals of the
argument. Since s has been omitted for (2.8.1) estimates of b~ and bd based

on fitting (2.8.1) will differ fi’om those obtained by fitting (2.8.2). Does it follow
that the estimates from (2.8.1) are biased? In the corresponding situation of
an aggregate time series analysis (the equations would be slightly complicated
by including prices, of course) the answer would be yes. But in such an analysis

the relatively slowly changing aggregate annual income of the same national
aggregate of households is the explanatory variable. It is the effect of a change
in that variable, given the stock level that exists, on consumption of Durables
that is of interest. But are coefficients holding s constant, as given by (2.8.2),
what are of interest in household budget studies and in particular in the context
of estimating equivalence scales?

The analysis of the budget data is across groups of households with substantial
differences in income. These groups will have different stocks of Durables as
a consequence of persistent past differences in income and perhaps of composition

also. Thc model (2.8.2) would give estimates of bo~ and bd, as if the stock level
was a constant for all groups. That is, a substantial part of the effects of income
differences, manifesting itself as a difference in stock levels, is being eliminated.
As regards estimating equivalence scales, there is no reason why these effects
should be eliminated. If a household with children has a lower living standard
than a reference 2 aduh household with the same nominal income, then some
of the difference in standard will appear as a difference in stocks of Durables.
The extra income required to "compensate" for the cost of children should permit
attainment of equivalent stock levels.

Another way of putting the argument is that ,although stocks have been acquired
over time, they may be treated as functions of income in the groupings of
households used for analysis of Budget Surveys. The stock effect in (2.8.2) is
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then just a component of long-term income effects and should be combined with
the remaining income effect so shrinking (2.8.2) to (2.8.1). Household
composition effects persist over time and have long-term as well as short-term

effects. When measuring composition effects there seems no reason why the long-
term component should be eliminated from the reckoning. Obviously enough,
this whole argument is consistent with the view that analysing budget data from
different income classes measures long-run effects - a view that explains the
much higher income elasticities obtained from cross-sectional as compared to
time series data.

2.9: Final Remarks on Choice of Model
~,,Vc have chosen the LES as the best model fi’om which to estimate equivalence

scales. As discussed in Sections 2.1 to 2.3, it has better properties than its obvious
rivals -- the Prais-Houthakker formulae and the Deaton-Muellbauer model -
when considered as a relationship between commodity and total expenditure.
It satisfies the adding up and aggregation constraints and has plausible economic
properties. Household composition effects can be integrated in a convenient way,
that is easily compatible with full identification of the model and that facilitates
the estimation of equivalence scales, h is also as close to a synthesis of the main
utility based approaches as it seems possible to achieve, at least for a broadly
based range of commodities.

Finally, a brief remark on a variable we have not included may be in order.
Previous Irish research on Engel curves, including that of Leser (1964) and
Pratschke (1970) included social class measures in Engel curves, but we think
these should not be included. As regards equivalence scales, calculating
compensatory amounts and scales within social groups would run counter to
the theme of our formulation. The quantities alh define a "necessity box" that
varies with household composition. It really also varies with the general welfare
level. The necessity box estimated for a prospering economy would be more
generous than for a poorly developed one. But it cannot depend on relative
incomes at a point in time and remain meaningfuh Social class differences are
largely a consequence of long-term income differences and if nessity boxes can
vary with social class then they differ between groups that have had persistently
different income levels.



Chapter 3

ESTIMA 770N AND RELA TED ISSUES

The statistical and econometric methodology required to estimate the model forms
tile subject matter of dais chapter. The first topics considered relate to the nature
of the actual data to be analysed -- averages over groups of households. There
are two main issues arising and these are deah with in Section 3.1. The first
concerns the measure used to group the households and although the previous
chaptcr explained that total expenditure is the appropriate "income" measure
for inclusion in the model, it is shown here that the CSO’s estimate of household
income is appropriate for grouping. The second issue is how to handle the
consequences of unequal household frequencies within tl~e groups and correlations
between commodity expenditures of the same groups. The solution adopted is
a type of multi-equation generalised least-squares which is described in detail.

The second section goes on to discuss the detailed parameters to be included
in the model, the assumptions required to ensure estimability and the non-linear
nature of the estimation methodology. The various reparametrisations of the
model are described and the main pbases of the analyses that will be undcrtaken
in Chapter 5 are outlined.

The third and final section looks at reparametrisations and extensions of the
model. The need for these arises for two reasons. First, it is desirable to test
-- so far as is possible -- various assumptions that have been built into the model.
Second, we cannot estimate equivalence scales directly for certain household
types, since they do not appear frequently enough in the survey data. However,
we may be able to infer equivalence scales by relating their family compositions
to the composition of the household types that have been analysed directly.

3.1: Analysing Averages Over Groups of Households
Published Household Budget Survey data consist of cross-tabulations of

commodity expenditures by various categorisations including household income,
social group of head of household, geographical region, urban/rural location,
household size and household composition. Almost all published tables are one-
way breakdowns, that is, the tabulations by income classes are combined over
all household types and those by composition are combined over income classes.
It will already be clear that to estimate the types of model relevant to equivalence
scales, two-way breakdowns into income categories by household composition

classes are required.

44
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There is only a restricted amount of relevant published data for tile 1980
Household Budget Surveys. Volume I of the survey resuhs (CSO, 1982) contains
no such two-way breakdown, while those of Volume 2 (CSO, 1984) are not ideal.
There is a two-way breakdown (Table 20 of Volume 2) of broad commodity
expenditures by illcome category and household composition. But there are only
four categories of income and four of household composition. The lauer are

much too broad for equivalence scale estimation, being: 1 or 2 aduhs, 2 adults
with children, other households without children and other households with
children. There is a more detailed breakdown by income and household size
(Table 8 of Volume 2), but the size categories make no distinction between aduhs
and children. It it true that age distribulion is i)resented as a tabulaled variable,
like a commoclily expencliture, but that clots nol permit attainnmnt of the clesired
data -- a breakdown of expenditures by household composition and income.

So we were fortunate in not having to rely on the published resuhs alone.
The CSO kindly agreed to provide us with a much more detailed breakdown
by income and household composition Ibr the 10 commodities: Food, Alcohol,
Tobacco, Clothing, Fuel, Housing, Household Durables, OIher Goods,
Transport and Services. In doing so, the CSO hacl to abide by their guarantee
oF conFidentiality given to participants in tile Household Budget Survey. In
practice, thai guarantee not only meant thai there could not be access to individual
householcl data, bul also thai the frequency in any cell oflhe two-way breakdown
should not be too small. But besides confidentiality, there are sound reasons
for kecping cell frequencies relatively large. Records on expencliture were kept
For just a forlnight by each household in Ihe survey and so individual household
data could be highly variable. As noled in the previous chapter, Ihere might
even be zero purchases of Durables tbr a particular household. It has occasionally
been suggested, for example by Kay and Keen (1980), that this problem could
be overcome by more elaborate models where both the amount oFa purchase,
if made, and tile probability of a purchase are functions of household income.
Bnl besides assuming access to individual data, this viewpoint ignores the
importance of seasonality on individual household expenditure.

Since staff numbers are limited, a Household Budget Survey is conducted
over a full year, with (approximately) one-twelfth of households being surveyed
each month. There are big seasonal effects on both the volume and composition
of household consumplion - the Chrislmas festival, for example. So it is
important that expenditures be averaged over sufficiently large groups of
households to offset seasonality distortions. Described in technical statistical lerms,
the standard error of a mean over a group of households may be much less than
the root of household variance divided by cell frequency. This is because
seasonalily is one faclor intlating household variance. It is also clear Ihat tile
melhod of allocaling households to groul)s should ideally achieve a uniforna spread
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of each group with respect to the time of year the households were surveyed.
In practice, the best that can be done is to avoid any grouping criterion that
could be correlated with season, and to keep frequencies large.

Although commodity expenditures will be related to "income" as measured
by total expenditure for the reasons given in the last chapter, it would obviously
be wrong to use categories of total expenditure to define groups. If this were
done, households surveyed in periods when they happed to have particularly

high expenditures would appear in the high "income" category and corresponding
distortions would occur in other categories. For example, many households
surveyed near Christmas would be allocated to high income groups. But gross
household income, as prepared and published by the CSO, is a much better
basis for defining income group. Thus it is, or ought to be, independent of
seasonal effects. For reasons discussed previously it is not an appropriate
explanatory variable for regression analysis, but having used it to group the
data, total expenditure can then be used as the "income" variable in the model.
The earlier mentioned imprecision of reported incomes does imply that
boundaries between groups are not defined without some uncertainty. However,
provided the groups cover wide levels of income this problem can be neglected
and, of course, the grouping criterion will not itself be used in the regression
analysis.

Household composition is definable by the number of adults and the numbers
of children in various age categories. We are restricting adult numbers to two
-- the head of household and spouse -- but even then the number of household
types increases very rapidly with the number of age categories of children. With
r age categories, a 2 adult, 1 child family could be one of r household types.
A 2 adult, 2 children family could be one of r~ household types and so on.
Given that a range of income categories are required for each household type
in order to relate commodity expenditures to total expenditure and that cell

frequencies cannot be small, it is clear that the number of age categories must
be severely limited. We actually took two age categories: 0-4 inclusive, to be
subsequently referred to as young children, and 5-14 inclusive, to be subsequendy
referred to as older children. In some respects these age ranges, especially for
older children, are wider than ideal, but they seem as good as can be managed.
Although the 1980 Household Budget Survey involved over 7,000 households,
the frequencies of many specific household types, even some that would not be
considered of uncommon composition, were quite limiting. For example, there
were just over 90 households with the composition: 2 adult -- 1 older child.
As will be seen in the next chapter, these had to be subdivided into just three
income groups to keep frequencies adequate. Admittedly, some household types
were much more frequent; for example, there were over 300 2 adult -- 1 young
child households, permitting many more income groups. But subdivision of the
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older child range of 5-14 inclusive was nol feasible and even with just two age
categories, household types involving 3 or more children quickly led to sparsely
populated cells.

\’Virile the restriction to these two age categories for children was dictated by
the frequencies of household types, there were some other reasons for the choice.
The camgorics roughly corrcspond to l)re-school and schoolchilch’en; they are
the same categories as used in the (3SO publications and, not unimportantly,
the survey data are easily broken do’,vn by them because the survey record for
each household contains this young children-older children distinction. For our
major econometric analyses we chose 6 household types defined by numl)em" and
age of children. The lirst, a reference household, had no children. The second
and third types contained I and 2 young children respectively. The fourth and
fifth types contained I and 2 older children resl)eetively. The sixth household
type comained one young and one older child. The treatment of other household
compositions based on 3 or more children will be deferred until Section 3.3 of
this chapter.

Turning to the more technical consequences of analysing averages, the first
issue concerns non-homogeneity of variance and the possibility of improving
the precision of cstimation by allowing tbr it. Ahhough we variccl the number
of income classes per household type depending on the overall fi-ecluency of the
type, the actual cell fi’equencies were quite variable since the distribution of
income was not unitbrm. In addition, one could expect the variance of some
commodily expenditures to increase with income level. Thus, if the equation
for the LES is subscripted to describe household type and income level, and
expanclcd to include a disturbance term, we have

where the subscripls i,h and j rcl~r to commodity, househo]d type and income
group resl)eCtivcly and u is a "random" disturbance. It cannot be assumed that
tiae variancc matrix of u has equal diagonal terms, l’]ach diagonal term, or
variance, del)ends to some degree on the household commodity expenditure
variance and on the fi’equcncy associated witla the particular group.

Tim CSO data, supplied to us, contained not only cell means, but estimates

of cell variances, so permitting tlae appropriate weighted analysis of (3.1.1) to
takc account of such heterogeneity of variance. Of course, the disturbance terms
in (3.1.1) do not arise solely fi’om the sampling errors of the Household Budget
Survey. Even if mean commodity exl)enditure for particular household type and
inconle category COlllbinations were known exactly -- because ofa CellSUS rather
than a survey, say -- the LES relationship would not be expected to fit perfectly.
Part of the disturbance lerms in (3.1.1) represent the deviation of real world
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purchasing from the inevitably simplified LES model and it is not clear that
the pattern of heterogeneity described earlier is applicable to this component.
So applying the weights deduced from intra-group variances to the whole of
the disturbance terms may not be the theoretically most efficient procedure.
However, there is no direct information on what pattern of heterogeneity, if
any, does apply to this deviation-from- model component and an analysis
weighted by cell variances certainly seems preferable to ordinary least squares.
Another, more pragmatic, justification for this weighting will be mentioned in
the next chapter.

As regards correlations between disturbance terms, means corresponding to
different household types or income classes can be considered independent since

they are based on averages over separate sets of households. But means for
different commodities based on the same cells of the household type/income and
class classifications must be considered dependent. So the model may be written
as the 10 equations:

(3.1.2)

where the dh are "dummy variables" corresponding to household types and the
subscript i takes the values 1 to 10. Within any commodity, that is for fixed

i, the u’s are independent, but are correlated across commodities. Thus (3.1.2)
resembles "seemingly unrelated regressions" in the sense of Zellner (1962). The
same variables, the d’s and y, occur in all 10 of the equations and, if variances
are homogeneous within equations, it is well known that seemingly unrelated
regressions reduces to ordinary least squares on each equation separately. The
cross-equation constraint that Y:bk = 1, could then be handled, by just omitting

one equation, since there would be no other cross-equation constraints. Of course,
seemingly unrelated regressions usually assume linear rather than non-linear
relationships, but this is not the crucial reason why the problem does not simplify
to separate equation estimations. The assumption of homogeneity of variance
within each equation is essential for the simplification, which will not occur
otherwise. A way of seeing this is to remember that heterogeneity of variances
can be corrected by dividing across (3.1.2) by the root of the estimated variance
of ulhj. This is, in fact, the commonest method of implementing weighted
regression (or GLS). But since the estimated variances differ from income group
to income group, as well as from commodity to commodity, the resulting
equations no longer have common explanatory variables.

So the problem involves 10 equations requiring simuhaneous or systems
estimation, with each equation non-linear in the parameters. The specification
of the within-equation parameters will be taken further in the next section. Most
computer packages that can handle non-linear equations rely on iterative methods
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starting from initial estimates of the parameters. The better the initial estimates,
the quicker the computational procedures converge. We obtained initial estimates
by first running (3.1.2) as a set of ordinary linear regressions, that is, writing:

alh -- bl ~k akh ~ Cih (3.1.3)

estimating only the b’s and c’s and then guessing values for the a’s compatible
with the c’s and with certain constraints to be discussed in the next section. We
will describe this initial analysis further in Chapter 5. The package employed
was SHAZAM (White, 1978) which contains procedures for a non-linear system
of equations.

3.2 The Equation Parameters

The alh parameters occurring in equations (3.1.1) and (3.1.2) ‘‘viii not be all
algebraically distinct in practice. To start with, we assume that both Alcohol
and Tobacco are "adult goods". That is, the "necessary" purchase of these
commodities are unaltered by the presence of children in the household. So:

a.oo = a..,i0 = aaoI -- aa2o -- aao2 ---- a~,lI (3.2.1)

",’,,here the subscript notation is self evident, a.0o is the "necessary" expenditure
on Alcohol for the reference household consisting of 2 adults only, a~L0 refers
to a household with 2 adults and also with 1 young child, a,,0~ refers to a
household of 2 adults and 1 older child, and so on. Tobacco was also treated
as an adult good giving:

It is worthwhile discussing various objections to this treatment of commodities
as adult goods. First it could be claimed that quantities of both Alcohol and
Tobacco may be consumed by older children in spite of aduh disapprovah
However, this does not matter to the framework adopted here, provided that
parents do not allocate any portion of the household budget for such consumption.
The possibility that children might spend pocket money on unapproved products
is irrelevant to the determination of equivalence scales. A second criticism, and
one that it is difficult to completely dismiss, is that the CSO judge the information
supplied about Alcohol consumption to be the least reliable of all commodities.
It appears that adults understate their consumption. In itself, this does not
invalidate the treatment of the commodity as an adult good. Understated or
not, expenditure on Alcohol has to be taken into account in considering the
distribution of total expenditure between commodities and if the problem is not
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serious enough to invalidate the primary uses of Household Budget Surveys -
calculating price indices - it shoukl not invalidate estimation of equiwdence
scales either. Ifone household type is no more likely than another to be umruthful,
so that the degree of underestimation is tile same across household types, there
would be no effect on relative comparisons. If the propensity to falsification does
differ with household type, the apparent necessary amounts would seem to differ,
implying thai an Alcohol equation with unequal a’s would prove a better fit to
tile data. However, even then it is doubtful if the constraint (3.2.1) should be
abandoned because to do so would add these false differences into the income
equivalence anmunts Eajh -- Eat~.

Ob.iecdons can be raised to tile aduh good assumption about Tobacco also.

Tile aduhs who participated in tile 1980 Household Budget Survey would have
varied consklerably in age. Since Tobacco consumption involves a considerable
degree of habit and since propaganda against smoking steadily increased in the
decade before the survey, it could be claimed that households consisting of older
adults would have higher "necessary" consumption levels. Obviously, the
household type with 2 older children would have a higher average age of aduhs
than the type with 1 young child. But these adult age associated differences in
expenditure, even if real, ought not to be considered part of the cost of children.

Another criticism of treating Tobacco as an adult good is less concerned with
the plausibility of the assumption than with its utility. It could be argued that
the higher income groups are the most likely to fully appreciate and respond
to information about the health implications of Tobacco consumption. If this
counterbalanced the usual tendency for expenditure on a colmnodity to increase
with income, there might be no significant relationship remaining. Although
it is anticipating the findings of the preliminary analyses oil tile survey data (to
be described in Chapter 5), this proved to be tile situation. Thus the Tobacco
equatior~ in the model (3.1.2) reduces to i’andorn variation about a constant.

Besides aduh good constraints, other assumptions were made about the
parameters on grounds of prior plausibility and compatibility with the preliminary
analyses. Food is a highly divisible commodity and it seems plausible that the
increase in the components of Food expenditure in a family with 2 young children,
as compared wilh the reference two-aduh househokl, shoukl be twice the increase
for a family with 1 young child. That is:

aao -- am0 = 2 (af,0 -- a~) (3.2.2)

and similarly

am~ -- a~ = 2(am, -- a~o) (3.2.3)
and

a,,, -- amo = (a.o -- a..,) + (arm -- a..,) (3.2.4)
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Thesc assumptions do not deny that there may be economies of scale associated
with fceding more than 1 child in terms ofequipmem, utensils and energy use.
But these effects would show up in the commodities Fuel (and Light), Durable
Goods and Other Goods, and not in the Food commodity itself.

h could be argued that the assumption is still not fully plausible. Buying in
larger quantities and reducing the proportion of waste might still introduce some
economies of scale, even if small. But it seems to us that the degree of uncertainty
remaining is considerably less than is involved in other assumptions that must
bc made in any event. For example, treating children aged 6 as identical
consumers to 14 year olds is not desirable but it is dictated by the data available.
Again, our assumptions are restrained compared with many made in the

literature. Pollak and Wales (1978) parametrised the ali’s as linear functions of
family size -- a very strong assumption implying no economies of scale for any
commodities and taking no account of ages of children. Muellbauer (1977) also
excluded economics of scale fl’om all commodities and only introduced age effects
as a refinement of his basic analysis. Finally, to at least some degree, assumptions
are empirically testable as will be discussed in the next section.

Other apparently plausible assumptions could be macle aboul parameters
associated with other commodities, but the sets used in various analyses will
be given along with the associated resuhs in Chapter 5.

Constraints like (3.2.2), (3.2.3) and (3.2.4) reduce the number of parameters
that have to be estimated. Thus tile 6 parameters amo, an0, am~, ar2o, am~ and am
reduce to three amo, a~2o and am~. Wlmrever at20, am2 or at,, occurred in tile
model (3.1.2) they were replaced in accordance with

af20 = 2 aflo -- amo (3.2.5)

aflI = af{0 + all)l -- ati)o

which follow clirectly from (3.2.2) to (3.2.4). The reparametrisation process is
strictly necessary because SHAZAM does not permit the imposition of constraints
directly in non-linear systems estimation. Since the quantities

are of particular interest in obtaining equivalence scales, it is convenient to
reparameterise in terms of the six g’s so eliminating the set ofa’s corresponding
to one commodity. The choice of commodity is arbitrary and the commodity,
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"Clothing", was chosen. So

where, of course, the summation over the other 9 a’s need not necessarily contain

9 different a’s because of reparametrlsations of the form (3.2..5).

Finally, it will also be convenient to reparametrlse further by letting

sil, = al), -- fii (3.2.6)

or even

Si~I ---- Sih -- Sir (3.2.7)

Given that we arc interested in terms of the form

linear reparametrisations like (3.2.6) and (3.2.7) make no difference to final

estimates, but have convenience v~-th.le, rFhus (3.2.7) actually gives the specific

and income effects relative to the reference household and is the most convenient

pal’ametrisation fox" a final presentation of resuhs. On the other hand (3.2.6)

permits including general intercepts in the model and is morc convcnicnt when

testing various assumptions and constraints. The precise specification of the finally

estimated mode) is given with the parametrisation (3.2.6) in Appendix B.

Although we use s and g to represent specific and income parameters, these

are not, of course, the same parameters as used in Chapter 2 in the context

of the Prais-Houthakker formulation.

3.3 Testing Assumptions and Extending Estimates

The analyses conducted on the Household Budget Survey data can be thought

of comprising three stages and the results of all three will be given in Chaptcr

5. The first phase is a preliminary analysis, ignoring the non-linear nature of

the parametric structure and estimating the b; and clj, as defined in (3.1.3).

Although no direct estimates of s’s or g’s are possible from this phase it will be

seen that the plausibility of some of the assumptions can De tested.
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The assumption that the b’s do not differ across household types was discussed
in both Chapters 1 and 2. For each household type we could estimate:

xlh = % + bmyh (3.3.1)

so allowing tile b’s to differ across households. But this model would also permit
variances to differ from one household type to another and confound tests for
equality of coefficients with tests of homogeneity of variance. Instead, just as
a model with a common coefficient but different intercepts can be obtained by
introducing dummy variables corresponding to household types, so a model with

different coefficients can be generated by multiplying these dummy variables
by the income variable. The resulting model is of the form

(3.3.2)

where, as before, tile d’s are dummy variables, the prime on the c’s is just a
reminder that intercepts may be altered when extra parameters are introduced,
so that they may no longer be the same as the c’s in (3.1.3).

An obvious comment is that the test is based on a pseudo-linear form of the
rnodel. Actually, the true models are non-linear with

cm = a,, -- bihY2ajh . (3.3.3)

But regression estimates, ignoring the fact that the intercept terms are really
functions of the b’s, are still unbiased estimates of the b’s, even if they are not
the most efficient. The test seems the best that can be managed.

The plausibility of the extra assumptions - the reality that some commodity
is an "adult good", the absence of economies ofscMe -- considered in the previous
sections, cannot be strictly tested in this linear regression analysis, because even
given estimates of the b’s, the individual a’s cannot be deduced from the c’s in
(3.1.3) without a prior estimate of their sum. However, it can be asked if the
observed c’s are plausibly compatible with the assumptions. For example, if

household h has children and household r has not we expect .}.7,alh > ~ajr. If a
commodity is an adult good we then expect (assuming b’s equal) that

Cab < Car " (3.3.4)

If the observed intercepts dramatically contradicted (3.3.4) we would be doubtful
about the aduh good assumption. Of course, even if tile estimated intercepts
were compatible with (3.3.4) it would not necessarily follow that the "adult good"
assumption is valid. Further tests of these assumptions are included in the second
phase of the analyses.
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The second phase estimates the proper non-linear model by iterative estimation
procedures embodying assumptions and constraints. Two procedures for testing
assumptions can be employed to help select the final model, though neither is
totally rigorous. The first procedure is that of the likelihood ratio method and
is based on cstirnating the model both with and without the assumptions. A
comparison of the two estimations of the model gives a test, of sorts, of the group
of assumptions. The test criterion is the change in log likelihood associated with
the change in the number of parameters. The test can be based on the chi-squared
distribution by appealing to the asymptotic result that for any model not omitting

significant parameters, though perhaps including redundant estimates,

--2 log L = X,2,, (3.3.5)

where m is the number of parameters fitted in the model. The difference in
likelihoods can then be compared to the chi-squared distribution with degrees
of freedom equal to the number of parameters specified by the assumptions or
constraints. This test procedure is not ideal. First, the tests are only valid
asymptotically and it will be seen in the next chapter that our number of data
points is distinctly finite. Second, some constraints are needed to estimate the
non-linear model at all. The likelihood for this model can be compared with
that associated with the preliminary linear model (3.1.3) but such a comparison
is not just a test of the particular assumptions used to achieve identifiability,
but also of the whole reparametrisation to non-linear form. Tests of extra
assumptions over and above those recluired for identifiability would seem more

easily interpreted. Finally, the package employed, SHAZAM, uses an ML
algorithm to solve the non-linear equations and so automatically provides the
likelihood values. But there is a built-in assumption that the disturbance terms
can be considered to follow a joint muhinormal distribution. However, this is
a fairly standard assumption in econometric modelling generally and is no less
plausible when dealing with household budget data than with aggregate time
series data.

We can supplement these tests by others based on the idea of Hausman (1978).
He pointed out that if a moclel is improved by imposing constraints so as to
increase the precision of estimation of certain parameters, the estimates of these
parameters ought not to differ much from the estimates in the unconstrained
model. If they do it suggests the assumptions implied by the constraints are false.
Our assumptions affect the a’s and s’s, leaving the b’s comruon to all models
so Hausman-type tests on the b’s are a possibility.

The third stage of analysis, obviously enough, involves the estimation of scales
based on the finany chosen model. But it also invoh,cs some developments of
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that model, or rather, extrapolations of it. No survey data were analysed for
households containing more than 2 children for the reasons given in the first
section of this chapter. However, it is obviously desirable to be able to construct
scales for other household types and this can be done by extrapolation from the
available resuhs, if certain further assumptions are accepted.

Suppose the specific effects s~, -- the differences in necessary quantities a~,
between household h and the reference household -- can be taken to be functions
of the numbers of young and older children. That is

s,, = f(n,,, no,,) (3.3.6)

where nyh and not, are tim number of young children and older children in
household type h. From our available household data we will have five points
to fit relationship (3.3.6). The range of functional forms is limited by this number
but, for example, we could fit a second degree polynomial:

Or we could fit a Cobb-Douglas type relationship:

(3.3.8)

Of eom’se, the constraints or assumptions imposed on some commodities would
simplify the equations further. The general effects -- or differences in subsistence
incomes -- could be similarly approximated or built up by summations of sin
over commodities. The supposition that (3.3.6) can be adequately approximated

by a second degree polynomial or a Cobb-Douglas form, incorporating whatever
constraints have been imposed on the phase two model, can be questioned. It
is much less extreme, however, than many of the assumptions made in the
literature and mentioned earlier in the chapter. The forms (3.3.7) or (3.3.8)
permit economies of scale and differences between age categories of children
and they ought to give reasonable approximations to the true functional forms
at least within the ranges to which the data apply.

However, the n~. and no values are 0, I or 2, and while it is plausible that
approxbnations are adequate for small household sizes, it is perhaps less plausible
that they remain good for large family sizes. For example, it might be argued
that for some commodities, economies of scale do exist, but only become
appreciable for large family size. Then estimates of the d’s based on households
with just 1 or 2 children would suggest no economies of scale, but had data been
based on households with 6 children been employed, the effect would have been
found.
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It must be admitted that it would be preferable to base scales for large family
sizes directly on data pertaining to such households. But to do so would require
frequencies for each relevant household type that were large enough to permit
division into several income groups with an intra-group frequency adequate to
overcome the problems oudined in Section 3.1 of this chapter. Unfortunately,
the fi’equency of specific types of large family -- say 2 adults, 2 young children,

5 older children -- are much too low to permit this approach. It is in this comext
that the extrapolation approach is a viable alternative. So, in Chapter 6,
equivalence scales will be presented for a wider range of household types than
those employed in the clirect estimation.



Chapter 4

THE DA 7"’1 FROA4 THE HOUSEHOLD BUDGET SUR I/EY

This brief chapter gives an account of the information source and the subset
of data extracted for the analyses. It is not intended to be a comprehensive
description of the methodology or results of the 1980 HBS -- the two volumes
published by the CSO in 1982 and 1984 serve that purpose. Rather the chapter
indicates both the virtues and limitations of the survey data when utilised for
estimating equivalence scales. All surveys are designed with certain primary
objectives in mind - there are specific quantities or relationships that it is
particularly important to measure precisely. When such survey data are used
for another purpose they are rarely as satisfactory as if obtained from a specially
designed survey. The latter course is not always economically feasible and even
if analyses are not based on ideal data, they can still be informative.

So the first section gives a short review of the objectives and conduct of
houschold expenditure surveys in Ireland. The second section examines the design
of the 1980 inquiry in more detail and the implications for the objectives of this
study. The third section describes some characteristics of the data sets finally
analysed and relates these to some of the issues discussed in the previous chapter.

4.1 : Irish Household Budget Surveys
The major objective of Household Budget Surveys, in Ireland as elsewhere,

is to provide a weighting system for price series. For example, a cost-of-living
index tracks the cost of purchasing a "representative" bundle of commodities
over time. Over short periods this can be done by just changing the prices,
assuming the amounts of commodities fixed and re-calculating the total cost.
But over longer periods this is not a plausible procedure because the composition
of a "representative" bundle will itself change. This is partly because of changes
in tastes -- a shift away from smoking, for example -- partly because of product
development, and also because consumers switch purchasing patterns in response

to price changes. So surveys are required to determine what are the patterns
of household expenditure by commodity.

Obviously, there are other benefits from such surveys besides the capacity

to weight price series so as to have valid aggregate price indices. It is valuable
to have an inveruory of ownership of consumer Durables, for example, and to
relate this to socioeconomic characteristics of households. We will not develop
this topic any further, except to mention that the potential to estimate equivalence

57
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scales would be considered a very secondary benefit of such surveys. Thus the
objectives of tile survey design would have been to maximise the precision of
estimation of weights at national level, rather than the precision of possible
comparisons between household types. Thus a household type of high frequency
in the population of households will be well represented in the sample, while
one of low fi’equency will not. This is clearly reasonable if the objective is to
estimate national averages, but when interest is centred on averages for household
types and their differences, a design that gave equal replication to all household
types would be preferable.

Including the 1980 one, four large scale household expenditure surveys have
been conducted and published since the foundation of the State. The previous
ones were in 1951-52, 1965-66 and 1973. A very limited survey had been
conducted in 1922 and a small scale continuing annual survey operated from
1974 to 1981 inclusive. Even the four large scale su~,eys differed in some respects.
The 1951-52 and 1965-66 surveys were confined to urban areas while the later
two also covered rural households. Details of methodology differed also. For
example, the fieldwork of the 1965-66 survey was carried out over twelve months
from September 1965, while the 1980 survey was conducted roughly within the
calendar year. Again, in the 1951-52 survey individual household expenditures
were based on four returns, each covering one week in each of the quarterly
seasons; while in 1980 a household’s expenditure was based on records covering
fourteen consecutive days.

However, there were many factors and phenomena common to all surveys.
Segments of the population -- with the exception of rural households in the
earlier surveys -- were intended to be represented in the sample in proportion
to their fi+equency in the population. In the context of obtaining precise estimates

of national averages, this procedure has many virtues. In practice, however,
there was a considerable degree of non-response, which varied with different
segments. Thus the CSO re-weighted the data at the analysis stages by amounts
related to the degree that sample proportions deviated from population
proportions as revealed by the most recent censuses of population. The criteria
defining segments differed somewhat from survey to survey. Social group and
household size were the defining criteria for the 1965-66 survey, while regional
location and the rural/urban classification were added in the 1980 survey. This
re-weighting, like the basic sampling designs, makes sense if estimating national
averages, but it is not helpful if comparisons between household types are of
interest. We will return to this point in the next section.

All surveys sought information on income as well as on expenditure and all
found the information on the former to be less accurate than on the latter. All
surveys noted that there seemed to be considerable understatement of expenditure
on Alcoholic drink, but made no attempt to adjust data to correct this. Since
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the reasoning underlying calculation of equivalence scales is essentially
comparative, the understatement may matter less than in estimating national
averages, because it may cancel out of differences between household types.

4.2: The 1980 Survey
The 1980 sample was a sub-sample of that used for the Irish component of

the European Community’s 1979 Labour Force Survey (EUROSTAT, 1981)

and was designed as a muhi-stage stratified sample. Sixteen tbousand households
were selected; half to comprise the first choice sample and the other half to provide
substitutes in case of non-response. In fact, besides those who refused to
participate, some households dropped out after the commencement of the survey

so that the final sample size was just under 7,200. The households were private
ones; that is, hospitals, hotels, convents and suchlike were excluded. Expenditure
measures were based on diaries kept by household members during a 14-day
period with CSO staff involvement to ensure correct completion of the diaries.
Constraints on stafftime meant that these periods had to he spread throughout
the year implying that inter-household variation is inflated by seasonal effects
and also by the intermittent nature of purchases of Durable commodities. These
effects imply that a mean over an adequate number of similar type households
is the appropriate unit for our analyses rather than the individual household.
In any event, the CSO’s guarantee of confidentiality would have prevented the
latter choice.

Income was also sought for each household, which in the case of self-
employment and investment income was annual income which was then re-

calculated on a weekly basis. This was used as a classificatory variable in the
CSO publications of the results of the survey. Income was defined as money
receipts, plus the value of free goods and services, and the retail value of any
home-produced goods consumed domestically. As already mentioned, estimates
of income are not of the same order of reliability as is the expenditure data.
None thc less, income was used as the classificatory factor in forming groups
for our analyses also, because basing groups on levels of total expenditure over
the 14 days would have risked misclassifying households surveyed at times when
their expenditures were at seasonal peaks. It is important that the classificatory
factor for grouping households should be as near orthogonal to seasonal variations
in expenditure as possible, so as to obtain a set of households within each
aggregation group with participation times in the survey spread reasonably
uniformly over tbe ),ear. Obviously, this also implicitly assumes that the group
size is fairly large.

The 1980 Household Budget Survey data were re-weighted for CSO analyses
for the reason mentioned in the previous section. For our analyses unweighted
data were preferable and the CSO kindly provided us with means based on
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straightforward averages of actual household data. This does imply that even
our overall rnean commodity expenditures are not always directly comparable
with the figures in CSO publications although differences are not substantial.
Our detailed means are not comparable either, of course, but that is because
the income/household composition breakdown we used is more detailed than
anything in the published volumes. Initially, we obtained a breakdown of each
household type into 8 income groups. However, as will be explained later, groups
had to be combined within some household types because frequencies were not
large enough. The multiplicity of household types for larger families and the
resulting low cell frequencies led us to limit the main analyses to 6 household
types. Although these were mentioned in the previous chapter, we repeat them
here for readers who skipped the fairly technical second and third chapters.

Table 4.2.1 : Household Types Used in the Analysis

O0

IO

01

20

02

1 I

Two adults, no young children, no older children

Two aduhs, one young child, no older children

Two adults, no young children, one older child

Two adults, two young children, no older children

Two adults, no young children, two older children

Two aduhs, one young child, one older child

Adult Age ~ 15

Young Child Age 0-4 inclusive

Older Child ~ Age 5-14 inclusive

Furthermore, the 0 0 category did not comprise all 2 adult households but
only those consisting of head of household and spouse, because this seemed the
most appropriate reference group when studying the costs of children. The initial
distribution of frequencies over the 6 household types and 8 categories of income
are given in Table 4.2.2. The 0 0 category is clearly adequately replicated at
each income level. Frequencies for household type 1 0 are generally reasonable
except possibly for the two lowest income categories. Given that each household
was surveyed for a fortnight, it would take at least 26 households to span a year
perfectly and, of course, duplication of some fortnights is likely. Actually, not
all fortnights could be considered seasonally distinct, but with a frequency as
low as 13, there is danger of over representation in either high or low expenditure
periods, such as the Christmas season. So combining tbese 2 groups leaves 7
income categories. Household type 0 1 is the least replicated of all and was reduced
to just 3 income categories by pooling over the 3 lowest income groups, the next
2 groups, and the 3 highest income categories. In the 2 0 category the 2 lowest
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income groups were combined, while in the 0 2 households the 2 lowest were

combined and also the next 2 groups. Finally the 3 lowest income groups were
combined for household type 1 1. So, remembering that we will analyse means,
there are 37 data points in total fi’om which to estimate the model. Of course,
at each of these points expenditures on a series of commodities are available
and we will proceed to these in the next section.

Table 4.2.2: Cell Frequencies for the Income Group/HousehoM type Classification

HousehoM 7),pc 0 0 1 0 0 I 2 0 0 2 / 1

hacome Category (per week)

<40 170 13 8 19 11 7

40-60 264 17 8 13 18 11

60-80 86 38 17 35 18 24

80-100 84 45 20 38 18 31

100-120 49 63 9 48 32 37

120-150 54 54 13 53 37 33

150-200 75 40 10 41 37 24

>200 84 44 9 38 31 25

Total 866 314 94 285 192 192

With these combinations of groups, a reasonable distribution of household
survey times was obtained within groups. Table 4.2.3 gives the percentage
breakdown of the sample for each household type by the quarter in which the
survey was conducted. While the overall sampling frequency ",’,,as not exactly
25 per cent in each quarter - being slightly down in the third quarter -- the
seasonal distributions are quite compatible with unbiased comparisons of
household types.

Table 4.2.3: Percentage Distribution of Samples by Quarter

Household 2),pc O0 I O O l 20 02 l l Overall

Quarler Ist 27 24 20 27 31 28 26

2nd 25 24 27 23 25 25 25

3rd 24 23 24 20 20 21 23

4th 24 29 29 30 24 26 26

I00 I00 I00 100 100 100 I00
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The reduction to only 3 income groups for the 01 household type, while

unavoidable given the low frequencies, is not satisfactory in all respects.

Obviously, this household type cannot provide much information about the

goodness-of-fit of the equations to die data. The need to have within group

frequencies of no less than 30 or so conflicts with the desirability of extra data

points and is responsible for our neglect ofdata on larger sized households. For

example, there were only 74 households in the survey with 3 young children

which would have permitted only 2 data points for this household type.

4.3: Commodity Expenditures

Expenditures were divided into the 10 commodities: Food, Alcohol, Tobacco

Clothing and Footwear, Fuel and Light, Housing, Household Durable Goods

Other Goods, Transport, and Services. These are broad categories, of course

and more detailed breakdowns of their compositions are given in Appendix A.

For each of the 48 combinations of 6 household types by 8 income levels, the

CSO provided the 10 mean expenditures and also the corresponding 10 standard

deviations representing the variations between households within groups. For

example, for the reference household type, that is, 2 adults only, some of the

data were:

Table 4.3.1 : Fxamples of Expenditure Data for the Reference Household

Income Clothing and

Class (£) Food Footwear Fuel and Light

Mean SD A,lean SD Mean SD

<40 20.3 8.2 4.5 10.2 6.6 7.8

40-60 22.6 9.3 4.5 8.2 6.4 7.6

60-80 22.9 7.6 6.6 10.9 7.9 6.4

80-100 26.1 8.6 5.1 8.4 8.4 13.6

100-120 25.8 8.6 4.8 7.4 7.6 5.8

120-150 27.8 9.7 8.2 12.1 8.0 6.3

"150-200 29.7 12.3 7.1 9.6 8.5 8.0

>200 36.9 16.2 13.8 23.9 9.4 8.4

Means increase with income level, as would be expected, but so do the standard

deviations within groups. The procedure of using weighted regression to allow

for unequal variances was discussed in the last chapter and the motivation arose

not only fi’om the unequal standard deviations evidenced in Table 4.3.1, but

also fi’om the unequal frequencies on which means were based. The fi’equencies
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were shown in Table 4.2.2 and there is a factor of 5 between the highest and
lowest fi’equency.

Table 4.3.9 shows the data o11 mean expenditures and standard deviations
for a household with 1 young child. There are now some noticeable deviations
fi’om the pattern of increasing expenditures with income level -- in particular
the fourth row of the Clothing and Footwear columns. This large departure fi’om

monotonicity suggests tile presence of at least one unusual household value, or
outlier, within the group. Since fi’equencies for households with i young child
are considerably less than for the 2-aduh-only households, an outlier can more
easily have a considerable effect on a mean. This suspicion is reinforced by the
fact that the corresponding standard deviation is the highest for the household
type, precisely what would be expected fi-om the presence of an outlier.

"I’al)le 4.3.2: Examples of Expenditure Data jar Households with one young child

Income Clothing and
Class (£) bbod

I,’ootwear Fucl and Light

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

<40 27.0 13.1 3,5 4.8 5.7 4.4

40-60 28.7 8.3 5.7 7.5 6.9 4.0
60-80 24.3 6.3 5.8 10.0 8.5 10.8
80-100 28.1 8.1 13.6 21.3 6.1 4.2
100-120 30.7 10. I 8.4 12. I 8.0 5.2
120-150 29.9 I 1.0 I 1.5 14.1 8.0 5.0
150-200 31.5 9.7 12.6 16.6 10.O 12.6
>200 37.9 20.2 12.9 12.1 9.0 6.1

This illustrates another virtue of the procedure for dealing with unequal
variances of means. Weighting by the reciprocals of the variances of means
reduces the influence of obser,,ations with large associated variances and so would
tend to correct the ill-effects of outliers, if they occur. In some circumstances
it could be argued that this is not the best way to allow for oudiers. Ideally,
individual values should be examined to identify the abnormal household and

consider if its characteristics are such as to justify excluding it entirely from the
data, either on the grounds that a coding error must have crept in or that this
household is really atypical of the population of interest. But this style of
examination is precluded because of the CSO’s guarantee of confidentiality that
prevents release of individual household level data. It should also be remembered
that, with just a two-week recording period, occasionally exceptionally high
expenditures might not be incompatible with normal households, depending on
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season and circumstances. So the weighting procedure seems to be justifiable
on pragmatic grounds, as well as being methodologically appropriate for a
postulated pattern of heteroscedasticity.

The same phenomena of likely outliers are even more evident for households
with 1 older child. As Table 4.2.2 showed, this was the least replicated household
type with a total frequency of just 94. The expenditure data for the same sample
of commodities are given in Table 4.3.3. The second row of the Clothing and
Footwear column again suggests the presence of an outlier, with the largest mean
and standard deviation. Again, the fifth row of Fuel and Light suggests the
presence of an unusual household value. However, from Table 4.2.2 the relevant
frequencies were just 8 and 9 respectively. For this household type, the possible
ill-effects of outliers are combated by combining groups as well as by weighting
by standard errors. As mentioned in the previous section, the first 3 income
categories were combined as were the next 2. Even vcithout weighting the effects
of outliers would be less noticeable in new groups with frequencies of 33 and
29 respectively.

Table 4.3.3: Examples of Expenditure Data forHouscholds with one older child

Income Clothing and

Class (£) Food Footwear Fuel and Light

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

<40 30.7 10.9 9.8 14.1 4.1 4.0

40-60 27.5 10.8 21.5 37.1 3.8 2.6

60-80 30.4 8.2 8.2 8.0 6.5 5.4

80-100 32.9 8.5 8.2 8.8 5.0 3.0

100-120 32.7 5.1 3.4 6.1 I 1.7 8.9

120-150 31.9 10.6 14.8 15.2 6.6 3.3

150-200 42.8 11.8 14.1 26.3 7.1 5.3

>200 41.3 18.3 5,0 4.0 9.5 3.8

Similar comments could be made about other expenditure categories and other
household types, but the examples given are representative enough.



Chapter 5

ESTIMA TES OF PARAMETERS AND EQUI VALENCE SCA L ES

This chapter consists of five sections. The first describes the linear regression
analyses required as an essential preliminary to the eventual non-linear analyses.
The second section looks at the compatibility of the data with one of the key
assumptions of the model -- that income coefficients can he treated as if common

across household types. This assumption relates to the discussion in Chapters
1 and 2 on the validity of ignoring preference or taste changes. The plausibility
of some other assumptions is considered in Section 5.3 -- those relating to the
identification of the non-linear model via constraints on parameters. Special

problems arising with one commodity, Housing, are also reviewed.
The fourth section presents the estimates of parameters obtained from the

full non-linear model, following some degree of final selection of model in the
light of specification tests. The fifth, and last, section gives the estimates of income
increments required for the various household types to obtain equal living
standards to the reference household. The actual equivalence scales are then
obtained by simple further calculations. All of these estimates and scales relate
to the year 1980, when the Household Budget Survey was actually carried out.
Tile updating of income increments and scales to subsequent years ,,viii be deferred
until Chapter 7.

5.1 : Preliminary Estimation
Although the full non-linear model cannot be estimated without imposing

certain commodity constraints, it is possible to estimate the coefficients for total
expenditure and for the dummy variables representing household types in the
equation:

xlh ---- Ni + cihdh + hlyh.

The only necessary constraint is the standard one associated with dummy

variables -- that coefficients for all categories of the categorical variable cannot
be estimated unless one category is taken to be the intercept/1. Otherwise, if
an intercept is estimated separately, some linear constraint must be imposed
on the c’s -- most commonly that they sum to zero over categories.

The equations (5.1.1) were estirnated as a set often seemingly unrelated linear

65
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regressions, weighted for heterogeneity of variance and with tim b’s constrained
to sum to unity. As was discussed in Chapter 2, this is not a behavioural
assumption but a constraint implied by the choice of total expenditure as an
explanatory variable and would have to be incorporated in any sensible model.
The actual estimates obtained for the b’s and the related statistics are shown
in Table 5.1.1.

"l’ablc 5.1. I : R+’L, tr~sbm (.),(ffi+’ient.~ and Income Ela~tiritb’.~

Elasticity
(.5,mm,,dilr (.’oqffi’ch’,+l SE "t" at 3,lean

[:<~od .I/H .0074 13.7"** .39
A k’(~h.lit I )l’ink .I)’t8 .0037 12.0"°* 1.16
Tobacc~ --.002 .0020 1.0 n.s. -.74
ChMling & F<,~twcar .0,t2 .0061 6.9°°’ .61
Fuel :mtl I.ight .1138 .0033 11.4"** .60

kh +using . 15t) .0092 16.’1" "" 1.6(1
I)ural)h: H<Hlsch,+hl (;(,<Ms .10’1 .0(199 111.7’*" 2.32
()thor t ;(.Ms .t),l,l .0039 ) 1.2 °"" .86
"[’ransp<3rl .212 .0130 16,3*°* 1..13
Scrvice:i .26’t .0112 24.8’’" 1.84

"’" = signilicanl al .1% level n.s. = Nol significant al 5% level

The most immediately striking result in the table is the non-significance of
the Tobacco coefficient. Indeed, if it had been significant, given that it is negative,
the commodity could not have fitted within the fi’amework of the linear
expenditure system which excludes inferior goods. So in the non-linear estimation,
to be described in Section 5.4, the coefficient for Tobacco is set to zero. Otherwise,
the coefficients are well-determined in the sense of having relatively small standard
errors and high "t" values. In terms of elasticities, the figures shown in the table
are not particularly surprising. At least some of the commodities that have
elasticities greater than unity ("luxurics’) Alcohol, Housing, Durables, Transport
and Services - are what could have been expected, as are those with elasticities
less than unity ("necessities").

5.2: Testing for Constancy of Coefficients
In previous chapters the possibility of the b coefficients in (5.1.1) actually

varying with household type was discussed. Since the implication of such variation
could be important, it is desirable to test for the possibility. We can fit equations
like (5.1. I ), but including a different slope parameters for each household type,
again allowing for the correlation of commodity expenditures and the
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heterogeneity of variance. However, the sum of coefficients within each household
type must still be constrained to equal unity. Of course, a lot more parameters
are now being included for estimation -- actually, 50 extra -- so some decrease
in apparent precision of estimation can be expected. The coefficients and their
standm’d errors are shov,,n in Table 5.2.1.

Table 5,2.1: Estimates of Coeffirients and Standard Errors (in parentheses) by Household Type

Household 7)y~e
Commodit),                         O0         lO         Ol         20         02         11

i:ood .09 ,06 .17 .07 .14 ,14
(.m) (.o2) (,o8) (.02) (.03) (.o3)

Alcoholic Drink .05 .04 .03 .02 .04 .04
(.01) (.01) (.03) (.03) (.01) (.01)

Tobacco .00 --.01 --.02 --.02 --.01 0.02
(.o~) (.m) (.02) (.m) (,o~) (.m)

CIolhing and Footwear .04 .04 .12 .04 .07 .0’t
(.0~) (.m) (.07) (.02) (.02) (.02)

Fuel and Liglu .02 .03 .0,t .04 .03 .05
(.ol) (.o~) (.02) (.m) (.ol) (.o~)

Housing .15 .18 .09 .21 .16 .19
(.m) (.02) (.07) (.0,~) (.0:~) (.0,1)

Durable Goods .14 .13 -- .02 .14 .09 .03
(.02) (.02) (.05) (.o3) (.o2) (.0:~)

Odlcr Goods .0’t .05 ,04 .03 .08 .05
(.m) (.0~) (.03) (.m) (.02) (.02)

Transport .21 .16 .16 .17 .04 .16
(.02) (.03) (.12) (.0,1) (.04) (.05)

Services .25 .31 .38 .28 .37 .31
(.02) (,o3) (n2) (.o:t) (.03) (.o~)

The coefficient for the 01 household type are apparently the most out of line
overall - being unusually high for Food and Clothing, and low for Housing
and Durables. Indeed the Durables coefficient is even negative. However, as
was mentioned in the previous chapter, there are only 3 income groups for this
household type so the coefficients were bouncl to be imprecise if estimated
separately. In fact, none of the coefficients for this household type differ
significantly fi’om zero (in terms of a pseudo "t" test), with the exception of that
for Services.

The coefficients for the other household types do not look too dissimilar overall,
although there are some outlying values. For example, the coefficient for Durables
of the 11 household type looks particularly low and that for Other Goods of
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the 02 household type looks particularly high. Now testing for the statistical
significance of differences is not just a matter of doing "t" tests on pairs of
differences. Within any commodity there are 15 possible pairs of differences
and there are 10 commodities so sorne "significant" differences are likely to appear
by pure chance. Within a commodity the appropriate test v,,ould be one designed
for multiple comparisons, for example, Tukey’s test. (See, for example, Wetherill,
1981, p. 259.) Given 6 coefficients a difference is significant at the 5 per cent
level with 25 degrees of freedom if it exceeds 4.4 times the standard error of
the coefficients. Strictly Tukey’s test assumes coefficients have equal standard

errors which is not true for the values in Table 5.2.1, but the test should remain
approximately correct if an average standard error is taken. Anyway, all tests
from seemingly unrelated regression models with constraints are approximate
at best since standard errors are derived from formulae that have no small sample
justification, but only asymptotic validity. Even the assumption of 25 degrees

of freedom -- 37 data points minus 12 estimated parameters per commodity
-- is not rigorously justifiable.

Commencing with Food the largest difference in coefficients is between
household type 10 and household type 01. However, since the standard error
of the latter is so large the difference would not even be significant if treated
as a pure "t" test. For other cornparisons, we treat coefficients as if they have
the average standard error of .023, so that it follows a difference of. 10 between
coefficients would attain 5 per cent significance. No difference is this large. For
Alcohol, we take the standard error for comparisons as .01 (except, obviously,
for the 01 household type). A difference of .044 would be needed for significance
and no difference of this magnitude occurs. Repeating the process shows no
significant difference within the commodities Tobacco, Clothing and Footwear,
Fuel and Light and Housing. In the case of Durables taking the average standard
error of households (except for 01) as .024 gives a difference for 5 per cent
significance of. 11. This is just attained by the differences between household
11 and households 00 and 20. It is more than attained, of course, by the
differences between 01 and 00 and 20, but the exceptionally high standard error
of the 01 coefficient would prevent attainment of significance. For Other Goods,
Transport and for Services no significant differences emerge.

Tukey’s test gives a proper 5 per cent error rate for the comparisous within
each commodity. But we have applied the procedure across 10 commodities and,
of course, the probability of finding a falsely significant resuh in some commodity
is then much greater than 5 pet" cent. In our tests we have found two apparently
significant differences out of the 150 possible comparisons. Both occur in Durables
and both are due to the low coefficient for household type 11. These findings
are quite compatible with a hypothesis of equal coefficients across household
types. Actually, we would not wish to deny the theoretical possibility that
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preferences, and hence coefficients, might change to some degree with household
type. But what is important is that any changes do not constitute such an
appreciable deviation fi’om our chosen model as to invalidate our final estimates.
What is shown by the separate estimates of coefficients is that if there are
deviations from the model due to changing preferences, the magnitudes arc no
larger than those attributable to random variation.

5.3: Specification of Constraints on Necessary Consumptions
Some constraints on the a’s are necessary to ensure the identifiability of all

the parameters of the full non-linear model, specified in Chapter 3.

(5.3 l)

The constraints are suggested in the first place by the nature of the commodities
themselves and the way the number of unknown parameters in (5.3.1) is
consequently reduced was described in Chapter 3 and illustratcd by discussions

of the commodities Food, Alcoholic Drink and Tobacco. Tlae assumptions leading
to the constraints were that there were few, if any, economies of scale in household
Food consumption and that Alcohol and Tobacco were adult goods. Of course,
given that we have found in Section 5.1 that the coefficient for Tobacco was
not significantly different fi’om zero, the aduh good assumption then implies
that Tobacco consumptions for different household types are just random
deviations about a constant. However, the deviations may still be correlated
with the random variation in other equations, so that the Tobacco equation may
still contain some useful information.

Constraints for other commodities can be similarly formulated by thinking
about the nature of the commodities. Consumption of some comrnodities may
be hypothesised to be related to the number of children, but not to their ages.
The converse may hold for other commodities, or the exact relationship may
be deduced a priori fi’om consideration of absence, or dominance, of economies
of scMe. However, it is desirable to check postulated constraints against the
evidence of the data. This is partly because beliefs that seem plausible could
still be untrue, but also because we are working with fairly broad commodity
groups. Thus a commodity group may consist of sub-groups that are not uniform
in nature, so that some may exhibit economies of scale and some not. Even
if we have a good idea of the relative importance of the sub-groups, in terms
of proportion of expenditure, it may no longer be straightforward to deduce
the constraints that should apply.

The fact that some constraints are needed to identify the non-linear model,
and hence to estimate the parameters, might seem to rule out the use of the
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data for a i)reliminary test of the compatibility of constraints. But, in fact, at

least some degree of assessment of the compatibility of tile data with assumptions
is feasible. From tile linear equations (5. I. 1) it is clearly possible to estimate
tile quantities

cm - q,, (5.3.2)

which in terms of the parameters of the non-linear model (5.3.1) are actually

(alh- air) -- bi(~ak,, -- ~a,r). (5.3.3)

Suppose a comnlodity is hypothesised to be an adult good, then (5.3.3) becomes

(5.3.4)

Since there must be some costs associated with children, and presuming that no
commodity is an inferior good, it follows that (5.3.4) and hence the observed

(5.3.2) should be negative. Furthermore, the magnitude of (5.3.2) should be
larger for h = 20 than for h -- 10 and for h = 02 than h = 01, since it can
be taken that 2 children are more expensive than one.

Again, if complete absence of economies of scale is hypothesised, the first term
of (5.3.3) for h = 20 should be twice that for h -- 10. However, since there
ought to be economies of scale for some commodities, the second term of(5.3.3)
for h = 20 should not be twice as large as for h = 10. Therefore (5.3.2) should
be somewhat more than twice as large for 20 as for 10 -- at least assuming that
10 was positive to start v,’ith. A similar resuh could be argued for 02 and 01.

Actually, tile i’easoningjust described is only approximately valid, at best. First,
tile arguments are deterministic and, in practice, the observed values (5.3.2)
could depart fi’om predicted patterns even if the constraints were valid, because
of the stochastic variation present in data. Secondly, the treatment of 2 young
children as if they are identical is oversimplified. Many households with 1 young
child will have a very young child and many households with 2 young children
will have a very young child and another a couple of years older. The extra
necessary purchases of Food, say, for tile latter household could be much more
than twice that for the former. A similar type of argument could be advanced
to suggest that the extra Food expenditures for a 2 older children family might
be much less than twice that for a I older child household.

So examinations of the differences (5.3.2), while some check on tile plausibility
of assumptions, are not rigorous tests to be treated in terms of statistical
significance. The estimated c coefficients are shown in Table 5.3.1 and have
been estimated under the convention of summing to zero across households.
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The estimated differences (5.3.2) for Alcohol are reasonably compatible with
the adult good assumption. All are negative: the value for 20 is -- 1.6 as compared
with -- 1.0 for 10 and tile value for 02 is --2.2 as compared with -- 1.4 for 01.
The absence of economies of scale assumption for food also seems to accord
relatively well with tile data. All differences are positive: greater for all older
child than for a young child and greater for 2 children than one. Coming to
Clothing and Footwear, our initial belief was that absence of economies of scale
was again a plausible hypothesis, in that we thought that the scope for "hand-
me-downs" is nowadays quite limited. However the estimated differences (5.3.2)
suggest differently. The value tbr household 20 is close to twice that for" 10 (2.2
and 1.9), but the value for household 02 is less than twice that for 01 (3.2 as
compared with 2.3) and the difference for" 11 is least of all. Thus the data suggest
there may be economies of scale for households with either 2 older children,
or an older and a young child. So it seems best to leave the commodity
unconstrained.

Table 5.3. I : Intercept terms and Standard Errols (in parentheses)

Household Type
CommodiO’                         O0         I 0         01         20         02         11

Food --3.98 -3.61 2.53 -.57 3.38 2.25
(.51) (.60) 0.02) (.63) (.82) (.80)

Alcoholic I)rink 1.20 .21 --.24 --,47 --.99 .29
(.:tO) (.37) (.63) (.37) (.,II) (.,12)

Clolhing & F’oolwcar - 1.93 .00 .,tl 1.28 1.28 - 1.04
(.,15) (.60) (1.02) (.76) (.72) (.75)

Fuel and I.ight 1.30 -.l,t --.71 --.48 -.54 .58
(.30) (.34) (.5D (.33) (.37) (.,u)

14ousing --.61 3.50 --4.60 1.91 --.12 --.08
(.57) (.81) (1.0’t) (.83) (.77) (.81)

l)urable Househokl Goods 2,24 -.21 -1.19 .41 --.72 --.53
(.56) (.55) (.89) (.62) (.68) (.70)

OIher Goods -.91 --.01 .06 .20 -.19 .85
(.24) (.30) (.54) (.37) (.32) (.46)

Transl)orl 1.52 .96 3. I I --.31 --4.24 -- 1.04
(I.00) (1.18) (2.36) (I.II) (1.19) (1.18)

Services 4.80 --3.16 --.07 --2.06 .06 .43
(.62) (.78) (.96) (.75) (.69) (.71)

In tile case of Fuel and Light it seemed plausible to assume that the a’s depend
on tile number ofchilch’en, but not on tile age. A child, young or older, is kept
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warm by keeping a room warm and the same is true of light. But with more
children, there may be more rooms to heat and fight. The constraints are

(5.3.5)

Inserting these in (5.3.3) and relnembering that the income effect for an older
child is greater than for a young child, it is clear that (5.3.2) should be smallcr,
or more negative, for 01 than for 10 and for 02 than for 20. The actual differences
are --2.0 and --1.4, and --1.9 and --1.8 respectively, which are not
incompatible with the foregoing ahhough the 11 difference is less explicahle.

It might seem plausible to think that the effects of children on housing
expenditure ought to be similar to thc case of Fuel and Light. A larger family
may imply a larger house, but it seems unlikely that age of tim children should
matter, especially if parents are credited with some foresight. This suggests the
same constraints as given by (5.3.5). However, these sccm to be contradicted
by the data. The observed diffcrences are 4.1 and -4.0 for houschold types 10
and 01 rcspectively, suggesting that necessary expenditure on housing is much
higher for a household with a young child than for onc v¢ith an older child. The
phenomenon is real enough -- the explanation being that house prices and
mortgage repayments rose enornaously with inflation in the 1970s and, on
average, parents with a young child entered into their housing commitments
later than parents with an older child. "[’he effect is illustrated in Table 5.3.2
which shows mean house purchase repayments broken down by household type.
The first row: principal and interest repayments, is the dominant term.

Table 5.3.2 : Mean House Purchase Repayments (£/week) HBS (1980)

O0 10 Ol 20 02 1 I

Principal and Interest 2.93 I 1.35 2,47 I 1.91 7.24 8,21

Inlerest only (Insurance) .16 .25 .21 .,t5 .12 .53

Tenant Purchase ,I 7 .09 .42 .33 ,48 .40

But, although the effect is correlated with age of child, it is not a consequence
of it and cannot be allowed to be counted into costs of children. The basic problem
is that the data measures housing expenditures in 1980, but the magnitudes
depend on how many years previously the commitments were entered into and
that variable does not occur directly in the model.

Theoretically, the problem should be tackled by imputing an income to house
ownership, using this to modify both housing expenditure and total expenditure,
and treating households who bought at lower prices as having received capital
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gains. Unfortunately, this approach is impossible to implement in practice given
the data available, so another approach is required. We could constrain the trlodel
to compel equality of necessary expenditures for households with young and
old children. This would be a very different kind of constraint from those already
discussed in that it would have neither prior plausibility nor compatibility with
the data. The resulting model would certainly be a poor fit for the Housing
commodity and estimation of other commodities might be distorted also.

Another approach would be to leave out Housing from the model completely
and define an "income" or total expenditure over all commodities except Housing.
If Housing expenditure was largely necessary expenditure and not strongly related
to income, this might be reasonable enough. But it is highly related to income
as was shown in Table 5.1.1 and omitting it would drop a powerful explanatory
relationship from the model. All estimates of parameters would suffer because
of the cross-equation constraint on coefficients and the correlation of disturbance
terms. Our problem with Housing is not the goodness-of-fit of the equation,
but our unwillingness to interpret certain parameter differences as genuine costs
of children.

The alternative we will adopt is to leave the Housing equation unconstrained
in the non-linear estimation phase, but modify the calculation for the difference
in necessary expenditure on Housing in a manner to be subsequently described.

Continuing with the other commodities, Durable Household Goods is made

up of furniture, floor coverings, electrical appliances, hardware and crockery,
etc. It is perhaps reasonable to suppose that necessary expenditure does not
depend on age of child, but may relate to number of children. The implication
fox" the a’s and for (5.3.3) are the same as in the case of Fuel and Light. The
values of (5.3.2) are quite compatible, being --2.4 --3.5 for household types
10 and 01 and --1.8, --2.9 for 20 and 02 respectively, while that for 11 was
--2.7. It should be admitted that since standard errors are large, especially for
01, which is the least replicated household type, the observed values of (5.3.2)
are also compatible with the even stronger constraint.adhl0 m adhOI m adh20 m adhO2 m adhlI

(5.3.6)

Given thai big economies of scale could be expected with Durable Household
Goods, (5.3.6) is not without some prior justification. However, the weaker
(5.3.5) will be considered initially.

It is far from clear what constraints ought to apply to the Other Goods
commodity. This consists of miscellaneous goods including newspapers, books

etc., where economies of scale should exist, of personal durables (wristwatches,
ornaments etc.) vchere there are no economies of scale and household durables
(soap, cosmetics, etc.) which might or might not exhibit some economies of scale.
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Overall~ it is difficuh to see what tendencies should predonaimite so the equation
is left unconstrained.

For the Transport commodity, the largest components (by far) of average
expenditure are petrol and the purchasing costs of vehicles. Economies of scale
would be expected here, ahhough this may be a commodity where the restriction
of the data to families with no more than 2 children might be limiting. The
presence of 2 children rather than 1 is unlikely to change the size of the family
car (with the conscquent additional effects on petrol consumption, insurance,
etc.), but the presence of 6 children would. With this commodity, average
expenditure on public transport is small by comparison with even the ancillary
costs of vehicle ownership, such as road tax and insurance. On the other hand,
necessary or subsistence expenditures need not have (and probably do not have)
tim same composition as average expenditure and could involve a greater degree
of public transport, where there are not the same economies of scale for tim larger
family. The differences (5.3.2) are not particularly helpful. Except for household
type 01, they are negative and increase with the number of children, which would
be compatible with even supposing Transport an adult good. But for 01 the
value is positive, even if it has a very large standard error. It seems best to leave
the equation unconstrained.

The final category, Services, includes services proper and also some
expenditures not classified within previous commodities. Some of its components
-- personal services like hairdressing, entertainment, foreign holidays and
educational/training services -- are probably not consumed by young children
ahhough they are by older children. Other components, such as pension
contributions (the largest single component in the commodity) and some
insurance premiums, are probably full adult goods. While there are elements,
like voluntary health insurance, that could depend on age and number of children
the overall composition is such as to make plausible the assumptions

a,00 = a,,0 = a,..,0 (5.3.7)

and the further implied assumption

The components consumed by older children also suggest absence of economies
of scale implying

a,0~ -- a,0o = 2 (a,m -- a,oo)

Given (5.3.7), the first term of (5.3.3) is zero for 10 and 20 and should have
fairly small positive values (given the predominance of adult goods) for 01 02
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and 11. So the differences (5.3.2) could be expected to be negative and larger
in magnitude for 10 and 20 than for the other households. This corresponds
to what can be observed from Table 5.3.1.

However, in certain respects this commodity of Services is less than ideal for
our purposes, although we do not propose to try to modify it. h could be argued
that pension contributions could be considered savings. Certainly, "with profit
insurance policies" which are included in the commodity, contain a savings
elemcnt. P, ut the whole framework of the linear expenditure system, as developed
in previous chapters, has excluded consideration of savings. "]’here are other
possible anomalies about this commodity Mso, for example, mortgage protection
policies are included with (non-profit) insurance policies and could be argued
to be more appropriately considered a component of housing expenditure.

5.4: Non-Linear Estimation
The non-linear model (5.3.1) is parametrised so that effects are measured

from their mean and not fi’om zero. The possible parametrisations were discussed
previously in Section 3.2 of Chapter 3 and are just matters of convenience.
Indeed, in the next section it will be more convenient to make comparisons
between the reference household type and the other types. The models estimatecl

differed only in the constraints imposed. Following on the previous section, the
candidate constraints are initially on the commodities: Food, Alcohol, Tobacco,
Fuel and Light, Durables and Services. In general, the more constraints that
can be imposed the better. This is partly because the fewer the number of
parameters the greater the precision of estimation, but also because some
constraints are essential for identification of the model and there is the possibility
that slight departures fi’om assumptions may occur. Intuitively, we would prefer
identification to be based on several assumptions and not on just one -- say,
the Alcohol is an Adult Good assumption. However, ill fitting constraints will
not do.

In assessing the models, the procedures outlined in Section 3.3 of Chapter
3 can be employed and these supplement the investigations based on preliminary
analysis and described in the previous section. Table 5.4.1 shows the log

likelihoods and approximate chi-squared tests for a variety of models.
The tests, which are based on the fact that minus twice the difference in log

likelihoods between models is approximately a X~ variable with degrees of
fl’eedom equal to the difference in number of parameters between models, indicate

as follows: Imposing the Food, Alcohol and Tobacco constraints does not worsen
the fit of the model, the X~ value is almost equal to its expectation. Imposing
either the Fuel and Light constraint, or the Durables constraint, in addition
to the foregoing did substantially worsen the fit in terms of the likelihood criterion.
In both cases the 3 degrees of freedom test gave a highly significant result. In
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the case of Services the likelihood also rose, but by much less, giving a test
significant at 5% but not at higher levels of significance. As already noted in
Chapter 3, the tests are only asymptotically exact and must be regarded as
approximate with only 37 data points. None the less, they suggest the constraints
fox" Fuel and Light and Durables ought not to be imposed in the non-linear
estimation. The case against the Services constraint is much weaker.

Table 5.4. I: Assessment of Constraints by I.ikeh’hood

Model - log L Parameter., X:

Linear Regressions Without Comnlodily Conslraints 495.3 69

Food. Alcohol (and Tobacco) 502.8 55 15 N.S.

+ Fuel and Ligh 520.5 52 35.4*°*

+ I)u rabies 519.6 52 33.6’’*

+ Services 509.3 51 13.0"

Turning to the Hausman (1978) type test, Table 5.4.2 shows the b coefficients
Ibr the original linear regression model the Food, Alcohol and Tobacco
constrained model, and the foregoing plus Services constrained model.

The logic of the Hausman test is that if constraints are valid, the parameters
common to both the constrained and unconstrained models should be estimated
consistently in both cases. Thus the two sets of estimates should not seem very
different. Comparing the model with Services constrained to that without it

constrained (but with Food, Alcohol and Tobacco still constrained) the tal)le
shows there are virtually no differences in coefficients. The mechanics of the
complete Hausman test depend on assuming the most efficient estimator (of
all possible) is being compared to another consistent one, because then the
covariance between estimates takes a very simple form. Since there is no reason
to suppose the model with Services constrained ought to be most efficient, the
test cannot be taken that far, but it seems evident from the table what the result
would be.

In order to further investigate the Services constraint, the actual differences
in necessary expenditures were estimated for Smwices fi’om the model with Food,
Alcohol and Tobacco constrained. This showed that the deviation from (5.3.7)
in the unconstrained Services equation took the form that necessaW expenditure
seemed lower for a "one young child" household than for the reference household.
Normally, one would expect that if it is untrue that young children do not
consume a commodity, the estimates would show larger values for the households
with young children than for the reference household. This suggests the result
is just a phenomenon resulting fiom random sampling variation, although it
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just might be connected to the doubtfhl aspects of some components of Services,
mentioned in the previous section.

Thus these procedm’es -- preliminary linear analysis, Hausman type test and
non-linear estimation based on other constraints -- do not weaken the plausibility

of the constraint. The asymptotic log likelihood test does, but the test is
approximate and was not very significant. In fact, we will see that the highly
significant rejections by this test of the constraints on Fuel and Light and Durables
are not matched by notably substantive differences in the corresponding estbnates.
It seems that the log likelihood test is oversensitive in the case of this constrained
non-linear model, at least for a relatively small number of data points. Overall
the "best" model for estimation seems to be that constraining Services as well

as Food, Alcohol and Tobacco.

Table 5.’t.2: "Income* Coefficients and Standard Errors (in parentheses)

Linear F, AL, 7b F, AL, 7bS
Re~resslon constrained conslrained

Food                          10 (.007) .12 (.010) .12 (.011)

Alcohol .05 (.004) .05 (.003) .05 (.003)

Tobacco

CIothi~g al~d Footwear .04 (.006) ,07 (.006) ,07 (.000)

Fuel and Light .04 (.003) .04 (.004) .04 (.004)

Housing .15 (.009) .16 (.009) .15 (.009)

Durable Household Goods . I 0 (.010) .06 (.006) .06 (.007)

Other Goods .04 (.004) .04 (.003) .04 (.003)

T,’anspor~ .21 (.013) .20 (.010) .20 (.010)

Services .26 (.011 ) .25 (.009) .25 (.010)

At this point it should be said that there are other constraints that ought to
be imposed that are less severe than the types of constraint already discussed.
The necessary expenditure on any commodity for a 2 young children household
should be at least as great as for a 1 young child household and similarly for
older children households. But inequality constraints of this nature are technically
extremely difficult to impose. Obviously, if model and data are reasonable, the
estimates should tend to display the appropriate properties without being
constrained to do so. On the other hand if there were very strong economies

of scale for a commodity, natural random variation could give estimates showing
a lower value for a 2 children household than for I child household. The only
sensible procedure is to modify at the post-estinaation stage provided the
modifications are minor, that is, differences are not at all statistically significant.
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If these are, of course, the whole model must be regarded as doubtful. This
procedure is similar to ",’,,hat is done in imposing negativity on demand equations
or positivity on production functions.

The "income" coefficients for the chosen model have already been given in
the third column of Table 5.4.2. The "Necessary Expenditures" and "Subsistence
Incomes" are shown in Table 5.4.3, measured from their means. The detailed
specification of this model is given in Appendix B and the Rill variance-covariance
matrix of all parameters is given in Appendix C. Since all parameter estimates
are correlated, the covariances in that Appendix are, strictly speaking, needed
to test hypotheses of differences between household types, but the standard errors
given in the table are at least good indicators of the precision of estimation.

Table 5.4.3: Estimates of NecessaO, Expenditures and &tbsistence Incomes (with standard errors in parentheses)

O0 10 OI 20 02 11

Food -5.2 (.,t7) -2.8 (.35} ,20 (.30) -.41 (0.60) 5.60 (.70} 2.6 (.24)

Alcohol 0 0 0 0 0 0

Tobacco 0 0 0 0 0 0

Clolhb~g & Footwear -I.II (.34) .36 (,38) -.08 (,74) -.30 (.52) IAI (.54) -.28 (.50)

Furl and Ligh~ -.68 (.34) .10 (.28) -,52 (.41) .23 (.27) .41 (.32) .46 (.34)

Housing -2.98 (.61) 3.97 (.88) -2.86 (.96) 2.17 (.90) -.17 (.94} -.13 (.92)

I)urables -.33 (.31) .20 (.36) -.29 (.56) -.23 (.39) .42 (.47) .23 (.45)

Oihcr Goods --1.01 (.18) ,40 (.25) ,02 (.39) .1/ (.28) .26 (,27) .16 (.28)

Transport -4.28 (.65) .47 (.89) 2.40 (I.58) .95 (,81) .23 (I,01) .23 (i.00)

Services -1.24 (.57) -I.24 (.57) .62(,28) -I.24(.57) 2,48(1.04) .62(.28)

"I’mal -16.82 (2.07} I.,t6 (2.29) -.51 (2.61) 1.3,t (2.30) 10.64 (3.64) 3.89 (2.48)

As has already been discussed, the estimates of necessary effects for Housing
reflect the age of mortgage rather than age of children, and need to be replaced
by more acceptable figures. It might seem that the mortgage payments by
househokls with young children are a fairer picture of"cost of housing" in 1980
than payments by households with older children. However, it is the differences
between household types that really matter, rather than the actual levels. [t is
plausible to expect economies of scale in Housing and indeed Table 5.3.2 showed
that there was little difference between-mean expenditures of households with
I or 2 young children. Of course, mean expenditures are not necessary expenditures
and are affected by income, but it still seems reasonable to take the same figure
for all households with children. The remaining issue is to decide if childless
households (the 00 type) should have a different Housing figure.
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In Tahle 5.4.4 we give the mean l’rincipal and Interest payments, for the
00 and 10 household types hroken down IJy age of head of household. The idea
is that it should he fair enough to compare the repayments of similar age categories
to assess if there is a "child cost" in Housing.

Table 5.4.4: Breakdown of Principal and Interest Payments by Age of Head of Household

¯ ’Ige of ttead of Household <29 29-39 39-49 49-59 59-69

Mean Payments 0 0 Households 13.0 I1.1 7.7 .72 .46
Household Frequencies (96) (70) (38) (85) (291)

Mean Payments I 0 Households I I .I 12.4 9.4 na na

Iqouschold Frequencies (191) (107) (13) na na

In tile lowest age category the payments are actually higher (again, these are
mean payments not necessary payments, nor might the difl’erenee be statistically
significant) for the 00 household while in the next age group they are somewhat
lower. There is little evidence, overall, for any contribution of tile presence of
a child to cost of Housing. Thus, we think we are justified in setting all Housing
estimates equal across household types which will mean they will cancel out of
comparisons. It must be admitted, however, that the methodology here is much
less sophisticated econometrically than that employed in deriving the estimates
of Table 2.4.3 from the full non-linear model. These Housing effects are not
maximum likelihood estimates derived with accompanying standard errors, but
deductions from unavoidably wider arguments.

The minor adjustments for inequality constraints, mentioned earlier, should
also be imposed. Starting with Clothing and Footwear the figure for 2 young
children at --.30 is smaller than that for I young child, which is .36. Looking
at the standard errors (.52 and .38 respcctivcly) it is quite cleat" these do not
differ significantly h’om each other. But then neither differs fi’om the 01 Ilousehold
figure which is between them or indeed the 11 estimate. In fact, the situation
for Clothing could be summarised by saying -- adults only households have
(significantly) lowest necessary expenditure, households with 2 older children
have (significantly) highest necessary expenditure and the other household types
are closely grouped around the mean. No doubt there are differences, but the

data are insufficient to detect them. These are plausible findings. A teenager
can cost as much as an adult to clothe but a younger "older" child, of 6 say,
may not cost much more than a 4 year old. Most 2 children households have

just a couple of years age difference between children, so only the 2 older children
households will have sizeable proportions-’of teenagers. So the insignificant
estimates are replaced by a combined estimate, obtained in the standard way



by weighting separate estimators inversely by variances, giving a resuh of almost
zero.

For Fuel and Light the value for l young child is lower than for 2 young
childrcn and similarly for older children so no inequ,’dity adjustments arc required.
But the estirnates and the standard errors show how misleadingly emphatic was
the rejection of the Fuel and Light constraint by the likelihood ratio test. If the
estimates show any pattern, it is that values for 1 child households are less than
2 children households. Even this pattern is not statistically significant, but there
are clearly no age effects. Imposing the constraint that number of children matters
but not age, just amounts to a tidying of the estimates.

The situation with Durables is very similar. All households effects are grouped
around the mean with none significantly different from it. This is more oi" less
what ,,*,as deduced flom examination of the prcliminar), regression analyses,
making it again so surprising that the emphatic rejection of Table 5.4.1 occurred
and suggesting that the likelihood ratio test is oversensitive.

For Other Goods the estimate for 2 young children is less than that for 1 child
necessitating an inequality adjustment and a similar adjustment is in order for
the 11 household type. Differences are not significant, of course, and a
combination by weighting inversely by variances is in order. The 1 young child
value was greater than the 1 older child figure, but perhaps there could be goods
for which young children have a greater necessary component, so the estimate
is left as it is. The difference is not, however, statistically significant, and is
probably due to random variation.

For Transport it is the 1 older child household effect that exceeds that for
the 2 older children household and the 1 young and 1 older child bousehold.
The 1 older child value looks quite large, but the standard errors arc also very
big so an adjustment by combining does not involve merging any quantities
that differed significantly. The combined value is .65 and since a similar weighting
by inverse variances of household types 10 and 20 (which did not diffcr
significandy) gives an almost identical value, it seems appropriate to combine
all estimates other than for the reference household. This accords with earlier
discussions of the nature of the commodity and likelihood of economies o£ scale.
Households with children have greater necessary Transport commitments but
economies of scale seem to be such that differences in number or age of children
are not statistically detectible.

The adjusted estimates are shown in Table 5.4.5 with the Housing row now
composed of zeros since we deduced the estimates of necessary expenditures
ought to be taken equal, and we tabulate effects in terms of differences from
the mean. The rows of the table no longer sum to exactly zero, because the
combination of estimates -- not being simple averaging -- upsets this. Strictly,
the relationship should be restored by also making slight changes to the other



estimates on the basis that combining estimates affects the overall mean and
therefore the other estimates, since these are measured from the mean. However,
the summations are so close to zero it is not worth making the corrections.

The necessary expenditures estimated in Table 5.4.5 are used to form their
sums by household type -- the subsistence incomes - and these are the main
quantities of interest in relation to equivalence scales. The necessary expenditures,
however, are more than interim algebraic steps in deriving the subsistence
incomes. We will see in Chapter 7 that they play an essential role in updating
equivalence scales to years subsequent to that in which the Household Budget
Survey was conducted. In addition, the differences between household types
in necessary expenditures for commodities can be of interest in their own right.

For example, if national demographic patterns are changing, it could be of value
to manufacturers and distributors to know hov,, domestic demands for
commodities are likely to be affected by the new distribution of household types.
In this context, equivalence scales specific to commodities can be usefully
estimated, but we will not follow this topic further in this report.

Table 5.4.5: Adjusted Estimates of Necessary Expenditures and Subsistence Incomes

Commodity O0 l O O1 20 02 l I

Food --5.19 --2.80 0.20 --0.41 5.60 2.60

Alcohol 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Tobacco 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Clothing and Footwear -1.11 -0.04 -0,04 -0.04 1.41 --0.04

Fuel and Light --0.68 --0.10 --0.10 0.30 0.30 0.30

Housing 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Durables --0.33 0,07 0.07 0.07 0.07 0.07

OIher Goods -- 1.01 0.25 0.02 0.25 0.26 0.25

Transport --4.28 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77

Services - 1.24 - 1.24 0.62 - 1.24 2.48 0.62

Total -13.80 -3.10 1.50 -0.30 10.90 4.60

5.5: Comparisons with the Reference Household and Equivalence Scales
By simply subtracting columns in Table 5.4.5 the data can be re-expressed

to give the extra nizcessary expenditures for each household type as compared
with the reference household. The appropriate results are in Table 5.5.1.

Looking first at the subsistence incomes, the increases in income required
to "compensate" for the costs of children were substantial. There are definite
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economies of scale effects with respect to numbers of children and the effect for
young children is ranch more pronounced than for older children. The extra
cost of a second young child is approximately £2 while the extra cost of a second
older child is almost £ 10. In fact, the cost of 1 older child exceeds that of 2 young
children. The economies of scale arise in the commodities Durables, Other Goods
and Transport, and in the case of young children, in Clothing and Footwear ,also.

Table 5.5. I NecessaO,/Expenditure Differences and Subsistence Income Differences Relative to the Reference

Household (£/week, 1980)

10 O1     20     02     11

Food 2.4 5.4 4.8 I 0.8 7.8

Alcohol 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tobacco 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

CIolhing and Footwear I.l 1.1 1.1 2.5 1.1

Fuel and Lighl 0.6 0.6 1.0 1.0 1.0

Housing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Durables 0.4 0.,!¯ 0.4 0.4 0.4

OIhcr Goods 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3

Transporl 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Services 0.0 1.9 0.0 3.7 1.9

Total 10.8 15.5 13.6 24.7 18.5

The equivalence scales associated with the general effects of Table 5.5.1 are
shown in Table 5.5.2. They are calculated in accordance with

Scale -- Yh/Y~ = I + Cost/y~

and from at mathematical viewpoint are just trivial deductions from the total
effects or subsistence income differences. However, they are the traditional way
of presenting equivalence scales.

So, relative to a reference household with an income of £100 per week, a
household with 1 young child wonld require 11 per cent extra income to have
an equivalent standard of living (in the sense of equal discretionary income).
A household with 2 young children would require 14 per cent extra, while a
household with 2 older children would require 25 per cent extra. At higher income
levels the required percentage increases fall. Thus, relative to reference household
with £200 per week income, a household with 1 young child would require an
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extra 5 per cent to have equal discretionary income. The diminishing percentages
resuh fi’om the constancy of the "cost" of children for specific household types,
a feature of the model thai has been discussed previously.

"]’able 5.5.2: lSquivaltnce Scales 1980

60 1.17 1.26 1.23 1.41 1.31

80 1.13 1.19 1.17 1.31 1.23

100 1.11 1.15 1.14 1.25 1.18

120 1.09 1.13 1.11 1.21 1.15

160 1.07 1.10 1.08 1.15 1.12

200 1.05 1.08 1.07 I. 12 1.09

The figures presented in Table 5.5.1 will be discussed further in Chapter 7
when our scales arc compared with others and the implications of the differences
debated. However, the mechanics of deriving scales have still not been fully
dcah with, because the question of extending scales to households with more
than 2 children remains to be tackled. This will form the subject matter of the
next chapter.



Chapter 6

EXTENDING ES77MA TES 7D OTHER HOUSEHOLD TYPI;S

The reasons for restricting estimation to 6 houschold types, consisting of 2
aduhs and all combinations of up to 2 children, were discussed at some length
in earlier chapters. However, this leaves the problem of how to deduce scales
and related quantities for household types with more than 2 children. One
approach is to extrapolate fi’om the estimated effects and Sections 6.1 and 6.2
of this chapter develop this idea.

Extrapolation has inherent limitations and other approaches would be
theoretic,-dly preferable if they were practically feasible. These issues arc discussed
in the final section.

6. I : Extrapolation of Subsistence Incomes
The most statistically precise approach to estimating functions appropriate

for extrapola6on, ~ we could be sure the functions were still valid outside the range of
estimation, would be to commence from

gh = f(nr.n,,) + nh (6.1.1)

where gh denotes the subsistence incornes and ny and I’1,, are the nul~bers of

young and okl children in the households. Although there are really only 5 points
for estimation (since only differences in subsistence incornes were actually
estimated), a generalised least squares procedure could be employed using a
variance matrix ofw deduced fi’om Appcndix C. A best-fitting functional form
could be chosen and expcctcd values of gh calculatcd for arbitrary n~. and no.

However, such a sophisticated derivation of the functional form would give
a misleading impression of precision. The real risks to extrapolation are that
the patterns observed for households with a small number of children ,,viii simply
not continue to hold for a larger number. Since extrapolation is a relatively crude
process, there is no point to an intricate derivation of(6.1.1). A fairly simple,
and not implausible, approximation to the subsistence income differences relative

to the reference household (Table 5.5.1) would seem to bc

a(n,. + I)~’ (n,, + 1)~ (6.1.2)

By taking logs, a simple linear expression Js obtained permitting ordinary least
squares estimates. The "explanatory" variables are chosen as ny + 1 and no + 1

84
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in order to avoid the problem of households with only young children or only
older children, since we cannot take the log of zero. The fitted formula is

8.68(n~. + I)3’ (n,, + I)"H". (6.1.3)

Table 6.1.1 shows the values of (6.1.3) for varions household types, rounded
up to the nearest whole number. The figures reflect, as they inevitably must
since they are extrapolations, certain features that appeared in the directly
estimated results of the last cbapter. There are notable economies of scale effects
with increasing numbers of young children, but these arc much smaller in
magnitude with older children. Given the age definitions for young and older
children, households with a large number of children will have mostly older
children, so that their perceived economies of scale would tend to be closer to
the smaller effects.

Table 6. I. I: IZxtrapolated Estimates of Subsistence Income D~(ferences Relatioe to the Reference Household
(£1wee~9

No. of Older Chl’ldrer~ 0 I 2 3 4

No. of Young Children

0 -- 16 23 29 36

I I I 20 29 37 ,t5

2 13 23 33 43 52

3 I,t 26 37 47 57

Five of these values correspond to the directly estimated effects of Table 5.5.1
and these are contrasted in Table 6.1.2. A comparison gives some idea of

inaccuracies introduced by an approximation like (6.1.2).

Table 6.1.2: Directly I£stimated and I-xtrapolated Esthnates

Household ?),pc                    10 Ol 20 02 I1

I)irectl), Estimated I 1 15 14 25 18

Extrapolation Formula II 16 13 23 20

The estimates are not more than two units apart at most. However, this is
just a lower bound to the prediction error of(6.1.3) when used for household types
other than those for which direct estimates were available, because possible
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departures from observed patterns v.,ould add other components of error to that
due to the approximating function.

It is obvious that by choosing more complicated functions than (6.1.2) the
deviation between directly estimated and extrapolated values can be reduced

-- to zero, if required. However, it is the robustness of the approximation outside
the household types actually investigated that really matters and complicated
functional forms are no more likely to remain valid. Indeed, in extrapolation

in general, simple relationships have often been found to retain more validity
than complicated ones, so it is probably true to say the simpler the functional
form the better.

6.2: Extrapolating at Commodity Level
Since a subsistence income is a sum over commodities of necessary

expenditures, each of which is influenced by the random variation in the data,

it could be argued that estimation errors in commodities should tend to cancel
out in the sum. This would support extrapolation based on subsistence incomes
as in the previous section, rather than extrapolation at commodity [eve] and
deduction of subsistence incomes by subsequent summations. But, as will be
seen in Chapter 7, if we work only with subsistence incomes there is no clear
mechanism to update the estimates over time. It will turn out that updating
requires repricing the commodity estimates and summing. Therefore we need
to look at separate extrapolations of cornmodity estimates.

The extrapolation equation for Food, that is, that giving the difference in
necessary expenditure relative to the reference household is:

2.4 n~. + 5.4 no. (6.2.1)

Since Alcohol and Tobacco are still assumed to be adult goods, the commodities
can be ignored. For Clothing and Footwear, equations that fit the figures in
Table 5.5.1 exactly are:

1.1, for no = 0 or 1

and

1.1 + 1.4 (no -- 1), for n,, > 1. (6.2.2)

The discussion in the last chapter showed that the observed resuhs -- that
households with 2 older children had above average expenditure, households
with no children below average and other households were not significantly
different from the average -- could be explained reasonably enough for the
household types that were directly examined. However, the equations (6.2.2)
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that express these findings algebraically need to be taken with caution if employed
for extrapolation purposes.

For Fuel and Light, the findings of the previous chapter indicated that age
of children should not matter and that economies of scale could be expected
as regards numbers. That suggests an approximating formula, analogous to
(6.1.2), of

a nb

where

n = ny + no .

The fitted formula turns out to bc

.6 n"7’. (6.2.3)

There is little else we can do but assume that the Housing figure can again be
taken to be zero. The differences relative to the relhrence household, for the
3 commodities Durables, Other Goods and Transport do not seem to possess
any better approximating equations than simple constants. In the previous
chapter, only Other Goods indicated any deviation from this pattern and then
not in a manner that suggested anything different Ibr extrapolation. So, for these
commodities, the necessary expenditures relative to the 00 household type are
taken to be

.4, 1.3 and 5.0, (6.2.4)

respectively. Now, it is true that there arc weaknesses in the justification for
~.hese cxtrapolalions. Taking Transl)ort as the examl)le, the direct estimates did
show that the necessary expenditure was significantly lower for the reference
household than for the other household types, but that these did not differ (to

any statistically apprcciablc degree) fiom each other. This finding was not
implausible given the nature and composition of the commodity. But as has
been mentioned previously, necessary expenditure on private transport could
conceivably jump substantially for very large families. Again, the fact that public
transport does not provide family economies of scale, may have been hidden
in small family households and, in any event, the component is just a small
proportion of average commodity expenditure in these households. The situation
could be different for large families. Consequently, extrapolations using (6.2.4)
may be underestimates of expenditures.

For Services, the extrapolating formula is again very simple and is

1.86 no, (6.2.5)
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reflecting the assumptions, discussed already, that commodity expenditure is
largely unaffected by presence or number of young children. Ernploying formulae
(6.2.1) through to (6.2.5), the specific effects can be extrapolated for any
household types and general effects found by summation. Table 6.2.1 gives the
results for the directly estimated household type 11 and also for the extrapolated
household types 21, 12 and 22. Notice that this method of extrapolation
reproduces the Table 5.5.1 value exactly for 11, as it would also for 10, 01,
20 and 02. This does not mean it is a superior extrapolation mechanism to (6.1.3)
for household types that require indirect estimation, for the reasons already
discussed.

The real advantage of extrapolation via formulae (6.2.1) to (6.2.5) is that
the resulting commodity effects can be updated to later years than 1980.

Table 6.2. I: Extrapolat:d Estonates of Necessary Expenditur:s Relative to the R~erence Household

I-IousehoM Type 11 21 12 22

Co,nmodio,
Food 7.8 10.2 13.2 15.6

Alcohol 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Tobacco 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Clothing and Footwear I. 1 I. I 2.4 2.4

Fuel and Light 1.0 1.4 1.4 1.7

Housing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Durables 0.4 0,’t 0.4 0.4

Othcr Goods 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3

Transport 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Services 1.9 1.9 3.7 3.7

Subslstcncc hlcolncs 18.4 21.3 27.4 30.1

6.3. Discussion on Extrapolation
Extrapolation out of sample is hardly the most desirable procedure in any

branch of applied economics, though it is frequently all that is possible. Direct
estimations for larger family households would be preferable, but the difficulties
have been covered earlier. The frequencies of representation of larger family
sizes in the 1980 Household Budget Survey falls with family size and, of course,
there are more combinations of househoM types with larger sizes. It is possible
that our strategy of keeping frequencies of household type/income category
combinations at about 30 is unduly cautious. With a much lower frequency,
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there might still have been a representative spread of household participation
over the whole year in that major seasonal effects are possibly confined to a I~w
points in the year. As regards purchases of Durables and Transport equipment
that are inevitably "lumpy" in nature, it is not clear how many households need
to be averaged over to justify continuity. But tile risks to departing fiom tile
strategy are obvious.

None tile less, we fecl there ought to be some way of utilising the survey data
for hu’ger families. Could sparsely populated cells be atlgmented by "extra"
observations generated by extrapolation fi’om the resuhs of direct estimates of
the most fi’equent household types? The augmented cells could be analysed in
turn to give "direct" estimates. In reality, these would be some combination of
extrapolations ancl true survey data. ~.,Ve realise we are expressing the idea
vaguely, but the whole topic of supplementing sparse or missing observations
is currently a rapidly developing theme in econometrics. However, the topic
is technically difficuh and full of unresolved issues.

Another approach would be to seek more data by combining over separate
Household Buclget Surveys. The frecluencies of all household types would then
be increased, but as prices would have changed from one survey to another it
would be essential to include price variables explicitly in the model.

This should not introduce insurmountable problems for the linear expenditure
system, at least in principle, as it has often been estimatcd with price variables.
The practical problems of data processing associated with the combination of
budget surveys would be far from trivial, however. The last complete survey,
prior to 1980, was in 1973 ahhough a small-scale survey of urban areas was
conducted annually from 1974. Besides tile exclusion of rur~d areas, sample sizes
were considcrably smaller than tile complete surveys. For example, in 1979 the
numbcr of households with 1 child was just over 100 as compared with 4 times
that in tile 1980 survey. As we write this report (1987), another full Household
Budget Survey is under way and tile new data will be available in two years’
time, or so. Combination of the 1987 Survey with tile 1980 one should provide

the best data base yet for cstimation of equivalence scales for a wider range of
household types.

Clearly, thcre is more research rcquired on estimating scales for tile less
frequent household types. The extrapolation methods of the previous sections
may be second best and may underestimate for larger sized farnilies. But at least
they provide a general approach and one that should give reasonable estimates
for family sizes not too much larger (3 or 4 children) than those for which direct
estimates were derived. Until improved estimation procedures utilising extra
data can be developed, extrapolation must be regarded as a reasonable first guess.



Chapter 7

PROPERTIES, USE AND UPDATING OF ESTIMATES

This chapter is concerned with matters that relate to actually employing the
estimates derived in Chapter 5. There are potentially two broad areas of use.
The first is in assisting in the determination of the amounts that might be paid
to households to compensate for costs of children. While we fully accept that
the amounts of payments by the State, if any, must depend on policy
considerations that are outside the scope of our report, the estimates do raise
some interesting issues and these arc discussed in the first section. The second
area of use is in economic analyses involving comparisons of households of
different compositions, where estimates of costs oz" scales are needed to cancel
out differences. Inappropriately calculated or misused scales could lead to
incorrect conclusions. Section 7.2 deals with this use of estimates in analysis
and comments on how other estimates of scales have been used.

In these first two sections, and indeed in the whole report until now, the
estimates used are those derived for 1980, the year of the most recently available
Household Budget Survey. Clearly, estimates ought to be updated vchenever
a new t-louscbold Budget Survey becomes available, but in fact we can do better
than that. Estimates of quantities of commodities purchased by households do
depend on the availabi!ity of survey data, but prices will be observable at interim
years between surveys. Section 7.3 describes how to update estimates of costs
and scales and in the process re-interprets the subsistence income difference as
a type of index of cost of children. Finally, Section 7.4 contains a brief account
of how the updated estimates compare with the costs and scales implicit in some
current social welfare schemes.

7.1 Properties of Estimates in the Context of Benefit Schemes
We argued in Chapter 1 that the problem of measuring the costs of children

could be taken separately from the question of the extent to wbich the State
should reimburse parents for these costs. If the latter problem were to be discussed
in any depth, a whole range of issues would need to be considered that we have
not even mentioned. Even then, an objective assessment would perhaps be
impossible because an individual’s attitudes to at least some of the issues would
be essentially subjective, depending on political and social philosophy. However,
it is probably permissible to look at some features of our estimates -- the fact
that cost varied substantially with age of child, for example -- in terms of

9O
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administrative feasibility and compatibility with existing reimbursement
mechanisms.

Our estirnates of costs of children -- oi", equivalently, the differences in
subsistence incomes between the household types and the reference household
-- are presented again in Table 7.1.1. The table also gives the corresponding
scales at the average "income" (total expenditure) of the reference household.

Of course, scales really cbange with income, but the values al average income
are sometimes taken as "adult couple equivalents" and their use will be discussed
later.

7~ble ZI. 1: Costs of Children, £ per week (1980)

I 0 Ol 20 02 I 1

Costs = Difference in Subsislence Income 10.7 15.3 13.6 24.7 18.4

Scale at Average "Income" 1.12 1.16 1.15 1.27 1.20

Note: Average total expendilure fnr Reference Household was £93 per week in 1980.

There are three major characteristics to these figures. First, costs are higher
for older children. Second, there are economies of scale in going from 1 to 2

children, but these are much more noticeable in the case of young rather than
older children. Thirdly the costs are fixed in absolute terms - they do not change
with income. Instead and as a consequence, the scales diminish with income,

so that a scale can only be presented at some chosen level of income.
Currently costs of children are reimbursed, in part at least, through three

mechanisnls. These are: Child Benefit (fornmrly children’s allowances), Child
Dependent Allowances and l:’amily Income Supplement. Child Benefit applies
to all children under 16, or under 18 if in full-time education, irrespective of
household income. Child Dependent Allowances arc tile child related components
of the various social welfare schemes and the delails vary from scheme to scheme.
Family Income Supplement is paid to households with a parent in full-time
employment, but an income below a specified level. This level depends on the
number of children in tile household. Until 1986, there was also income tax
relief based on an allowance for each chiM under 16, or under l g if in full-time

education.
Child Benefit amounts are not age related: as much being paid for a young

as for an older child. Child Dependent Allowances are also unrelated to age
of child as are the payments made under Family Income Supplenaent. However,
the possibility of making amounts age related does not seem to be precluded
on grounds of impractical it), and the suggestion has been made in the past. The
1980 National Economic and Soci~d Council report on strategies for family income
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support (Fitzgerald, 1980) recommended that payments be higher for older
children, as did the 1986 Report of the Commission on Social Welfare. Of course,
there may be other economic or social arguments for not making the amount
larger for older children than young children, in spite of the differences in costs,
and we would not claim to have thought deeply about the issues.

The economies of scale of Table 7.1.1 are not mirrored by any corresponding
structure in existing income supports. Child Benefits pay the same amount per
child for up to 5 children and then pay an increased amount from the sixth on,
while most Child Dependent Allowances provide for a greater payment on the
second child than on the first.L But unlike the age of child effect, there have
not been suggestions for reform to incorporate economies of scale. The proposals
that have been made tend to suggest the opposite effect -- further extra payments
fro" larger families. The NESC report (Fitzgerald, 1980) considered families,
and in particular large families, to be disadvantaged compared with single people
and childless couples, while Roche (1984) believed that families with children
had a disproportionately greater risk of poverty. The Commission on Social
Welfare favoured higher payments for children in larger families and even
suggested an additional "large family supplement". There is not necessarily any
contradiction between the existence of economies of scale as regards number

of children and a greater risk of poverty in large families. Economies of scale
effects could be irrelevant if support levels were much too low to start with, and
having more than a single child could substantially reduce the earning potential
of one of the parents. Once again, a full discussion of all the relevant issues
would take us outside the scopc of this work.

The third characteristic that the estimates of costs are absolute amounts and

do not alter with income does not give rise to any difficulties in this context
of State reimbursement of costs. No report has ever explicitly suggested that
higher income groups should receive a greater monetary sum than lower income
groups. It could perhaps be argued that the former income tax allowances might
have had this effect since their value would have been the greater the higher

the marginal tax rate. But for ),ears before their abolition in 1986 these allowances
had been frozen at low levels and had become relatively trivial. Indeed, most
recent commentaries on child benefits go further than saying higher income
groups should not receive more, but say they should receive less. Thus the Green
paper on Development for Full Employment (1978) suggested that child benefits be
taxable. This was repeated in the National Planning Board’s (1984) document
and put forward for tentative implementation in Building on Realily (1984). The
Commission on Social Welfare not only welcomed the abolition of child tax

I The 1988 bu Igelarv welfare ul)-raling, effective from the end ofjul)’, has had the effect ihal the Child
I)cpendent Allow;race is no longer greater for the second child thnn for the first,
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allowances in 1986, but some members also favourcd counting child benefits

as taxable income, although they were unable to reach uniformity on the subject.
It certainly seems that no one is seriously making a case for t’eimbursable costs
that increase with income. Whether there is ever any meaningful use for estimates
of costs that increase proportionately with incomes, that is, for scales that are
constant over incomes, is something to be taken up in the next section.

7.2 Analytic Use of Estimates and Comparison with Other Scales
In comparisons of two household in terms of income, welfare level, risk of

poverty, or whatever, some account has to be taken of differences in household
composition if these exist. With our estimates the procedure is quite simple.
Sul~pose one household consists of 2 adults and 1 very young child and another
consists of 2 adults and 2 older children. From the figure in Table 7.1.1 we
should subtract £10.7 fi’om the weekly income of the first household and £24.7
fi’om that of the second household and we are then making comparisons on a
basis adjusted for composition. Often in data analysis it will actually be averages
of groups of households that are being compared, so that we may just know
that the first (average) household has, say, 1-2 young children and .8 older
children as compared with, say, 1.6 young children and 1.4 older children.
Interpolation is then necessary and the formula given in Chapter 6 (6.1.3) is
appropriate. This was developed to derive estimates for larger tamily sizes, but
is obviously applicable to interpolation also. A slightly more elaborate approach
would be possible if the actual frequencies of the various household types within
each group were available. Then the correct weighted average of the costs relative
to the reference household could be derived for each group, before proceeding
as before.

The foregoing discussions assumed the comparisons are being made between
two groups within the same population. If we wish to compare groups in diffcrent
populations -- such as countries at different levels of economic development
or the same country at two different points in time -- we must accept thai
subsistence incomes and costs of children could be differcnt in the two populations
and estimate them separately. In comparing the welfare levels of the two

household types (actual or average) across different populations, it will then be
necessary to allow for differences in subsistence incomes due both to family
composition differences and economic development differences. This approach
is quite compatible with our development of the household expenditure moclel
in Chapter 1. The actual levels of necessary expenditures and hence subsistence
incomes are not really absoh.lte in the sense that a more economically developed
society can, and would, view as necessary what a less developed society would
not. But we treat necessity levels as fixed within a society at a point in time.
Of course, a wealthy individual may choose to believe his personal necessity
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levels are greater than those of others in his society, but the others are unlikely
to accept that. Thus, although we consider it plausible to have different costs
of children in two societies that differ in their overall income levels, we find
it intuitively reasonable that costs be taken unrelated to income -- that is, that
scales decline with income -- within a society.

The method dcscribed did not involve the notion ofaduh couple equivalents
that has been en’|ployed in some analyses to try to eliminate compositional
differences. If a young child could be taken as equalling one-sixth of a couple,
say, and an older child as equalling one-third of a couple, say, then an adult
couple equivalent could be calculated for any household and divided into
household income. The validity of the idea obviously depends on scales remaining
constant with income, that is, costs increasing directly proportionally to income.
Of course, if scales are not constant with income, as with our model, a whole
series of adult couple equivalents could be calculated, with a different set for
each income level. But then the elimination of compositional differences v,,ould

lose its apparently attractive simplicity and would really be a long-way-round
method of making the subsistence incomes adjustment we described earlier. The
only model in the estimation literature compatible with constant scales is the
original Prais-Houthakker form, while all others imply scales that change with
income. Indeed we find it difficult to understand why anyone would find it
plausible that a young child, say, should always equal a fixed proportion of an
adult couple, irrespective of income. We know that the distribution of expenditure
on commodities changes with income and we also know that children consume
commodities in different proportions to adults. Surely it would be most surprising
if the resulting composition patterns were entirely explicable by a single adult
couple equivalent?

It follows that use of scales calculated at, say, average income could lead to
incorrect results if applied to comparisons of groups whose incomes differed much
from the average. Yet scales, or adult couple equivalents, are often presented
as if they arc constant and without specification of the income points at v,,hich
they have been calculated. For example, an appendix table in the Report of the
Commission on Social Welfare (1986) presents eight~ sets of scales derived in
different investigations as if the scales are constant. Actually all investigations
employed models that assumed scales changed with income and the presented
figures are values at (unstated) income points. Only one investigation employed
the Prais-Houthakker formulation and even then in the form where the income
scale is a weighted sum -- with income dependent weights - of constant

2 Probably seven is more accurate, The two sets attribuled to .McClements (1971/72) and XlcClements (1978).

as if they were distinct studies, ~vere actually based on the same inveslig~ltion, One set omits the Housing
commodity and ollE includes it.
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commodily scales. Use of these scales could be very misleading if l lie tabulated
vahlcs DI+C lakcll as gCllUille]y COll$tanl,

For example, in dm case of Muclll, auer’s (1977) es6malion ofa P, arlen model,

die lablc gave tile scale for a household consisting of I young child (Muellbauer
maclc roughly Ihe salnc age dis,incdons as we have done) as 1.12 and for an
okler child as 1.25: tha, is, equlvalcnts of. 12 and .25 rcspeclively. Bm the actual
1able of cquiwtlcnee scales given in Muellbauer’s paper (Table 9 in his sequence

of rabies) is :is Ibllows:

Table 7.2.1: Equi~mlence Scale.~ Estimated by M.ellbauer (1977) using UK datat

income .tVwecl-’ I 0 O l 20 02 11

211 1.156 1.297 1.271 ]. 567 I .,t2,t

30 I, 115 1.25:t I. 185 I ,,177 1.337

,t0 1.087 1,223 1.127 I.,tl6 1.278

50 1.066 1.200 1,085 1.371 1.235

7(I 1.035 I. 167 1.1123 I. 305 1.17 I

1110 1.00,t I. 1:12 0.962 1.238 1. 108

I. UK Fanlil,v I~xpcndilure Surveys 1968-73 wilh prices adjusted to 1975.

2. In*’oln¢ is IOla[ household CXl)endilurc. cxt:¢pl for Housing expenditure.

Obviously, lilt scales for all household lypes decline with income:~ ancl the
ligures quolcd by the Commission on Social \.Velfare are those corresponding
Io an "income" of £30 a week. The table reveals clearly just how incorrect ii
would be Io use these figures at high income levels. Again, the corresponding
scab’s derived by Fiegehen, Lansley, Staid1 (1977) are given by the Commission
:is 1.08 ancl 1.29 Ibr householcls consisling of acluh couples and I young ancl
1 olcter chikl respectively, l~,ul we discussed these in Chapler 2, poiming out
lhal model yielded implausible scales IIlal increased with income.

The Commission has quolcd Ihc equivalence scales given for Ihc lowest staled
income level, bul the scales increase dramatically with income. We have ah-eady
commemed on dm methodology of tiffs study in Chapter 2, but fl~c table here
shows .jusl how arl)ilrary :in exc,’cise 11ac prescnlalion oi" a sinffle scale O," aduh

equivalent can be.

3 ’[’hi~ is :, ,’~s*" ol’scal,.s Ihal may decline Ioo rapidly ~dlh illl’OllW I)¢l’aus~’. a:: Ihc 20 hou~choM I}’1:*c :,how_’..
an ill~gi~’~ll scah" occurs at high income h’v~’l. "l’hi~ pt~s~ibilily ~’;I-- discussed in Chapler 2. S¢clion 2.7.
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Table 7.2.2: Equivalence Scalesj By Fiegehen, Lansley and Smith (1977) using UK Data2

Income £/week~ Young Child (0-4) Older Child (5-14)

20 1.08 1.29

30 1.21 1.52

50 1.40 1.87

I. Based on "Composite Commodity", semi-log formulation.

2. 1971 Family Expenditure Survey.

3. Income is total household expenditure.

Not all use of a constant scale would have to be misleading, provided the scales
were only applied to income levels reasonably close to those from which the scale
was derived. Some work of Roche (1984) may provide an example. He was
analysing poverty and income to eliminate the complications of family
composition differences. He calculated the total payments that would be received
by a poverty line household because of the presence of a child. He divided this
by the minimum welfare payments that an adult would receive arriving at an
adult equivalent (not couple equivalent) of .45, which would imply a household
equivalence scale of 1.225. Of course, his figure is open to the objection that
State payments are being used to define need, rather than vice versa, but his
use of a constant scale could perhaps be defended on the grounds that he was
interested in incomes close to the poverty line. There would, however, be no
justification for employing that scale at high income levels.

In general, however, we prefer to correct for household composition, when
it is desirable to make such an adjustment, by subtracting appropriate estimates
ofcosts in the way described earlier in this section. There is possibly sometimes
a case for presenting scales or aduh couple equivalents as a comparative device,
but the income points to which the scale refer would be vital accompanying
information.

7.3 Updating Estimates
The necessary expenditures and subsistence incomes, relative to the reference

household, that were derived in Chapter 5 are, for convenience, presented again
in Table 7.3.1. If the necessary expenditures in the body of Table 7.3.1 ",’,,ere
divided by the 1980 commodity prices, the resulting figures ",’�ould have the
dimensions of quantities. Put another way -- they would be the weights by which
1980 commodity prices should be multiplied before summing to get the
subsistence income differences relative to the reference household. This
interpretation brings out the analogy between the calculation of child costs and
the calculation of the CPI. In the latter, the weights are the quantities of
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commodities in a "representative" bundle, where the Household Budget Survey
data give guidance on what quan6ties make Ihe bundle "representative" in a
sense of average overall (subsistence plus discretionary) household exl)cnditurc.
Our weights relate to subsistence expenditures and are calculated separately fiw
each household type.

Table 7.3.1: Necessary Expenditures and Subsistence Incomes Relatiue to the Reference HousehoM 19t10

Commodity tO O l 20 02 l I

Food 2,4 5.4 4.8 10.8 7.8

Alcohol 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.(I 0,0

Tobacco 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Clothing and Foolwcar I. I I. 1 1, I 2.5 I. I

Fuel and Light 0.6 0.6 1.0 I.(I 1.0

Housing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Durables 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Other Goods 1.3 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.3

Transport 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0

Services 0.0 1.9 0,1) 3.7 1.9

General 10,7 15.3 13.6 2,1.7 18.4

So costs of children (subsistence income differences) can clearly be updated
by multiplying weights by the new prices and summing. This is open to the
objection that at different relative prices the weights might have changed. As
maintained in the introductory chapter, our subsistence quamities are not absolute
in concept and if incomes and relative prices change so will the quantities. [t
could be argued that another budget survey is needed to deduce the appropriate
weights. But this is an objection that could be raised to any index number
calculation and is why budget surveys are repeated at intervals. There seems
no reason why weights for equivalence scales should not be taken as constant
between budget surveys in just the manner that weights for the CPI arc.

In Table 7.3.2 the specific and general effects arc updated to 1987 by
muhiplying the entries in Table 7.3. I by the ratios ofeornmodity prices for August
1987 to prices for August 1980. The price inflation factors, which arc shown
in the table and are taken fi’om the CSO’s publications on the topic, are themselves
dependent on the 1980 Household Budget Survey. This also shows why it is
important to keep our commodities compatible with the CSO’s broad commodity
classifications, because otherwise coral)arable prices are unobtainable.
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Table 7.3.2: Necessa0, Expenditures and Subsistence Incomes Relative to the Reference Household (1987)

lnfl~tion
Commodity Factor 10 01 20 02 11

Food 1.7 4.1 9.2 8.2 18.4 13.3

Alcohol 2.1 0.O 0.0 0.O O.0 0.0

Tobacco 2.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 O.O

Clothing and Footwear 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.6 3.8 1.6

Fucl and Light 1.6 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.6 1.6

Housing 1,9 .....

Durables 1.5 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6

Other Goods 1.8 2.3 1.8 2.3 2.3 2.3

Transport 2.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0

Services 2. I 0.0 4.0 0.0 7.8 4.0

Total (Subsistence) 19.6 28.2 24.3 44.4 33.4

Ratio ’87 to ’80 1.83 1.84 1.79 1.80 1.81

Clearly an updated table of equivalence scales for 1987, corresponding to that
in Chapter 5 can easily be constructed from the estimated 1987 general effects.
The last line of Table 7.3.2 gives the ratio of the estimated 1987 general effects
to the 1980 effects. All are about the same ratio, but clearly this need not be
invariably the case. Since the weightings of commodities in the subsistence
incomes differ with household composition, changes in relative prices could have
disparate effects on "subsistence" incomes. Regular updating would permit
compilation of indices of subsistence incomes -- each showing the trends over
time in the position of a specific household type relative to the reference household.
These would indicate how price evolutions favoured, or disfavoured, particular
household types and could reveal trends submerged in broader indices that are
aggregated over all family compositions. In such updating the weights would
remain constant between Household Budget Surveys, but would be revised
following each survey.

7.4: A Comparison with Payments from Some Social Welfare Schemes
Once again we repeat that estimation of costs of children, and recommendations

on the payments that the State may chose to make in respect of the costs, are
not at ,all the same thing. We have only faced the issues associated with the former
problem, and no doubt, an enormous range of factors need to be considered
in relation to the latter. However, a comparison of our updated estimates with
the actual levels of payment implicit in some of the major social welfare schemes
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is a rather natural presentation. For each household type the Child Benefit
amounts wcrc added to the Child I)clgendent Allowances associated with the
vm’ious schemes to give the appropriate totals. The figures arc presented in Table
7.4.1.

Table 7.,t. 1: Costs of Children and Payments for CTlildren (1987) (£1week)~

10 O1 20 02 11

Our Estimated Cosis (updated to

1987) 19.60 28.20 2’t.30 ,t4.20 33.40

Short-Tt:rnl Urban Uncnlploynlenl
Assistance I 1.87 11.87 24.9,1 2,1.94 2,t.94

Uncnlplo)’nlcnl Benefit 13,17 13.17 27.4,1. 27.44 27.,I-4

Rctircnlcnt/Old Age Contribulory
Pension 1’1-.37 1’1-.37 29.9,t 29.9’1- 29.9’1-

Old Age Non-(.:ontribulory
Pension 13.07 13.07 27.3,1- 27.34 27.3’1-

With the exception of the 2 young clailclren household type, the payments
under the various schemes arc all less than our estiuiated costs. But as ah’eady
stated, we arc not asserting that the payments ought to match the costs. The
payments under the various schemcs do not discriminate on grounds of age and
this is partly why tim difference between costs and payments is greater for
househokl with older children. The payments do not embody any economies
of scale effects, while the costs showed substantial scale effects for young children,
but much less noticeable effects for older children. It is the combination of the
lack of age and scale effects in payments that explains the fact that payments
exceed costs for just one household type -- that with 2 young children.

Any further development of these comparisons risks taking us clown the road
wc arc not entitled to travel -- that of recommending how much of costs ought
to be met by payments. However, we hope that those who are concerned with
that matter -- be they researchers or policy-makers -- will find our estimates

of costs useful. Having measures of costs of children just provides one input
into the complex area of welfare policy, but we think it is not an unimportant
input.

¯ t The 1988 ImdgctalT wclfiu’c up-ratings, eft)clive from the end ~ffJub’. woukl have ahcr~-xl relativity solncwhal
if our esllmal~’~ ~’,’cr’: furiher ul~latc,-I io August 1988.
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Appendix A

DETAILED COMPOSI770N OF COMMODI77ES

Food

White bread
All odler brcad
Flour
Bisctms
Cakcs and I)uns
Fresh milk
Other milk and cream
Cheese
Eggs
Buuer, fats and cooking oil

Butter
Margarine
All other fats/cooking oil

Mcat
Beef and veal
l\,ll U t Ion

lamb
Pork
P.ashers
Odler bacon
Sausages ancl puddings
Ham -- cooked
All other meat

Fresh Fish
Frozen and cured fish
Tinned fish
Fresh vegetables

Potatoes
Cabbagc
Tomatoes

All other vegetables

Dried vegetables
Tinned vegetables
Frozen vegetables
Fresh fruit

Apples -- eating
Apples -- cooking
Oranges
BanallaS

All other fl’esh fl-uit
Tinned and bottled fruit
Dried fruit and nuts
Tea
Coffee and cocoa
Sugar
Jams, marmalade, treacle, etc
Oatmeal and breakt~st cereals
Rice and other cereals
Prepared baby foods

Jellies, custard, etc
Salt, pepper, mustard, etc
Sweets, chocolate and ice cream
.Juices and soft drinks
All other food
Meals away fi’om home

Drink
Alcoholic beverages

Tobacco
Tol)acco products
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DEY?llLED COMPOSI770N 01: COA4MODI77F.S (Contd.)

Clothing and Footwear

Men’s clothing and footwear

Outerwcar

U lldc i"~vc ~:1 I"

Odlcr men’s clothing

Foot wCi.l I"

P, oy’s clothing and lbotwear

Omcrwear

All oiher boy’s cloflfing

ITOOI ~.V Ca 1"

\’Vomen’s clothing and footwear

OU[12FWCaF

U n de rwea r

All other wolnen’s clolhing

FOOIV~Cal"

OM’s clolhing and tbolwcar

Okl I.C I%VC gt I"

All olher gM’s clodling

Foolwear

Other clothing

Fucl and Lighl

Piped Gas

I:]lecuicily

Cold, cokc~ tic

Turf and briquetms

All otllcl" fucl and lighl

Housing

Rent and water charges --

Local amhorily dwellings

Other rented dwellings

Owner occupied dwellings

Waicr charges and ground rein

Mortgage rcpaymcms

Tcncnt purchase scheme

All other mortgages

House insurance

Repairs ancl clecoradons

Household durable goods

[furniture, I]oor coverings ctc

Elccu-ical/gas appliances

Other I]xturcs/appiianecs

Iron lilongory and hardware

Crockery and gl:-isswcar

Bedding

Household cloths

Personel durable goods

All olhcr household durable goods

Other Goods

l)oincslic nOll durable-goods --

Matches

Cleaning materials

Polish

All other dl:uncstic

non-dtirabie goods

Personal non-durable goods

Toilcl soaps and Ioothpasle

Hair applicalilms

Cosulctic/manicu re products

Olhcr pcrsoncl non-durables

Personal [)tu’ablc Goods

Newspapers

All other reading material

till olhcr non-durable goods

Transport

Motor cycles

Motor cars

Other vcchiclcs

Vchiclc cxpcnscs

Road tax and regislralion
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DETAILED COMPOSI770N OF COMMODI77ES (Contd.)

Motor insurance
F’etrol
All other vehicle expenses

Bus fares
Train fares
All other travelling cosls

Services and expenses
Admission charges

Cinema and theatre

Dancing
All other entertainment

Education and training
First and second level
Third level
Other education and training

Medical expenses
Doctors, dentists, opticians
Medicines
All other medical expenses

Insurance/pension premiums
Voluntary health insurance
Pension funds
Life assurance -- Life only
Life assurance -- Housepurchase
Other insu rallce

Personal services
Hairdressing
Shoe repairs
Launclry, cleaning and dyeing
Other personal services

Other Expenditure
F’ostage
Telephone and telegrams
Church, charity, clubs
Trade unions/associations
TV and aerial rent
Licences
Hotels and expenditure abroad
All other expenditure
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FhV/IL MODEL IN ALGEBRAIC I:ORM

cq c2

cq c3

cq c4

t:q c5

ml*inll + (sll -- bl*gl)*d001 +

(s12 -- bl*g2)*dl01 + (0.5%11 - s12 - bl*g3)*d011 +

(2.0%12 - sll - bl*g4)*d20I + (-2.0"s12 -- bl*g5)*d021 +

bl*yl

m2*im2 -- b2*gl*dO02 - b2*g2*dI02 - b2*g3*dOI2 --

b2*g4*d202 - b2*g5*d022 + b2*y2

m3*int3

m4*inl,l +

(--sll -- sS1 -- s61 -- s71 -- s81 -- s91 -- slOI +

(hi + b2 + I)5 + b6 + b7 + b8 + b9 + blO)*gl)*dO04 +

(--s12 -- s52 -- s62 -- s72 -- s82 -- s92 -- slOI +

(hi + b2 + b5 + b6 + b7 + 198 + b9 + blO)*g2)*d104 +

(--(0.5*slI -- s12) -- s53 -- s63 -- s73 -- s83 -- s93 --

(--0.5*slOI) +

(hi + b2 + b5 + b6 + b7 + b8 + b9 + blO)*g3)*dOI4 +

(-(2.0*s12-sl I)-s54--s64-s74-s84-s94--slOI +

(hi + b2 + I)5 + b6 + b7 + b8 + b9 + blO)*g4)*d204 +

(--(--2.0%12)-- s55 -- s65 -- s75 -- s85 -- s95 -- (--2.0*slOl) +

(hi + I)2 + b5 + b6 + b7 + b8 + b9 + blO)*gf)*d024 +

(1 -- bl -- b2 -- b5 -- b6 -- b7 -- b8 -- b9 -- blO)*y4

m5*im5 + (s51 -- b5*gl)*dO05 +

(s52 -- b5*g2)*d105 + (s53 -- b5*g3)*dOI5 +

(s54 -- b5*g4)*d205 + (s55 -- b5*g5)*d025 + b5*y5

m6*int6 + (s61 -- b6*gl)*dO06 +

(s62 -- b6*g2)*d106 + (s63 -- b6*g3)*dOI6 +

(s64 -- b6*g4)*d206 + (s65 -- b6*g5)*d026 + b6*y6
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I:hVA L MODEL IN ALGEBRA IC FORM (Contd.)

cq c7

c¢I c8

cq c9

ccI clO

= m7*im7 + (s71 -- b7*gl)*dO07 +

(s72 -- b7*g2)*d107 + (s73 -- b7*g3)*dOI7 +

(s74 -- b7*g4)*d207 + (s75 -- b7*g5)*d027 + bT*y7

= m8*im8 + (s81 -- b8*gl)*dO08 +

(s82 -- b8*g2)*d108 + (s83 -- bS*g3)*dOI8 +

(s84 -- b8*g4)*d208 + (s85 -- b8*g5)*d028 + b8*y8

= m9*inl9 + (s91 -- b9*gl)*dO09 +

(s92 -- b9*g2)*d109 + (s93 -- b9*g3)*dO19 +

(s94 -- b9*g4)*d209 + (s95 -- b9*g5)*d029 + b9*y9

=mlO*intlO + (slOI -- blO*gl)*dO010 +

(slOI -- I)lO*g2)*dlOlO + (--0.5%101 -- blO*g3)*dOIlO +

(slO1 -- blO*g4)*d2010 + (--2.0%101 -- blO*g5)*d0210 +

blO*ylO

I. For die purl~oscs of actual computation the the l)aranaclers were indexed using

the following labeling system: commodiD, groups were labeled

1 to 10 and the household types 00,10,01,20,02 were labeled 1,2,3,4,5.

2. l)ue to the need to weight tile data to allow for hcteroskedasliscity a distinct

set of dummy variablcs ("d’s") is required for each equation, as is a distinct

weighted "income" variable "y’. 14cnce d208 is the dummy

variable lot household t,vpe 20 in thc eighth of dae above equations, etc.
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I/A RIANCE MATRIX OF ES77MA TED I"A RAMETERS

M] 1.66_o0
SII -0.85622E.01 0.21737
BI -030128F-02 0.5.19121".03 0.11299F.03

GI -0.21382 0.58562 0.11466E.02 4.2833

$12 -0.49912E-01 0.797261".01 - 0.106991"-04 0.35444 0.12327

G2 -0.11828 0.3~43 - 0.12612E.03 2.360~ 0.41432 5.2435

G3 0.34919 -0.16043 - 0..t07.t91"-03-2A576 -0.27105 - 2.30-t9 6.8272

G4 0.41376E-Oi 0.16068 -0.188241".02. 2.0666 0:17810 2.50~3 -2.3750 5..’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’Y~ 6

G5 0.47283E-0! -0.70485 0.11139F.02 -.t.8685 -0.81397 -6.09.t7 1.2154 -6.0148

]3.222

M2 -0.28948E.02 0.110431"-02 0.247541".03 0.80734E-02 -0.456101:.03 0.88235r-01 0.207981,-(12 0.288311,.01

-0.5.L291E.01 0.13955
B2 0.35109E.03 0.208841"-Ot -0.263181,-05 -0.223.t0I"-03 -0.11812E-03 -0.4.tO66E-03 0.10-t76E.02 -0..1373.tl,-03

- 0.98798E4}~ - 0A8609E-03 0.109.121-’4)4

M3 -0.23781E-02 0.11149E-01 0.70873E-03 0.18654E-01 -0.11643E-01 -0.21637F-01 0.10711 -0.7331.t1".01

0.10565E.01 0.~193E-01 0.29.t83E-03 0.794971"-01
M4 -0.114.13 OA6960E-02 0.10269E412 -0.98153E4}2 -0.134421".02 -0.11051 -0.59917E-01 0.00497E-01

0.42143E.01 0.39220E-02 0.11380F.03 0.11053E.02 0..13630

$51 -0.27.161E.01 0.386301".01 0.390781"1-03 0.26165 0.1~73E.01 0.14831 -0.16055 0.90597E-01

-0.24705 0.493~E-02 0.67591E4)4 0.13517E-01 0.174341".02 0.11635
$61 -0.65943E.01 0.667391,.01 0.44297E.03 0.86643 0.55929E4)1 0.23377    -0.38195 0.28847

-0.79534 0.51399F-03 -0.57%OE&~ 0.25921E-02 0.2.29101"-02 0.10235E~)1 0.37.tl8

STI 0.74518E.02 0.14494E.01 -0.50449E4)3 0.39485 0.19920E.01 0.19127    -0.312% 0.19351

-0.35188 0.68164 E.02 -0.160~E-03 0.3085 H,.02 O.H 199F.01 0.16942E.01 0.72761E-OI 0.98194E-01
$81 -0.10762E~)1 0.25221E.OI 0.58158E4)4 0.H478 0.14730E.01 0.93626E.01 -0.?71861,-01 0.9136-H-].OI

-0.21532 - 0.59439E-02 0.16262E-04 0.86617E-04 0.859821,.02 0.14589E.02 0.28246E.01 0.H287E-OI

0.33%4E-01
$91 -0.18%4E.01 0.56138F-01 0.20850[’.03 0.79063 0.33317E-OI 0.19023    -0.7.t827 0.19476

-0.3?260    -0.73058E4)2 -0.10703E.03 -0.13397E.01 0.33781E4)1 0.30981E4)1 O.~K~~E4)I 0,95998E.01

0At719E-OI 0.42373

SI01 -0.99801EqJ2 0.10826 -0.34898E~4 0.90119 0.10410 0.93494    - 0.4fi828 0.92086

-1.8290 0.11830E-01 0.118291".04 0.127581,-02 -0.65771F-02 0.41806E-01 0.15808 0.72389E.01

0.41061E.01 0.86411E.OI 0.32755
B5 0.41499E-03 -0.30544E.0"t -0.262321"-05 -0.86056E.03 -0.26202E-04 -0.102~E.02 0.67299F.03 -0.32030E.03

0.792~E4B -0.27907E.04 -0.11127E4J5 -0.11054E.03 0.14616E-54 -0.596671".03 -0.30581E-04 -0.106991,.03

-0.733(16F-05 0.40?04 E.04 -0.137071.2-03 0.16431E4)4
B6 0.15301E.02 -0.35754E413 -0.45350E.04 -0.40912E4)3 0.279431,.03 0.122571".02 -0.25509E-02 0.23731E.02

-0.H614E-03 -0.35632E.03 -0.83325E-05 -0.H254E.02 0.866831,.05 -0.25299E.03 0.13102E-03 0.111581,-03

-0.971.!6E~)4 -OA6293E.04 0.474.’29E~4 -0.47008E.05 0.89994Eq)4

B7 -0.90376E.04 0.11595E~3 -0.15050E.04 0.19434E.02 -0.576HE.04 -0.30897E-03 0.10783E-03 -0.34133E.03
0.34155E.05 0.10~0E.03 -0.t8845E.05 0.81229E-03 0.18117E.03 0.205061-’.03 0.33570E-03 0.10850E.02

0.71263E4}t 0.110141"-03 0.13701E.03 -0.215211:.05 -0.12524E.O4 0.49065E-04

B8 0.38410E.03 -0.27113E-O5 -0.19039E.06 -0.10081E.03 0A74511.’..05 -0.453781".05 0.51273E-03 -0.18305E.03

-0.27492E.04 0.10~62E~4 0.13860E.05 0.1018.tE4)5 0.27218F.0k -0A2531E4)4 -0.57912E4)4 -0.10308E.04

0.63284E-04 -0.10215E.03 -0.41725E.04 -0.15401E.05 -0.55541E.05 0.105061-:.07 0.76258E.05

B9 0.10011E.O2 0.91737E~ -0.18685E4~4 0.95gt3E4)3 -0A5598E.03 -0.78544E.03 0.74770E4)3 -0.809321-’.04

-0.80873E-03 0.35214 E-O3 0.130231,-0.t 0.23366E.03 0.72643E-03 0.279241,4)3 0.70624E-04 0.941291,.04

0.43418E~4 0.34168E.03 0.21076E.03 -0.10498E-05 -0.30634E4)4 0.48817E.05 -0.39626E.05 0.10503E.03
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BI0 0.15,166E-02 -0.4~25E.03 -0.540t9E~t -0.200t1E.02 0.21060E-03 0.69055E.03 -0.22758E432 0.21180E.02

-0.66039E.04 -0.31194E-03 -0.1390~E.04 -0.10614E.02 -0.15606E-03 -0.1"I079E.03 -0.86339E~3 -0.25801E433
-0.12105E430 -0.12176E433 -0.25095E.03 0.26622E.06 0.25295E-04 -0.17240E.04 -0.11726E-06 -0.49107E-04

0.98309E-04
S52 0.91267E-03 0,18830E431 -0.34568E~4 0.1220~ 0.24590E-01 0.20634    -0.10962 0.15022

-0.29107    -0.29569E.02 -0.588~E.04 -0.53244E.02 -0.15122E4Y2 -0.70306E~2 0.24973E-01 0,12992E.01
0.62015E-0’2 0.95536E*02 0.442t9E.01 -0.14435E.03 0.23934E.03 0.82807E.04 0.17486E-04 -0.84882E-04

-0.22824E.04 0.77022E.01
$62 0.76084E.01 0.39201E.01 -0.42087E.03 0.2030~ 0.33190E-01 1.2715 -0.43027 0.29123

-0.90343 0.17992E431 -0.10852E.03 -0.99944E.02 -0.56237E432 0.41818E431 -0,105(~ 0.27721E.01
-0.10029E.02 0.51224E.01 0.14415 -0.26037E.03 0.74369E-03 -0.32624E.03 -0.20796E.04 -0.71716E.03

0.861fiOE433 - 0.64841E.02 0.76639
S72 -0.36622E431 0.26666 E431 0.32996E.03 0.18146 0.14955E431 0.55808    -0.17246 0.10962

-0.49136 0.14559E-01 0.39470E~4 0.85070 E~I2 -0.10230E431 0.14287E431 0.20247E431 0.15217E431
0.76911E-02 0.11427E.01 0.73165E431 -0.19591E.03 -0.18002E433 0.24697E-04 0.53028E.05 0.48020E434

-0.25908E433 0.16665E431 0.99174E431 0.13003
$82 -0.16090E431 0.16248E-01 0.I0440E433 0,93573E.01 0.16001 E431 0.15192 -0.43121E.01 0.81990E.01

-0.20491 0.14162E-01 0.38114E434 0.56191E432 0.82299E432 0.11000E431 0.1,t236E431 0,475151"432
0.91098E432 0.12985E.03 0.32409E.01 -0.59814E~4 -0,13748E.03 0,41765E~4 0.93293E435 0.14672E.03

- 0.16286E433 - 0.78397E432 0.69304E-02 0.20250E-01 0.617531:431
$92 -0.11207 0.64684 E431 0.41474E433 0.35985 0.64~2E431 1.3470 -0.6~67 0.00659

-I,0768 0.20184E431 -0.18919E-03 -0.15995E432 -0.26675E-01 0.14934E431 0.58650E-01 0.30897E-01
0.14250E431 -0.12059E.01 0.15456 -0.18402E433 0.21438E.05 -0,53255E434 0.85766E-06 -0.70665E-04

-0.21306E.04 0.58407E.01 0.11028 0.19027 0.75165E.02 0.78918
$53 0.80052E.01 -0.14969E431 -0.49970E433 -0.16518 -0.20956E.01 -0.14186 0.33557 -0.10580

0.91627E.01 0.’10625E.02 0.36669E434 0.15611E.02 -0,18077E.01 -0.59023E-01 -0.17405E-01 -0.1480~E.01
-0.34668E.03 -0,31350E.01 -0.25613E.01 0.24532E.03 -0.34693E.04 0.14611E.04 0.26309E-04 0.96760E.04

0,24976E434 -0.20335E.01 -0.14017E.01 -0.16116E431 -0.15034E432 -0.34040E-01 0.16740
$63 -0.56659E431 -0,51125E431 0.91894E~1 -0.43247 -0,15357E.01 -0.28984 1.4261 -0.3782.7

-0.570(JSE-(]I 0.32045E.02 0.24291E.03 0,14396E.01 -0.13463E~ -0.22650E431 -0.90601E-01 -0,45644E.01
0.18607E432 -0.14101 -0.65705E.01 0.659NlE.04 -0.10768E4Y2 0.13023E.03 0.17081E433 0.01569E.03

-0.73882E.03 -0,46661E432 -0.20904 0.62162E-02 0.36965E4Y2 0.84355E4Y2 0.30659E-02 0.92377
$73 0.41029E-02 -0.24473E.01 0.70174E.03 -0.31871 -0.11472E.01 -0.23734 0.95366    -0.21809

-0.40261E.01 -0.140691"2-01 0.13944E.03 0.64704E-02 -O.IH34E.01 -0.20614E431 -0.30573E.01 -0.052HE431
-0.14855E431 -0.94701E-01 -0.40872E431 0.20523E433 -0.27874E433 -0.90922E433 0.56542E434 -0.11809E433
-0.81777E434 -0.1028,1E431 -0.46106E431 -0.38094E431 -0.68113E432 -0.80623E431 0.36597E-01 0.14391

0.01032
$85 -0.27447E431 -0.88302.1’2-O2 0.54183E433 -034985E.01 -0.506021’2472 -0.53638E.01 0.1502.8    -0.75075F.01

0.76676E431 0.129241"432 -0.81727E435 0.64206E-02 -0.54470E-02 0.20710E432 0.17372E-02 -0.128991.]431
-0.21621E.01 -0.46058E432 -0.20398E-01 -0.25747E~4 -0.35767E.03 -0.55541E436 0.61220E-04 -0.23269E.03
-0.18802E-03 0.10434E.04 0.66423E.02 -0.70894E.02 -0.17f.,60E431 -0.68867E-02 -0.21601E-01 -0.32340E.01

0.39fi72E431 0.15528
$93 0.33300 -0.39856E.01 -0.15067E432 -0.80410    -0.61367E-01 -0.80136 3.1613 -0.54933

-0.32389 0,14145E.01 0.43097E.03 0.53038E.01 -0.5~23E.01 -0.29916E.01 -0.12805 -0.1002.5
-0.16132E431 -0.43023    -0.79635E431 0,97702E434 0.12896E-03 0.52551E433 0.17137E.03 -0.10827E-03
-0.49198E433 -0.25603E431 -0.67128E431 -0.84207E431 0.22509E432 -0.52105 0.12934 0.27388

0.42952 -0.20527 E431 2.5079
SM -0.46773E-02 -0.32501E.03 -0.9.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’.’2~7E~4 0.55129E.010.2HOOE.01 0.83391E431 -0.fi8897E431 0.1~23

-0.21919 0.15069E.02 -0.38984E.04 -0.75963E.02 0,88514E.03 -0.15417E.01 0.20191E.01 0.60205E-02
0.51386E432 0.51895E4Y2 0.29644E431 0.01941E434 0.178HE433 -0.11910E433 -0.01050E436 -0.12241E.03
0,1fi671E433 -0.41871E4Y2 0.12227E.01 0.10964E.02 0.54363E432 0.66374E.02 -0.14953E431 0.76551E-02

-0.77260E.03 0.15584E.02 -0.24330E.01 0.74056E.01
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$64

874

584

594

555

$65

S;3

~5

895

0.86847E~)]
- 1.0576

0.12405 E-01
0,03905EX)3

-0.60100E-OI
0.10520E-01

-0.40%7
0.71883F-02
0.88213E-~1

-0.45430E-01
o.7432or-o2

-0.2’1105
-0,57212E-02

0.88170E-04
-0,02H5E-O’2
-0.38820E-01
-0.8t706

0,14129E-01
0.~281E-05

- 0.58012E-01
-0.862101"4)2

0.55060
-0.99036r4)2
-0.42HTE-03
-0.981671"-03

0.]00~
-0.330~ I E-01

2.4376
10,39920E4) 1
-0.231091"-03

0.86382 E-02
0.51838E-01

- 0.21600E~22
1,1613

-0.12066E-01
-0.I’1675E-0.I
-0.748(W)E4)I

0.39379E-01
0.15093F-01
0.,18249
0.94620E423
0.216131"-0’t

-0.20131EX)2
0.%4491"4)2

-0.10057
2.3453

-0.23548E@1
0J6288E-03

-0.10372
0.10206

0.48582E-01
0.64345E-02
0.52567E.OI
0.30189E-01

- 0.C83866E~)!
0.2~21E~1

- 0.80613E-03
0.19387 E4)I
0.511,10154)2

- 0.316"IO E-02
0.83555 E.O2

0.14824E~2
0.HOf7E-02
0.90755E-02

-0.17598E-01
0.31016E-01
0.80630E4)2

- 0,52605E-03
0.557441"412
0.I0612E-OI

- 0.32065E-01
-0.163i0E-02
- 0,15639 E-0 I
-0.26984 E~I

0.10551 E.OI

-0.86309 E-0E
-0,18230E~)1
-0.42045E-01
- 0.367’11 E-OI

0.34474 E~)I
0.07855

- 0.364441"-01
- 0.79736E4)2
- 0.280001£4}1
- 0.16005E-01
- 0.32502F-02

0.20249
- 0.29~13E~)]
-0.58122E-02
- O. 156~1":-01
-0.93’1451s4)7
-0.30584 E-OI

0.47018 E-01

-0.01618E4)1
O, I 1262 E41

-0.91329E-02
- 0.36498E-01

0.19680E-01
0.24975

-0.58200E4)3

-0.19573E-03
0.175~
0.4566515-01

-0.10392EX)i
-0.177’17E~3

0.43864 E-04
0.687811E@1
0.99046E-02

-0..’28838E#1
- 0.17201F~)3
-0.24252r ~04

0.37701E~)1
0.30801E.OI
0.18308E~2

- 0.90920E~,t
O.L8452E4J3
0.12034
0.10036E4)1

-0.29815
0.73,HOE-0’t
0.25282E~5

-0.722~1"~1
- 0.2705’11"]~)1
-0.72025E~)1

0.35510E-03
-0.27667E4)5
-0.33166
-0.3’1055
- 0.14009E-01

- 0.13952E4)3
- O. 75301E-O4
-0.14079
-0.84924E~1
-0,11275

0.22094
- 0.74598E4)4

0.22535E~’t
-0.70511E-01
-0.33288E-01

0.238HE~)1
0.46429E~1
0.71830E-03

-0.33690E-03
-0.22865
-0.78381E-01
-0.61389

0.28190

0.31423

-0.21561E-01
-0. I i424E-00

0.317871~)1
-0.21423E-01

0.18939
- 0.23923154)2
-0.5i~2E4)4
- 0.76’151E-02

0.94389E~)2
0.H002E-OI
O.’13GOSE~3

-0.14673E-04
0.53,PlIE-02

-0,5~278E~2
0.30847
0.20577E4)2

-0.10196E-03
- 0.57’19’1E-02

0.53217E-OI
-0.20505
-0.37420E~23

0.it 105E~)3
- 0.14312E+01
-0.25967E-01

-O.74.166

-0.29182E-02
0.240~E-03

-0.11515
-0.15283E-01

-0.33375
-0..90078E-03

0.02518E-0’1
-0.62182E-01
-0,1’1902Eg)1

-0.19971
0,52099E-03
0.6t688E-O4

-0.17%2E-01
-0,07820E4)2

0.72638E~il
-0.54102
-0.12411E~1

0,41!20Eq24
-0.69410E-01
-0.37167E-01

0.48788E-01

0.31751E4)1
0.47526E4]1
0.85993E4)3
0.11750E-01
0.80801
0.11943E.01

- 0.24582E~2
0.97511E~4
0A9802E-O2
0.92557E.01
0.19613E-01

- 0.13574E~)1
0.13687Eq23

- 0.36,17,lE4J2
-0.28978E.O2

0.66080E~)1
-0.22MOE4)I
-OJ5050E~3

0A9092E4)I
-0.47863E-0~
-0.30’121E~)1

0.39H6E-O2
-0.63834E4Yt
- 0.20494 E-O2
-0.29052F4) 1

-0.T7225E4Jl
-0.70175E-02

0.20384E~3
-0,33707E-01
-0.36472

- 0.27808E-01
0.07547E~2

-0.2812H’-0’1
-0.14100E@1
-0.82505E.01

-0.37214Eq)1

0.67470E-02
-0.02326E4)4
-0.15558E@1
-0.14082E-01

-0,92463EX) 1
0.10510E4}1

-0.4%10E-04
-0J~013E~)~
-0.78681Eq)1

1.0220

0.39616 -0.01010 1.2012

0.300,t8E-01 - 030688E-01 0.35846E-01

-0.14059E~23 - 0.76304E-04 0.83723E-04
0.62762E4)1 -0.11063E.01 -0,24M7

0.83~9E~21 -0.16’361 0,4764~

0.11016E-OI 0.20220E.01 0.71587E-02

0.76846E-04 - 0.23865E.04 - 0.8’2849E4;4
-O.17865E4Jl -0.44138E.09 -0.46387E-01

0.10103
0.12838    - 0.05237E421 0.19221
0.50530E-02 0.10818E.01 0.71328E-02

0.30317E-04 -0.’14064E~4 -0,82687E-04
0.15HOE-01 -0.12624E-03 -0,87207E4)2
0.20187E-01 0.75861E~)1
0.23914 -0.47235 1.0015
0.18925E.OI 0.720~E-01 0.17357E-01

-0.16609E-03 -0.35656E-OI 0.247~E-03

-0.44435E-02 -0.11991E.01 -0.31087E421
0.14837 0.67400E-02 0.65231

- 0.23672 0.38386E-01 -0.25956
-0.15495E-OI -0.31357E-01 -0.14’199E.OI
- O.frl219E-O’I 0.73997E-05 -0.45613E.O4

-0.36OI8E-01 - 0.37481E-0I 0A84OIE-OI
-0.l’1ff)tE.OI -0.80204E-if2 -0.43695E~)1

-i..9072 0.92186E-OI -1.0417
-0.48245E.01 -0.793851"-01 -0.65059E-01

-0.117OIE-03 - 0.59713E.0,1 - 0.36525E-03
-0.186,!0 0.24068E-01 -0.17604
-0.68137E-01 -0.32003Eq)1 -0.58374E-01

-0.45888 -0,1066,t -0.42722
-0.12661E-01 -0.5879’2E-01 -0.16409E4)1

0.3005’1E-03 - 0.75798E-06 0.63149E-04
-0.84340E-01 -0.10631E-02 -0.14132E-01
-0,64456E-01 -0.18907E-01 -0.2648’1E-01

-0.2’t383 0.85979E-01 -0.2302.3

-0.13283E-01 .492071"-01 -0. H810E-OI
-0.73339E-05 0.19815E44 0.83881E-04
-0.30262E.01 0,1’1~68E~)1 0.22694E-01
-0.1H34E~I -0.95022E-01 -0.33009E@1

-0.76~3    -O.MI02    -0.70710
-0.24370E-01 -0.93583E~)1 -0.33678E-01

0.54558E4),t -0,3’1034E.O4 -0.400451")03
-0.20416 -0.18091E-01 -0.58744E~1
-0.75396E-01 -0.24642E-01 -0.24102
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MO -0,10985E.01 0.33453E~Y2 0.28448E.03 0.88350E.01 -O.17976E.02 0.25837E.01
-0.41310E.01 0.69323E-02 O. 10289E-03 O. 152591:]-01 -0.66854E.02 0.718(,,4E-01

0.17870E.02 -0.10977E-02 0.92977EdY2 -0.76273E.03 -0.27225E.03 0.26186E.03
-0.12728E.03 -0.27430E.02 0A7688E.01 0.39574E.02 0.66277E~2 -0.10660E.0i
-0.10260E.0i -0.37084E.02 0.12956E.01 -0.79808E.02 0.i5819E.01 0.62879E.03
-0..~648E.01 -0.17114E.01 0.43011E.02 -0.11390E.02 0.11278E~1 0.14675

M6 0.36002 -0.73535E.01 -0.37644E.02 -0.61089 0.26292E.01 0.47798
0.46657E.02 -0.29169E.01 -0.55942E.03 -0.82677F.01 -0.67157E.01 -0.34583E.03

-0.41923E.01 0.22570E-01 -0.75899F-02 -0,37861E.03 0.65633E.02 -0.856201"-03
0.26903E.02 0.37493E.01 0.37506 0.89291E.02 - 0.59034E.02 0.17775E.01

-0.68512E.01 -0.59736E.01 0.~548E.01 -0.13060E-02 0.43014 0.14767E.01
-0.16950E.01 0.63617E.01 0.1(J~03E.01 0.55L29E.03 - 0.22226E.01 0.27060E.01

M7 0.17877E.01 0.15423E.01 -0.36687E.03 -0,4C063E.01 -0.31478E.02 -0.01067E.01
0.88527E.01 -0.391~4E.02 -0.56943E.04 0.200991,4)1 -0.12092E.02 0.57766E.02

-0.52366F.02 -0.27230E.01 -0.14099E.01 -0.OI680E4M -0.35804E.03 0.14566E.02
-0.,1658]E.03 -0.25330r.03 -OA6896E-OI -0.15532E.01 0.90762E.03 -0.29190E.01

0.22329E~2 0.10761E.01 0.73674E.01 -0.71125E.02 -0.12592E.01 0.10234E.01
0.45~2E.03 0.18734E-0E 0.16460E.01 0.12850E4Y2 0.12951E.01 0.frlO39E.02

M8 0,62197E.01 -0.45656E.02 -0.56428E.03 -0.52868E.01 0.68760E.03 0.17129E-01
0.53310E-02 0.67839E.02 -0.84171E.04 -0A4230E.01 -0.31813E.01 -0.62592E.02

-0.35489E.01 0.11785F.01 -0.80271E.02 0A5754E.04 0.35067E.03 -0.11873E-03
0.33393E.03 0.87864E.02 0.14151E.01 -0.I0406E.03 -0.29811E.01 0.21741E.01
0.33826E.02 0.25464[’-04 -0.12788E.01 -0.25178E-02 0.66025E.02 -0.15266E.02
0.74124E.03 0.42195E.02 -0.44318E~Y2 -0.22734E.02 -0.68856E.02 -O.8583OE4Y2
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